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ABSTRACT
Biological surfaces have evolved to optimize their structures and physical and chemical
properties at the micro/nanoscale for adaptation to different environments, exhibiting a
wide variety of beneficial functions, ranging from optical properties to wettability, such
as anti-reflection coatings in moth eyes and self-cleaning surfaces of lotus leaves.
Combining optical and wetting functions in multifunctional materials is critical for
practical engineering applications such as energy harvesting, color generation, and
operation of optical instrumentation in humid conditions. However, analyses of the
functional design constraints of specified optical and wetting functions followed by
integrative optimization have been rare, and limited to simple pairwise combinations
from two distinct research disciplines. Furthermore, fabricating the desired
multifunctional nanostructured materials remains a difficult engineering challenge due to
the limitations of existing nanofabrication methods.
The work in this thesis focuses on the joint control of light transport and surface
wettability. It starts with analysis and design, followed by implementation of new
multifunctional nanostructured materials using novel nanolithographic fabrication
techniques. We first consider multifunctional silica surfaces consisting of conical
nanostructures (nanocones) for enhanced omnidirectional broadband transmissivity in
conjunction with structural superhydrophilicity or robust superhydrophobicity. This is
achieved through a systematic approach to concurrent design of nanostructures in both
domains and an innovative fabrication procedure that achieves the desired aspect-ratios
and periodicities in the nanocones with few defects, high feature repeatability, and large
pattern area. Enhanced optical transmissivity exceeding 98% has been achieved over a
broad bandwidth and range of incident angles independent of the polarization state. These
nanotextured surfaces also demonstrate robust anti-fogging or self-cleaning properties,
offering potential benefits for applications such as photovoltaic solar cells.
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As an extended function of this silica nanocone surface, we propose the systematic design
and development of nanostructured transparent anti-fingerprint surface coatings that
degrade fingerprint oils using photocatalytic effects. The TiO 2-based porous nanoparticle
surfaces exhibit short timescales for decomposition of fingerprint oils under ultraviolet
light, plus they have transparency comparable to typical glass with low optical haze (<
1%), and are mechanically robust. These TiO 2 nanostructured surfaces are anti-fogging,
anti-bacterial, compatible with flexible glass substrates, and remain photocatalytically
active in natural sunlight
Lastly, instead of eliminating all reflections over the broadband wavelengths of light for
enhanced super-transmissivity, 2-dimensional (2D) periodic nanorod surfaces capable of
generating vivid colors by wavelength-selective reflection have also been designed and
developed. The geometry of the nanorod structures on top of a silicon substrate is
optimized to obtain high contrast of colors while still allowing for scalable
nanopatterning with the help of newly invented nanofabrication processes.
By developing an integrated understanding of optical and wetting properties of
nanostructured materials, we have been able to realize novel functionalities using
nanostructured surfaces conceived by concurrent design in the two domains and created
by new nanofabrication techniques.
Thesis Supervisor: George Barbastathis
Title: Professor, Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter

1 Introduction

Natural biological surfaces have evolved to optimize their structures and physical and
chemical properties at the micro/nanoscale for a wide variety of functions, ranging from
optical properties to wettability. For example, nanostructures discovered in moth eyes
and cicada wings minimize reflectivity over a broad range of wavelengths and incident
angles, which allows them to capture more light and hide from their predators at night.
Layered periodic nanostructures on butterfly wings reflect only pure single colors to
seduce their mates for breeding. Moreover, micro/nanostructures on lotus leaves exhibit a
self-cleaning effect, using rain droplets to keep themselves pristine, and hence are able to
capture more sunlight without dust.
These studies have in turn inspired development of biomimetic surfaces emulating the
anti-reflective, self-cleaning, water-harvesting, and color-generating capabilities of
functional surfaces found in nature. In photovoltaic industries, tapered subwavelength
nanostructures on silicon surfaces have been fabricated in order to increase the lightcollecting efficiency of solar cells, while reducing reflection of sunlight. Display
industries recently have started seeking to adapt these structures to their panels so as to
increase their viewing angles and enhance the brightness of the displays. In addition to
the industrial applications in optics, superhydrophobic coatings, which are also known as
lotus effects, have been used for windshields to prevent water droplets from clinging to
the glass. As seen in the examples, these functions of the nanostructured surfaces inspired
by natural biological surfaces have influenced not only academic researchers but also
industrial practices. There is ample reason to seek to better understand these properties.
These useful phenomena in optics and wetting emerge from unique micro- and
nanostructures on surfaces. When the length of the structures is on the order of the
wavelength of light (or less), light behaves differently than it typically does at the optical
interfaces of bulk materials. These nanostructures optically behave as homogeneous
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media with effective optical properties, such as anti-reflectivity and selective-wavelength
reflection of incoming light, that are much superior to those of natural bulk materials.
Also, interfacial tension between a solid and a liquid at the micro/nanoscale is the
dominant force; thus micro/nanoscale structures combined with surface chemistry enable
control of the wetting properties.
Despite these structures' 1) beneficial functions, 2) their potential as industrial
applications, and 3) their contributions to understanding physical phenomena in two
different fields, however, analyses of the functional design constraints of specified optical
-

and wetting functions followed by integrative design and optimization have been rare

and limited to simple pairwise combinations from two distinct research disciplines.
Furthermore, fabricating the desired multifunctional nanostructured materials remains a
difficult engineering challenge due to the limitations of existing nanofabrication methods.
The current fabrication techniques are not optimized for scalable production of
multifunctional nanostructured materials; therefore, a new scalable fabrication method
needs to be developed.
Hence, the work in this thesis focuses on a joint consideration of controlling light
transport and surface wettability, starting with analysis and design, followed by the
implementation

of new

multifunctional

nanotextured

materials

using

novel

nanolithographic fabrication techniques. We report development of three different
nanostructured multifunctional materials optimized in the optical and fluidic domains and
corresponding novel fabrication methods.
We first consider nanostructured multifunctional

silica surfaces for enhanced

omnidirectional broadband transmissivity with structural superhydrophilicity or robust
superhydrophobicity. This is achieved through a systematic approach to concurrent
design of optimal structures in both domains and an innovative fabrication procedure that
achieves the desired aspect-ratios and periodicities with few defects, high feature
repeatability, and large pattern area. The accomplishment of such high aspect-ratio
structures

on

silica

enables

us

to

achieve
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enhanced

anti-reflection

and

superhydrophobicity/superhydrophilicity properties that provide self-cleaning and antifogging effects with excellent repeatability over large surfaces.
Next we investigate fingerprint oil-repellent surfaces, which is an extended approach of
the superhydrophobic surfaces for keeping non-wettability with low surface tension
liquids such as fingerprint oils. However, these superoleophobic surfaces are
mechanically weak and optically hazy. We instead propose the systematic design and
development of transparent nanostructured surface coatings that resist the deposition and
accumulation of fingerprint oils using photocatalytic effects. The nanostructured coatings
are based on a very thin (sub-micron) oleophilic TiO 2 nanoporous matrix that is deposited
via Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly. The TiO2-based porous nanoparticle surfaces exhibit
short time scales for decomposition of fingerprint oils under ultraviolet (UV) light, plus
they are mechanically robust, with transparency comparable to typical glass. These Ti02
nanostructured surfaces are anti-fogging, anti-bacterial, compatible with flexible glass
substrates, and remain photocatalytically active in natural sunlight.
Lastly, we propose a 2-dimensional (2D) array of periodic subwavelength nanorod
structures on top of a silicon surface to generate a wide variety of vivid colors using a
scalable nanopatterning method. We develop a novel nanofabrication technique followed
by interference lithography (IL) and reactive ion etching (RIE) to fabricate the designed
silicon nanorod structures with a large duty cycle (-0.8, which is practically difficult to
achieve via typical interference lithography) for acquiring high contrast of colors. Strong
interference effects inside these nanostructures allow control of selective-wavelength
reflectance, and the fabricated silicon coating is readily observable even to the naked eye
since the nanostructured color coating covers a surface area as large as 2 cm by 4 cm.
In summary, by developing an integrated understanding of optical and wetting properties
of nanostructured materials, we have been able to realize novel functionalities using
nanostructured surfaces conceived by concurrent design in the two domains and created
by new nanofabrication techniques. Preliminary results of additional nanofabrication
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methods developed for these nanostructured multifunctional materials will also be briefly
introduced.
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I

1.1 Importance of multifunctional materials for light

transport and surface wettability
Multifunctionality for light transport and surface wettability is critical for fundamental
understanding of physical interfacial properties of materials and for practical engineering
applications such as energy harvesting, color generation, and operation of optical
instrumentation in extreme climates or humid conditions where the optical reflectivity,
transmittance, wetting and other physical interfacial properties must satisfy multiple
design characteristics in order to fulfill system requirements [1, 2]. For example, the light
collecting efficiency of a photovoltaic solar cell is highly influenced by both surface dust
contamination and optical reflection losses over a broad range of wavelengths and
incident angles [1-3]. The operational efficiency and longevity would benefit from both
self-cleaning and anti-reflection surface properties. To achieve the high transmissivity
required for operation of optical instrumentation under humid conditions in chemical and
biological laboratories, antifogging and anti-reflection as well as enhanced transparency
would convey critical advantages; these multifunctional material design strategies could
also find practical utility in enhanced performance characteristics of common objects
such as goggles and vehicle windshields [4]. These multiple functions can provide
numerous opportunities for improving the environment in which we live, and also offer
economic benefits [5].
Although natural bulk materials do not exhibit these beneficial interfacial properties, it
has been discovered that these functions of biologically produced surfaces stem from
nanostructures;

hence

many researchers

have

intensively sought fundamental

understanding of the functions from those surfaces, and the connections to nanostructures
[6-11]. In the next section, I will continue to discuss the lessons from nature and the
connection between nanostructures and multifunctionality.
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1.2 Lessons from nature: nanostructured multifunctional
materials for control of light transport and surface
wettability
Biologically produced surfaces take advantage of multiple beneficial functions
originating from micro/nanostructures that cannot be observed in natural bulk materials.
With the help of significant advances in micro- and nanotechnologies, the study of the
structures, functions, and mechanisms of biologically produced surfaces at the
micro/nanoscale has boomed for decades, in the effort to understand those properties and
create artificial functional surfaces [6-12]. In particular, these functions in two different
domains, optics and surface wettability, have been extensively investigated because of
their technological potential and engineering applications [1, 6, 9, 12-14].
Studies on their physical phenomena and mechanisms have shown that the optical and
wetting properties of those surfaces are closely related to the length scale of the surface
structures. To achieve the optical properties such as anti-reflectivity and selectivewavelength reflection, the size of the structures needs to be on the order of the
wavelength of light or less. When that is true, light behaves differently than it typically
does at the optical interfaces of bulk materials. These nanostructures optically act as a
homogeneous medium with effective refractive indices, showing superior optical
functions, such as anti-reflectivity and selective reflection of incoming light, compared to
those of natural bulk materials [1, 9, 15-18]. Figure 1-1 shows the multifunctional
surfaces existing in nature mapped with respect to the length scale (or feature size). In
order to obtain optical properties superior to those from bulk materials, the typical size of
structures on butterflies' wings and moths' eyes is on the same order of visible
wavelength (400 nm 5 A :

800 nm) or less [10, 19-22]. Two scanning electron

microscope (SEM) images on the left-hand side demonstrate the surface morphologies of
moths' eyes and butterflies' wings, respectively.
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I
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1100

millimeter (mm)

Feature size
Figure 1-1. a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an anti-reflective nipple
array on the Attacus atlas moth eye. Reproduced from Ref. [21] with permission from
The Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image
showing wing-scale cross-sections of M rhetenor. Reproduced from Ref. [10] with
permission from Nature Publishing Group. c) SEM image of the Nelumbo nucifera
(Lotus) leaf surface. Reproduced from Ref. [14] with permission from Wiley-VCH, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. d) SEM image of the textured surface of the desert beetle Stenocara
sp. Reproduced from Ref. [11] with permission from Nature Publishing Group.

In addition, surface wettability is the interfacial interaction between a solid and a liquid.
For effective control of surface wettability by using interfacial tension, the size of
structures should be on the order of micrometers (pm) or less, because interfacial tension
(or surface tension) effects are dominant at these length scales [23]. Micro/nanostructures
on lotus leaves exhibiting robust superhydrophobicity, and those on a desert beetle that
collects water with the help of alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic areas, are shown
in Figure 1-1. The length scale of the structures of the leaves or of the beetle is on the
order of micrometers or even smaller to make surface tension dominant, which leads to
well controlled surface wettability that has also never existed in bulk materials. Again,
these useful phenomena in optics and wetting emerge from unique micro- and
nanostructures on surfaces.
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One important observation is that the nanostructured surface of butterflies' wings fosters
superhydrophobicity, and at the same time it exhibits structural colors by wavelengthselective reflection [24]. This proves that multiple functions in two major different fields,
optics and wetting, can be mutually present when the structure size of the engineered
materials is on the order of nanometers. Consequently, it is conceivable that new
multifimctional materials using nanostructures can be designed and manufactured with
the consideration of both requirements for both optics and wetting.
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1.3 Light transport at optical interfaces
What we see is all about interactions between light and objects. Leaves are green, the
skies are blue, and the moon is yellow at night. Light transport at optical interfaces had
drawn much attention due to its fundamental importance to our visual perception and its
unique properties. In classical physics, light interaction phenomena at optical interfaces
consist of reflection, transmission, and refraction as well as absorption of light [25, 26].
These are fundamental elements for understanding light behavior on flat or rough
surfaces, and are required to explain light transport with nanostructured materials later.
Figure 1-2 shows a schematic drawing of fundamental light interaction phenomena
within two optically different media. When a light wave propagates from medium 1 to
medium 2, some portion of the light wave will be reflected to the medium 1 and the
remainder of the light wave is transmitted through the medium 2. These processes are
called reflection and transmission. When the propagating light encounters a different
medium with different optical properties such as refractive index, the propagation
direction of transmitted light changes in order to conserve the momentum of the
transmitted and reflected light waves. This is called refraction (nisinBi = n2sin02, Snell's
law), which is also a commonly observed phenomenon [25, 26]. Light absorption occurs
when the energy of photons is converted to internal energy such as heat due to vibration
of electrons when light propagates through a medium. Light intensity is attenuated by
absorption of a part of its photons. These are the fundamental light interaction
phenomena that will be discussed in this thesis.
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Figure 1-2. Schematic drawing of the fundamental light interaction phenomena within
two optically different media.

These phenomena

can be explained

by electromagnetic

theory.

Light is an

electromagnetic wave, and consists of orthogonally oscillating electrical fields E and
magnetic fields H. Symbols with bars on top represent vector quantities. The connection
between the two fields is explained by Maxwell's equations, which are

VxH=-D+J

at

VxE=--B
atV-D=p

(1.1)

(1.2)
(1.3)

V-B=O

(1.4)

where E is the electric field (volt/m), 3 is the magnetic flux density (weber/m 2), H is
the magnetic field, D is the electric displacement (coulombs/m 2), J is the electric
current density (amperes/M 2), p is the electric charge density (coulombs/m3 ) [25, 26].
Eq. 1.1 is Ampere's law, Eq. 1.2 is Faraday's law, Eq. 1.3 is Gauss' law for electric
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fields, and Eq. 1.4 is Gauss' law for magnetic fields [25, 26]. With Eqs. 1.1-1.4,
Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic fields is completely expressed, and light transport
phenomena at optical interfaces can be fully described by solving these equations with
boundary conditions [25, 26].
Reflectance and transmittance coefficients can also be calculated at the optical interface.
Consider a plane harmonic wave incident upon a boundary between two different
homogeneous, isotropic media, as shown in Figure 1-3. There are incident, reflected, and
transmitted waves. The space-time dependence of these three waves, aside from constant
amplitude factors, is given by the following complex equations [27]:

exp [i

-r - wt) ]: incident wave

(1.5)

exp [i

-r - wt)] : reflected wave

(1.6)

(1.7)

exp[ i k -r- wt) ]: transmitted wave

where k is a wave vector, and r is a position vector.

reflected

incident

ni

transmitd
Figure 1-3. Wave vectors for light incident on a boundary separating two different optical
media [27].
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Since the time factors are equal, we will have the following equation [27],

k, rkr

(1.8)

.rk,

at the boundary in Figure 1-3. Eq. 1.8 becomes

k sinO = kr sinO,

k, sin0,.

(1.9)

where k is a wave number [25-27]. Now in the space of the incident and reflected waves,
the two waves are traveling in the same medium, hence the wave vectors have the same
magnitude; that is k, = k, and it also reduced to law of reflection, O, =6, [25-27].

Let

, denote the electric field vector of a plane harmonic wave that is incident on the

optical boundary in Figure 1-3, and let E,, and E, denote the electric field vectors of the
reflected and transmitted waves, respectively [27]. By Eqs. 1.1-1.4 and

I= ~'

, the

magnetic field vectors are given by

-1-

H, = -- k x E, (incident)

(1.10)

1-

-

Hr =---kr xE, (reflected)
-1-

H= -k, x E, (transmitted).
Jyw
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1.12

(1.1)

Assume that E is perpendicular to the plane-of-incidence (called TE polarization), as
shown in Figure 1-4. Due to the continuity of the tangential components of the electric
fields [25-27], we have at the boundary

Ej+E

E,-

(1.13)

Using the continuity of the tangential components of the magnetic fields [25-27], we also
have at the boundary

.

-Hi cos6+ Hcos6, =-H,cos6,

(1.14)

Making use of Eqs. 1.10-1.14, k -E=0,and p, =y,, we can obtain

Ej
(EE,
tE= (E,

E,

n,
cos0, + n,cos 0,
nicos6o-ncos6,
2n, cos6.
n, cos6, + n, cos6,

(1.15)

(1.16)

where r, and tE denote the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients,
respectively [25-27].
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Figure 1-4. Incoming wave whose electric field is normal to the plane-of-incidence [25].

A similar pair of equations can be derived when Ej lies in the plane-of-incidence (called
TM polarization), as shown in Figure 1-5 [25]. Continuity of the tangential components
of the electric and magnetic fields on both sides of the boundary lead to

Eicos6i - Er cos6r = E, cos6,

(1.17)

Hi + Hr = H.

(1.18)

Making use of Eqs. 1.10-1.12, 1.17, and 1.18, we can also obtain
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rT E,
rrM=I
--

Ej

-ni cosO,
y nin, cos6,
cos0, + n, cos O,

(E,

(.9
(1.19)

2ni cosO.

STM

Ej

(1.20)

ni cos 0, + n, cos O,

where rT, and tTM denote the amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients,
respectively [25-27]. Eqs. 1.15, 1.16, 1.19, and 1.20 are known as Fresnel'sequations.
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Figure 1-5. Incoming wave whose electric field is in the plane-of-incidence [25].
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1.4 Interfacial tension of materials and wetting phenomena
on textured surfaces
Lotus leaves are capable of repelling water droplets, but glass is not. What makes them
different, and can we make glass water-repellent? To answer these two questions, we
need to understand the interaction between a liquid and a solid. Wetting is the study of
how a liquid interacts with another liquid or a solid (i.e., how a liquid dropped on a solid
surface spreads out), and surface tension and contact angle are the most fundamental
factors in wetting.

Surface tension is an inherent interfacial characteristic of material interfaces, and is
generated by intermolecular forces [28-30]. Molecules of a liquid are surrounded by other
neighboring molecules below a surface (i.e., a liquid-vapor interface), as shown in Figure
1-6, and the net forces acting on these molecules are going to be negligible because each
molecule is drawn equally in all directions. At the surface, however, the molecules are
only partially surrounded by other molecules below the surface; thus the cohesive force
between adjacent liquid molecules at the surface (i.e., a liquid-vapor interface) becomes
stronger than that between the molecules below the surface [29, 30]. This force prevents a
condensed phase of the liquid from becoming a vapor phase, and it is represented by
surface tension, defined as the force per unit of length or energy per unit area. This
generates internal pressure and tends to minimize the surface area of a liquid. It can also
be interpreted as the energy required to bring molecules from inside the liquid to the
surface and to create new surface area [29, 30].
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liquid-vapor
interface

vapor (e.g., air)

I

Figure 1-6. Schematic illustration of forces on molecules of a liquid.

The contact angle of a liquid is the angle between the leading edge of a liquid on a solid
surface at the three-phase contact line (liquid-vapor-solid), and it plays an important role
in wetting as an intuitive indicator of wettability of a liquid on a solid surface [29]. Figure
1-7 shows the contact angle, which is also the angle

OE,

at the equilibrium state created by

the interfacial force balance between the three phases (liquid-vapor-solid) in the
tangential direction of the flat solid surface. It is quantitatively defined as Young's
equation,

cosOE

(1.21)

(YSV - 7SL )YLV

where y; is an interfacial tension between phases i and j, and S, L, V indicate solid,
liquid, and air, respectively [29]. When the contact angle of water droplets is smaller than
900 on a substrate, it is called a hydrophilic surface. In contrast, when the water contact
angle is greater than 900, it is considered a hydrophobic surface. The most hydrophobic
and common material is Teflon*, which shows contact angles between 1100 to 1200 [31,
32].

Moreover,

contact

angles

greater

than

1500,

a

phenomenon

superhydrophobicity [33], have been demonstrated by texturing the solid surfaces.
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called

YLV

vapor

YSV

Figure 1-7. Schematic drawing of a liquid drop on a solid surface with the quantities in
Young's equation.

In practice, the contact angle is not always the same as the value calculated from Eq.
1.21. At a given surface, the contact angle can vary from the advancing contact angle
(measured when the solid/liquid contact area increases), 0,a*, to the receding contact
angle (measured when the solid/liquid contact area decreases), 0rec [34]. The equilibrium
angle from Young's equation is always a value between the receding contact angle and
the advancing contact angle. This difference between advancing and receding contact
angles is called contact angle hysteresis (CAH). The contact angle hysteresis originates
from heterogeneities in the topography and chemical composition of the solid surface,
and this generates an adhesion force between the surface and a liquid [28, 31, 34]. This
phenomenon can also be seen with a small water droplet at rest on a tilted surface. The
contact angle at the front of the droplet is larger than that at the rear due to CAH;
therefore, this creates a net adhesive force to the surface, and the water droplet is pinned
at the surface [28, 32].

Through efforts at control of adhesive force between a liquid and a solid surface, it has
been found that the contact angle and the contact angle hysteresis of a liquid can be
modified by changes in the surface topography of the solid substrate and its surface
chemistry; hence these can make the surfaces extremely non-adhesive or adhesive [32].
Wenzel first suggested the relationship between apparent contact angles and roughness of
surfaces with the following equation [35]:
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(1.22)

cosO* = r, COS

(122

where r, is the average roughness ratio, defined as the actual surface area divided by the
projected surface area,

&* is an apparent

contact angle, and

6

E

is the equilibrium contact

angle of a liquid on a flat solid surface determined by Young's equation. This equation
shows the fully-wetted state of liquid droplets on textured surfaces. Assuming that

OE

is

600 and r,, (called Wenzel roughness) is 1.9, the apparent contact angle becomes 18.20, as
schematically shown in Figure 1-8. Due to increase in surface roughness (r,), the contact
angle decreases and hydrophilicity is promoted. The correlation between the apparent
contact angle and the equilibrium contact angle of the Wenzel state can also be plotted
onto the wetting diagram shown in Figure 1-9 [33, 36].

vapor

6*

Figure 1-8. Schematic drawings of liquid droplets on a flat surface and textured surface.
The liquid penetrates into the texture and fully wets the surface. The apparent contact
angle is determined by Eq. 1.22, and this state is known as the Wenzel state.
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COsO

rw

-1
Figure 1-9. Wetting diagram for the Wenzel state [33, 36]. The slope of the plot
represents rw.

Later, Cassie and Baxter explained how the apparent contact angle of a droplet changes
on a rough surface when air pockets remain trapped below the droplet with the following
equation [37]:

cosO* = cosOE + facOS7 = f COSOE-fa

(1.23)

wherefi is the fraction of solid remaining in contact with the droplet, andfa (= 1-fs) is the
fraction of air pockets remaining in contact with the droplet. A droplet on a flat solid
shows the equilibrium contact angle

6 E,

while it does not spread out on a film of air

(contact angle of n). The cosine of the apparent angle (6*) becomes a sum of the cosines
of the equilibrium contact angles of the liquid and air (QE and n, respectively), weighted
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by the respective proportions of solid and air below the droplet [32]. This applies when
the droplet is sufficiently large compared with the scale of roughness [38]. For example,
when OE is 1200 andf, is 0.2, the apparent contact angle reaches a value of 154.2'. This

wetting property is also schematically shown in Figure 1-10. Asfs decreases, the apparent
contact angle increases and hydrophobicity is promoted. The correlation between the
apparent contact angle and the equilibrium contact angle of the Cassie-Baxter state can
also be plotted onto the wetting diagram shown in Figure 1-11 [33, 36].

E

Figure 1-10. Schematic drawings of liquid droplets on a flat surface and textured surface.
The liquid sits partially on air, and the apparent contact angle can be determined by Eq.
1.23. This state is known as the Cassie-Baxter state.
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Figure 1-11. Wetting diagram for the Cassie-Baxter state [33, 36].

These two equations are the main models describing the wetting behavior of a liquid
droplet on a rough surface, and these provide a fundamental framework for control of
surface wettability. These imply that surface wettability can be enhanced by structured
roughness [39, 40]. The details will be discussed in Chapter 2.
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1.5 Fabrication of nanostructures for multifunctionality
In order for all these beneficial applications of the multifunctional surfaces to become
reality, the major challenge is how to reliably create structures at the nanoscale. This also
requires the development of engineering nanofabrication approaches with appropriate
processing of materials with the desired structural, mechanical, optical, and wetting
properties [41]. There are critical requirements that the candidates for nanofabrication
methods for multifunctional materials must satisfy. The methods must be (1) costeffective, (2) compatible with large-area nanofabrication, and (3) capable of creating
precise and desired shapes of defect-free nanostructures optimized for multifunctionality.
As discussed in Section 1.1, the multifunctional surfaces are beneficial for commercial
products such as glasses, goggles, and displays. Since the sizes of these products are
usually on the order of meters, the fabrication method for the multifunctional surfaces
must be inexpensive to cover a large area with nanostructures and, at the same time,
capable of precise fabrication of nanostructured materials with the desired mechanical
geometries that are optimized for advanced functions and their applications in optics and
wetting. In this section, current prominent fabrication methods for nanostructures, and
their limitations, will be briefly introduced.

Significant advances in nanotechnology over the past few decades enable precise and
scalable fabrication of nanostructures. One of the leading technologies in fabricating
nanostructures is optical projection lithography, which also led to the industrial
revolution in the semiconductor industry. Optical projection lithography, sometimes
called photolithography, is a process to pattern shapes or parts of a thin film that is called
photoresist, on a substrate using ultraviolet (UV) light. Photoresist is a material that can
be chemically modified by light exposure; thus the exposed or unexposed photoresist,
with the help of a photomask, is patterned. One shortcoming of photolithography is that
the resolution of patterns is restricted to about half of the wavelength, due to diffraction
of UV light. However, the optical lithographic process, through numerous techniques,
such as immersion lithography, extreme UV exposure, and double patterning, has
overcome the diffraction limit of light, and feature sizes as small as 32 nm are being
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manufactured with the optical projection lithography. This is the most reliable and
scalable lithographic technique for creating nanostructures; however, expensive
instruments and facilities with huge investment are certainly required, and this violates
the requirements for the nanofabrication of multifunctional surfaces.

Electron beam lithography (EBL) is also a promising technique to create nanostructures
by directly drawing desired patterns on a resist layer with a focused electron beam. Since
the wavelengths of electron beams are much smaller than those of UV light' for
photolithography, this technique is not restricted by the diffraction limit of light; hence
the smallest feature size is on the order of a few nanometers - making it the most
accurate lithographic method. Although EBL has this major advantage, it is mainly
limited by low throughput and implementation difficulties for large-area nanofabrication.
As a result, it has been popularly used for demonstrations in scientific studies and
prototypes of relatively small nanoelectronic and nanophotonic devices that require high
accuracy of the geometries (- 1 nanometer accuracy).

In 1996, a cost-effective and scalable nanofabrication method, so-called nanoimprint
lithography, was introduced based on mechanical embossing with a pre-shaped template
[42]. This method is also compatible with large-area nanofabrication or roll-to-roll
processes [43], offering potential advantages such as low cost and high throughput. In
spite of many advantages compared to conventional lithography methods such as
photolithography and EBL, a mold structure is certainly required in advance of the
nanoimprint process, and defects can be readily produced by both incomplete filling of
negative patterns and the shrinkage phenomenon of the imprinted materials [44].

The three promising candidates have been widely used for the development for new
materials and devices in the semiconductor industry as well as academia. These are also
useful for complex and multicomponent nanomaterials that are needed for advanced
functional applications; however, many obstacles such as low throughput, high cost, and
defects still have to be overcome in order to create nanostructured multifunctional
surfaces optimized for effective control of light transport and surface wettability. In
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addition, the nanofabrication method must satisfy the three requirements mentioned
earlier: cost-effectiveness, large-area capability, and precise nanofabrication.
There is, however, one photolithographic method that produces periodic nanostructures
without a mask, which can both overcome the difficulties mentioned previously and
satisfy the requirements. Interference lithography (IL) is one of the most effective and
low cost approaches for large-area nano-patterning and defect-free nanostructure
fabrication of periodic subwavelength nanostructures, and it has also been utilized for
years to build multifunctional surfaces [45], magnetic data storage media [46, 47], and
photonic materials [48, 49]. Interference lithography is based on interference between
two or more coherent laser beams, usually in a Lloyd's mirror interferometer [50] or a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer [51]. Because of the nature of interference, periodicity is
guaranteed if the beam wavefront quality and uniformity are sufficiently good over the
required surface area of overlap. Thus, 1-dimensional (ID) gratings, 2-dimensional (2D)
gratings, and hexagonal hole/dot arrays, which are ideally suited for multifunctionality,
can be easily fabricated.

Furthermore, self-assembly, defined as the spontaneous organization of two (or more)
components into larger aggregates using covalent and/or noncovalent bonds [52, 53], is
one of the most appealing nanofabrication methods for the realization of advanced
functions in optics and wetting because of low cost, simplicity, and scalability, allowing
for the development of complex, multifunctional nanostructures. This method relies on
cooperative interactions of small components such as nanoparticles that assemble
spontaneously in a predefined way to produce a larger structure in two or three
dimensions [52, 53].

The aim of this thesis includes development of an appropriate approach for the controlled
fabrication of nanostructured materials on the nanometer scale and implementation of
multiple functions in optics and wetting. Interference lithography and self-assembly, the
most promising lithographic methods, will provide comprehensive platforms for
development and building of nanostructured multifunctional surfaces; therefore, these
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two methods, and how they are utilized with novel techniques to create multifunctional
nanostructured materials, will be discussed in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.

1.5.1 Interference lithography
Two spatially and temporally coherent beams (with a wavelength of A) interfere and form
a standing wave pattern in a region where they overlap. This sinusoidal standing intensity
pattern is recorded on a layer of positive or negative photoresist [54, 55], and then desired
grating is achieved, as shown in Figure 1-12. The intensity pattern is given by

I

- - 2

E(1.24)

where E, is the electric field of the incoming beam on the right-hand side, and El is the
electric field of the incoming beam on the left-hand side. The two beams can be
expressed by

where e, and e,

Er =e. Er exp(nkzcos6 + kxsin0) -exp(-jwt),

(1.25)

E=e, -E -exp(nkz cos0 - kysin 0) exp(-jwt),

(1.26)

are the unit vectors representing the polarization states of the two

beams, E, and E, are the amplitudes of the right and left incoming beams, respectively,
k is the wave number (k = 2/A), 6 is the angle of incidence of the two laser beams, w is
the angular frequency (w = 2f),f is the frequency of light, and n is the refractive index of
the surrounding medium.
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Figure 1-12. Schematic drawing of interference lithography (IL) configuration [54, 55].

The intensity profile along x-direction is

I(x) = (E)2 + (E,)2 + 2ErE,(e- e,)cos(2nkx sin 6).

(1.27)

The period (P) of the intensity pattern becomes
P=

2nsinO

.A

(1.28)

1.5.2 Layer-by-Layer assembly
Among many self-assembly nanofabrication techniques, Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly
is one of the easiest and most inexpensive processes for multilayer formation at the
nanoscale, and it allows a variety of materials to be incorporated within the thin film
structures [56-58]. LbL assembly is a technique to build a thin and conformal layer of
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micro/nano-sized particles using alternate layers of positively and negatively charged
colloidal particles [56-59], shown in Figure 1-13. Alternation of the surface charge
enables an assembly between positively and negatively charged materials affording a
great freedom in the number of layers and layering sequence [56]. This technique is also
compatible with large-area nanofabrication, and capable of creating precise and desired
shapes of defect-free nanostructures [56], which satisfies the three requirements
introduced in Section 1.5.
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Figure 1-13.
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Schematic illustration of Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly through

electrostatic interaction. Reproduced from Ref. [56] with permission from The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
I
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1.6 Outline of thesis
In this thesis I present nanostructured multifunctional materials for control of light
transport and surface wettability, and newly developed nanofabrication methods for these
new materials.

First of all, nanostructured multifunctional silica surfaces for enhanced omnidirectional
broadband

transmissivity

with

structural

superhydrophilicity

or

robust

superhydrophobicity will be covered in Chapter 2. This is achieved through a systematic
approach to concurrent design of optimal nanostructures in two domains, optics and
wetting, and an innovative fabrication procedure that achieves the desired aspect-ratios
and periodicities with few defects, high feature repeatability, and large pattern area. This
multifunctional material will be called "multifunctional glass."

The multiple shrinking mask etching method (developed for creating the multifunctional
glass introduced in Chapter 2) will be discussed further in Chapter 3. This method,
combined with interference lithography and specific techniques, also enables successful
fabrication of subwavelength periodic silica nanocone structures with controllable-aspectratio of 4.5 to 7. In addition, simple and low cost fabrication methods for silica nanocone
structures with low aspect-ratios of 2 to 3 have been developed, with and even without the
hardmask material that had been considered an essential for fabricating high aspect-ratio
structures.

Although touch screen technologies have been popular and transparent anti-fingerprint
surfaces have received much attention,

the tapered silica nanocone structures

(multifunctional glass introduced in Chapter 2) do not provide oil repellency. They can
repel water (has relatively high surface energy), but not oil (has relatively low surface
energy). At the beginning of Chapter 4, newly developed transparent superoleophobic
surfaces, especially their limitations as transparent anti-fingerprint surfaces, will be
discussed. In contrast to previous studies that have targeted an oil repellency mechanism,
we have taken the counter-intuitive approach of constructing our surface from an
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oleophilic material. Design, fabrication, and characterization of transparent fingerprinteating surfaces, which are optimized for optical transparency and photocatalytic
fingerprint removal, will be discussed in detail. This multifunctional material utilizes the
combined favorable effects of rapid capillary imbibition (or hemi-wicking [60]) of
fingerprint oils into a porous oleophilic titania nanoparticle structure and subsequent
photocatalytic decomposition upon exposure to the ultraviolet (UV) component of natural
sunlight. It achieves a practical degradation time (S 3 hours under sunlight) of
fingerprints, while also retaining optical transparency comparable to ordinary glass.

Instead of eliminating all reflections over the broadband wavelengths of light with the
tapered silica nanostructured materials (multifunctional glass introduced in Chapter 2),
properly designed nanostructured surfaces are capable of generating vivid colors by
selective-wavelength reflection. Chapter 5 introduces the design, optimization, and
nanofabrication of 2-dimensional (2D) periodic subwavelength nanostructured silicon
surfaces for effective reflective color generation. The geometry of the nanorod structures
on top of the silicon substrate is designed and optimized to obtain high contrast of colors
while still allowing for scalable nanopatterning with the help of newly invented
nanofabrication processes.

Chapter 6 suggests possible future work expanding on the scope of this thesis.
Preliminary

results of new nanofabrication

multifunctional

methods

for these

nanostructured

materials will be briefly introduced. Moreover, possible future

applications of these nanostructured multifunctional materials developed in this thesis
will also be discussed.
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Chapter 2
Nanotextured Silica Surfaces with
Omnidirectional Broadband
Supertransmissivity and Robust
Superhydrophobicity

2.1 Introduction
Specifying the interaction of a "multifunctional" surface with liquids and light has long
been recognized as a topic of both fundamental and practical significance. Conical
structures on a surface have been proposed for that purpose because they address both
interactions: the cone apex angle controls the contact angle of liquid, as well as the
effective refractive index gradient to achieve adiabatic matching between air and the
substrate, thus minimizing reflection. The key design parameter is the nanocone aspectratio (i.e., height over diameter), at the same time posing the tough fabrication challenge.
In this chapter, we report an approach to co-design the nanostructures in the optical and
fluidic domains, and an experimental fabrication procedure that achieves the desired
aspect-ratios with virtually no defects and with high repeatability. The fabricated
structures demonstrate highly robust structural superhydrophilicity or, with the addition
of a surface coating, superhydrophobicity. Optical transmissivity exceeding 98% is
measured over a broad bandwidth and range of incident angles at both polarizations. We
also demonstrate and optically quantify anti-fogging and self-cleaning behavior, both
potentially beneficial for energy harvesting and utilization.
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Note that this chapter is partially based on the following publications and patent
applications.

*K.-C. Park*, H.J. Choi* et al., "Nanotextured Silica Surfaces with Robust SuperHydrophobicity and Omnidirectional Broadband Super-Transmissivity," ACS Nano,
2012 (*Equally contributed to this work, Reprinted with permission from [45]. Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society)
-H.J. Choi et al., "Bio-inspired Multifunctional Nanostructured Surface," Micro and
Nano Engineering 2011 conference, Germany, 2011
*H.J. Choi et al., "Fabrication of Subwavelength High Aspect-Ratio Tapered Fused Silica
Nanostructures for Transparent Photophilic Material," EIPBN 2011 conference, Las
Vegas, USA, 2011
*H.J. Choi et al., "Inverted Nanocone Structures for Multifunctional Surfaces and its
Fabrication Process," US Patent, Application no. 61/669,240, July 2012
-H.J. Choi et al., "Process for Fabricating High Aspect-Ratio Tapered Nanocone
Structures," US Patent, Application no.61/477,792, April 2011
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2.2 Fresnel reflection and anti-reflection coatings
Fresnel reflection (reflection of light) is the general optical phenomenon occurring at
optical interfaces. Many researchers have investigated ways to remove the reflection from
interfaces; hence it has been found that Fresnel reflection at optical interfaces can be
successfully suppressed by using optical interference effects with a thin layer of coating.
When light travelling in medium 1 passes the optical interface between medium 1 and
medium 2, as previously shown in Figure 1-2, the reflectance (or reflection coefficient) of
light at the interface can be calculated by Fresnel's equations with respect to the
polarization state of light:

n cos6 1-n 2 cosQ2
Ih
2CS0
n cos61 + n2 cos02

RTE

JOO
2

(2.1)

for the TE polarization, and

(2
=

n2 cos6,-ni cos 2
n, cos6, + n 2 cos02

(2.2)

for the TM polarization, respectively, where n is the refractive index of the medium 1, n2
is the refractive index of the medium 2, 0, is the angle of incidence of light, and 62 is the
angle of transmitted light through the medium 2 [17, 25].

When a thin layer of coating with a refractive index of nA exists at the interface between
the two media, and the multiple light rays reflected from this layer and reflected back to
the medium 1 are perfectly out of phase (a phase difference), all the light beams reflected
backwards can cancel each other due to destructive interference [17, 25]. This is called a
single-layer anti-reflection coating, and the thickness of the single layer must be
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A.

,(2.3)

4nAR

where A is the wavelength of light, and nA is the refractive index of the single layer
existing at the optical interface between the medium 1 and medium 2, when the angle of
incidence 0, is zero and the following equation holds:

nAR=

frijn.

(2.4)

This provides perfect anti-reflection [17, 25]; however, this works only with a single
wavelength and single incident angle.
To overcome the limitation of this anti-reflective coating, a novel way of using multilayer
coatings has been developed. By tuning the thicknesses and refractive indices of the
multilayers, such as alternating layers with high and low refractive indices, anti-reflection
coatings can work over broad wavelength ranges and with a wide range of incident
angles. Today, most frequently used anti-reflection coatings are based on these multilayer
interference structures [17, 25]. These coatings, however, have limitations such as poor
adhesion and thermal mismatch between the thin-film stack [3].
In addition to the single-layer and multilayer anti-reflection coatings offering antireflectivity, it was discovered by Lord Rayleigh in 1879 [61] that a gradient refractive
index layer can be used to significantly improve anti-reflective performance of optical
coatings. Although different coatings with different gradient refractive index profiles
have been theoretically investigated for years for broadband anti-reflection properties
[62, 63], finding optical materials with a low refractive index (- 1) is a challenge to
building the desired gradient-index profiles. Instead of finding low-refractive-index
materials, a gradient refractive index anti-reflection coatings that eliminate Fresnel
reflection at an AlN/air interface over a broad range of wavelengths have been fabricated
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by using SiO 2 and TiO 2 layers grown by oblique-angle deposition, as shown in Figure 2-1
[18].
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Figure 2-1. Cross-section SEM image of graded-index coating with a modified-quinticindex profile. Reproduced from Ref. [18] with permission from Nature Publishing Group.

This coating shows a nearly perfect anti-reflectivity with omnidirectional incidence of
light over a broad wavelength range; however, this surface has a limitation on producing
multifunctional properties because it is flat. The Wenzel (wetted state) or Cassie-Baster
(non-wetted state) states (r,~ 1 or fa ~ 0: see Section 1.4) cannot be created on the
surface with no roughness. Moreover, due to the possibility of the optical anisotropy
arising from oblique-angle deposition [64], its refractive index can change with respect to
angle of incidence or polarization of light, which is undesirable.

To overcome these limitations, subwavelength nanostructured materials have been
studied, and have been considered to make a gradient-index layer with a certain level of
surface roughness (r, > 1) for effective control of both light transport and surface
wettability. When the feature size of the structures, such as the period P, is smaller than
the wavelength of light (A), nanostructures behave as an effective medium with an
effective refractive index [65, 66]. Tapered subwavelength nanostructures provide
adiabatic impedance mismatch between the air and substrate (or gradient refractive
index), and thus drastically reduce Fresnel reflection losses at the optical interface, as
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schematically shown in Figure 2-2b. This phenomenon based on the nanostructures has
been first observed on moth eyes [6, 8, 67], and these subwavelength structures have
been developed for years in order to fabricate anti-reflective materials.

a

n

b

n

n,

nI

n,

n22

P (period) <A (wavelength)

Figure 2-2. a) Fresnel reflection at the optical interface of a flat surface. b) Principle of an
anti-reflective surface, consisting of subwavelength nanocone structures whose period P
is smaller than the wavelength of incident light. Subwavelength tapered nanostructures
offer adiabatic impedance mismatch between the air (ni) and the medium (n2) and thus
reduce reflection.

These functional surfaces have been prepared by methods, such as electron beam
lithography (EBL) [3], and nanoimprinting with replication from the mold [68]. Figure 23 shows an SEM image of the subwavelength structured surface upon a crystal silicon
substrate fabricated through electron beam lithography [3]. At a wavelength of 400 nm
the reflectivity decreased to 0.5% from the 54.7% of the silicon substrate [3]. An SEM
image

of

polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA)

nanoimprinting is also shown in Figure 2-4 [68].
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nanospikes

fabricated

through

Figure 2-3. SEM image of the subwavelength structured (SWS) surface. The grating
period is 150 nm, and the grooves are 350 nm deep. Reproduced from Ref. [3] with
permission from Optical Society of America.

Figure 2-4. SEM image of anti-reflective structures on the PMMA substrate obtained
through hot embossing process. Reproduced from Ref. [68] with permission from WileyVCH, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Most of the studies on anti-reflective structures are based on absorptive materials (e.g.,
Si, GaAs, carbon nanotube, etc.) [2, 3, 15, 68, 69] because nanofabrication methods of
these materials have been developed for years. However, these tapered nanostructures
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only suppress light reflection at the material interfaces since the transmitted light without
Fresnel reflection is effectively absorbed inside the materials.

As discussed in Chapter 1, enhanced transmissivity of multifunctional materials is
essential for operation of optical instrumentation under humid conditions and the light
collecting efficiency of the photovoltaic (PV) cell. To satisfy this requirement, we have
taken this

approach

(i.e.,

subwavelength

conical

structures)

of constructing

nanostructured multifunctional surfaces with a transparent material, fused silica, for
enhanced transmissivity and, at the same time, for control of surface wettability from
superhydrophobicity to superhydrophilicity.
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2.3 Wetting characteristics on textured surfaces
On rough surfaces, the wetting properties of water droplets can be explained through the
Wenzel model (fully wetted state), and the Cassie-Baxter model (non-wetted state; water
droplets sit partially on the solid texture and partially on air pockets entrapped within the
texture) [36]. On superhydrophobic surfaces (or Cassie-Baxter surfaces), water droplets
can easily roll or bounce off, leading to the removal of dust particles and contaminants [2,
7, 36, 70]. Increasing the aspect-ratio (HIP) of the texture, combined with a low surface
energy coating, results in a great energy barrier for water droplets to transition from the
composite Cassie-Baxter state to a fully-wetted Wenzel state, thus preserving the selfcleaning effect [71].

In addition to high aspect-ratio (HIP), several other geometrical properties, such as the
feature density, characteristic geometric scale, and topography of the surface texture, play
pivotal roles in creating robust superhydrophobic surfaces that can resist wetting under
dynamic condition [72]. Studies have shown that an array of high aspect-ratio posts with
a high number density (e.g., carbon nanotube forest with a surface chemical treatment
[73]) show superhydrophobicity with strong resistance against the transition of CassieBaxter state to the Wenzel state in water droplets on textured surfaces. This irreversible
transition occurs when the applied pressure difference due to the curvature of liquid
droplet or other dynamic external perturbations, for example, droplet impact between the
liquid drop sitting on the surface and air reaches to a critical value. This critical value is
defined as the breakthrough pressure, i.e., the maximum pressure difference that the
liquid-air interface (or Cassie-Baxter state) can maintain.
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2.4 Design and optimization
The conical surface structures have been proposed for control of light transport (i.e.,
elimination of Fresnel reflection) and control of surface wettability, such as
superhydrophobicity and surperhydrophilicity. In this section we identify the key design
parameter to be the cone aspect-ratio (height over diameter), and the geometrical
constraints of the nanostructured multifunctional material are designed for offering
optimal performances in both optics and wetting domain.

2.4.1 Optical design constraints
An array of periodic subwavelength tapered structures behaves essentially like a
transmissive band-pass filter, in which the band-pass range indicates the spectral regime
with suppressed optical reflection (or enhanced transmittance) [45, 74]. A schematic of
the geometric configuration is depicted in Figure 2-5, where light with a wavelength of A
illuminates the nanocone array (substrate index n2) at an incident angle of 01.
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x
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Figure 2-5. Schematic of the nanocone structure geometry and incident light
configuration.

The lower and upper wavelength limits

and A.,, for this band-pass are shown in

'mi

Figure 2-6, and they can be tailored by controlling the geometry of the structure. Light
with a wavelength in the region between the two wavelength limits (represented by the
perfect transmissive region) can pass through the periodic subwavelength tapered
structures without Fresnel reflection due to the adiabatic impedance matching at the
optical interface. However, the optical transmissivity in the region with the wavelengths
greater than the upper wavelength limit

)ma

gradually decreases as the wavelength

increases. This is because light with a relatively longer wavelength than the structure
height does not consider the nanocone structure as a gradient effective refractive index
medium; therefore the transmissivity reaches the same value as that of the flat surface as
the wavelength increases. In contrast, the transmissivity at a wavelength smaller than the
lower wavelength limit Aj, also decreases rapidly as the wavelength decreases, because
the structure is considered as a periodic diffraction phase grating and incoming light
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7n
,=
smi
n2sin.

becomes diffractive. These phenomena are strongly related to the geometry of the
nanocone structure: the lower wavelength limit .iin is determined by the structure period
P [25, 75, 76], and the upper wavelength

a

is mainly determined by the structure

height H.

Perfect transmissive region
(bandwidth)

La

Wavelength

Figure 2-6. Optical transmissivity response (zeroth-order) of the transparent nanocone
structured surface in Figure 2-5. The geometry of the structures determines the bandwidth
of the perfect transmission region.

The structure period P governs the minimum wavelength cutoff (or the lower wavelength
limit )min). This occurs when the structure is no longer subwavelength, and light becomes
diffractive [17, 25, 74-76]. In Figure 2-6, the transmittance drops quickly below the lower
wavelength limit A'min because the first diffracted orders appear in this wavelength region.
To examine this effect, the wave vector for the first diffracted order is given by,

(2.5)

7
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Setting sin 0, -+1 ensures the diffracted beam is evanescent, thus transferring all the
energy in the transmitted zeroth-order. By reorganizing Eq. 2.5, the minimum operating
wavelength (or the lower wavelength limit 2Ain) can be approximated [25, 75, 76] as

=P (rn+nisin9 1 ).

(2.6)

This equation suggests that the lower wavelength limit (2mn) is proportional to the
structure period P, and this minimum operating wavelength increases with increasing
incident angles and the structure period P.
In contrast, the upper wavelength limit A., is determined by the structure height H that is
the thickness of effective medium consisting of the nanocones.
The z-component of the incident wave vector is

kz =n1

cos

1.

(2.7)

Because the subwavelength tapered structures emulate an effective medium for adiabatic
impedance matching (nj to n2) to reduce the optical reflection, the structure height of the
structures should be greater than a wavelength of incident light in the medium to ensure
adiabatic impedance matching. To ensure the anti-reflectivity conditions through the
tapered nanocone structures, the following condition (Eq. 2,8) must satisfy (As a firstorder approximation, we set the constraint that H be sufficiently tall that the z-component
of the incident wave can undergo a full 2K-phase cycle).
kzH > 2;r

(2.8)

Based on this first-order approximation, we can estimate the upper wavelength limit A.,
of the nanocone structures. Rearranging Eq. 2.8 leads to
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,

A. ~ Hn, cos

(,
(2.9)

predicting the maximum operating wavelength (or the upper wavelength limit A.,.) for a
given H, and incident angle 01. It is important to note that the upper wavelength limit I.,m,
decreases with decreasing height and increasing incident angles.

While the lower wavelength limit

)I-m

is well defined from Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 (or grating

equation), an exact expression or explicit formula for estimating the upper wavelength
limit Am. has not been achieved. For better estimation of the upper wavelength limit A.,
Eq. 2.9 becomes

A. = a Hncos91 ,

(2.10)

where the factor of alpha (a) is empirically defined, and is based on rigorous coupledwave analysis (RCWA) theoretical simulation work [75, 77].
To estimate the factor of alpha (a) for a given structure, transmissivity values of the
nanocone structures are calculated, with respect to varying wavelengths from 0.25 pm to
10 pm and heights from 200 nm to 2000 nm, as shown in Figure 2-7. The structure has a
linear profile with a square lattice and a fixed period of 200 nm, and is simulated by 20
discrete layers using RCWA [77]. A diffraction phenomenon related to the lower
wavelength limit is not considered because the aim is to find the upper wavelength limit
(A.) through the RCWA simulations [77]. Generally, light reflection at an optical
interface is governed by the Fresnel equation, and the transmittance of the flat substrate
against normal incident light (91 = 00) is

T=-

n2(2.11)
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This is strong evidence that the upper wavelength limit is also related to the refractive
indices of the two media. To see the effect of refractive indices of the nanostructures on
optical transmissivity, especially on the upper wavelength limit 2mm, the refractive
indices of the substrate

(n2)

for Figures 2-7a, 2-7b, and 2-7c are set to be 1.5, 2, and 3,

respectively. The surrounding medium is air, whose refractive index (n) is 1. The
maximum value of the contour maps is set to be 1, representing perfect transmission
without Fresnel reflection, and the minimum values are set to be the transmissivity values
of the flat substrates with the specific refractive indices, which are determined by Eq.
2.11 due to Fresnel reflection.
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Figure 2-7. Calculated optical transmissivity with respect to the wavelength and height of

the nanocone structure with a refractive index (n2) of a) 1. 5, b) 2, and c) 3. The
surrounding medium is air (ni = 1).

It can be observed that the reflectivity is suppressed when the structure height H is
relatively larger than the wavelength 1, represented by red colored regions on the figures.
In addition, all the transmissivity behaviors in Figure 2-7 are very similar, and the same
values of the transmissivity are proportional to the heights of the structures, which also
verify both Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10. To find the factor of alpha values (a) with respect to the
refractive indices (n2) in Eq. 2.10, the threshold value for the upper wavelength limit is
set to be 0.99 (or 99%), which is shown by the white dotted lines on the contour maps.
A representative refractive index of the effective medium (n,,,p) where the nanocones are
placed can be approximately determined to be (n, + n2)12, according to the first-order
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approximation among the effective medium theories [65, 66]. Simply by calculating the
slopes of the white dotted lines and correlating those values with the representative
refractive indices, it is found that the alpha values (a) are inversely proportional to n,,,p,
and a factor of -4 is also found to match the threshold value (0.99) for the upper
wavelength limit; consequently, the upper wavelength limit

)m.

can be defined by the

following equation:

A.= a -Hn, cos61 -

2

nl+n2

Hn, cos, .4=8 -n
Hcos
n +n 2

1 .-

(2.12)

This equation still. holds with all the cases with the different refractive indices from 1.5 to
3, which are the most common refractive indices of optically transparent natural materials
such as glass, titanium dioxide, and diamond. Figure 2-8 demonstrates the upper limit
wavelength (.,.) values calculated by CWA, and tie values estimated from Eq. 2.12,
with respct to the wavelength and height of the nanocone structure with a refractive
index (n2) of 1.5, 2, and 3. The proposed model (Eq. 2.12) for the upper limit wavelength

(41.) values show a good match to the values calculated from RCWA simulations. The
upper limit wavelength (Ama) values (n2

=

3) calculated from RCWA display nonlinear

behavior (height H < 1000 nm) because the transmissivity value of the perfect
transmissive region (depicted in Figure 2-6) is slightly lower than those with a medium of
lower refractive indices (n2< 3). However, the upper limit wavelengths still follow the
general trend predicted by Eq. 2.12, and these can also be seen in Figure 2-7c.

Note that a can be determined in a slightly different way with different profiles of
nanocone structures and with different threshold values for the upper limit wavelength
A..; however, A.,. is always proportional to the structure height H.
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Figure 2-8. Upper limit wavelength (2max) values calculated by RCWA, and the values
estimated from Eq. 2.12, with respect to the wavelength and height of the nanocone
structure with a refractive index (n2) of 1.5, 2, and 3. The surrounding medium is air (n =

1), and the angle of incidence is 00.

Figure 2-9 depicts the normalized maximum and minimum operating wavelengths
(Amax/H and AminP) as functions of incident angles. To yield a larger operating bandwidth
(AA = Amax - Amin), the height of the nanostructure needs to be maximized and the period of

the nanostructure needs to be minimized, leading to the combined requirement of a high
aspect-ratio nanocone structure.
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Figure 2-9. Normalized maximum (a/H) and minimum (Amn/P) operating wavelengths
plotted against incident angles with the substrate's refractive index (n2) of 1.5. The
surrounding medium is air (n, = 1).

Using Eqs. 2.6 and 2.12, we define the normalized bandwidth as:
SAAu

( -1 (2.13)

B = -=
Akn

where AA =

2.

-

8

A.
=

)-Min

(H~
-

-1co

nl+n2 P n2 +n, sin6,

-a'min.
This simple relationship can be used to approximately predict the
-

operating bandwidth (AA) of the structure, which represents the optical parameter to
maximize. When the normalized bandwidth becomes a negative value, there is no
enhanced transmissive behavior of the nanocone structure (i.e., no perfect transmissive
region in Figure 2-6). Figure 2-10 depicts the normalized bandwidth (B*) with respect to
incident angles for various aspect-ratios. As expected, higher aspect-ratios lead to a larger
operating bandwidth (AA) for all incident angles, whereas large incident angles lead to
decreased bandwidth.
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Figure 2-10. The normalized operating bandwidth (B*) with respect to structure aspectratio for different incident angles. For the structure to function at large angles (01), high
aspect-ratio structures are required.

These first-principle models of the upper and lower wavelength limits (.

and .in) can

be validated by comparing them to RCWA simulation results. The structure has a linear
profile with a square lattice, and is simulated by 20 discrete layers using RCWA
simulations [78, 79]. Figure 2-11 depicts the transmissivity simulated at an air/glass
interface (ni = 1 and n2 = 1.5) for incident angles of 00, 300, 450, and 600 as a function of
wavelengths of incident light. In this RCWA simulation, the nanocone structure has P =
200 nm and H = 1000 nm. The 99% transmissivity cut-off level is added to the figure,
represented by the black dotted line, so that the operating bandwidths (AA = Am,, -

)mn)

for each angle can be compared. This shows that the operating bandwidth (AA) for each
angle follows the general trend predicted by Eq. 2.13 and Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-11. Transmission efficiency (zeroth-order) of the anti-reflective nanocone
structure simulated using RCWA for a number of incident angles as functions of the
wavelength of the incident illumination.

Using this analysis we can derive the approximate normalized operating bandwidth (B)
and use it as the optical non-dimensional merit function. Clearly, then, to improve the
bandwidth of anti-reflection on nanotextured surfaces, it is crucial to be able to obtain
structures with high aspect-ratio.

2.4.2 Wetting design constraints
In parallel to these studies on control of light transport, anti-reflectivity, understanding of
wetting behavior on rough surfaces is significant for design and optimization of the
nanotextured multifunctional materials. Moving beyond simple cylindrical post arrays,
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experiments and calculations on a wide range of surface topographies have suggested that
enhanced superhydrophobicity can be obtained by high-density conical or pyramidal
structures with small hemispherical caps on the tips [12]. Such structures promote a
robust Cassie-Baxter state with higher apparent contact angles (> 1500) and lower contact
angle hysteresis (CAH),

because of the very small liquid-solid

f = 2(1 +cos Oj)(r/P)2 (in the case of an advancing contact angle 0,

area fraction
90' and a

square array of conical structures with hemispherical tops, where r is the radius of the
hemispherical top in Figure 2-12) and negligible effects of contact line pinning on the
hemispherical tops of the features [12].

-i

V

H

H'

Figure 2-12. Schematic drawings of the three-phase (air-liquid-solid) contact line on
hydrophobically-modified (left) and hydrophilic (right) nanocone structures [45]. The
insets show corresponding goniometer images for 5 pl droplets with apparent contact
angles of 0* = 165
(YLV

1 (left) and 0* < 50 (right), respectively. The black thick arrows

) represent directions of surface tensions at the three-phase (air-liquid-solid) contact

lines.
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The conical shape of the nanostructures developed in this study also plays an important
role in providing greater resistance to loss of superhydrophobicity (or Cassie-Baxter to
Wenzel transition). The structure is self-stabilizing and the critical breakthrough pressure
increases progressively as the advancing liquid meniscus penetrates into the surface
texture due to the continuously decreasing spacing between each cone. This selfstabilization [72] can be quantified by modifying the dimensionless robustness parameter
introduced by Tuteja et al. based on the geometry of the cone structure. By considering
the geometric features in Figure 2-12 that parameterize the high aspect-ratio taper
structures, the relevant dimensionless parameter becomes

T* (z/H) P,/P = Yrt,(z/H)* cos(0, - ip)[2P(1- (r/4)(z/H)),

where P = 2yL,

/,

(2.14)

is the reference pressure scale for millimetric drops, YLV is the

surface tension of liquid,

ec

=

y_.f

/pg

is the capillary length, p is the density of the

liquid, g is the gravitational constant, O. is the advancing contact angle of the liquid on a
flat chemically homogenous surface, and p is the cone angle of the feature as shown in
Figure 2-12 [45]. Here, we approximate the slender tapered cone structure as a cubic
paraboloid, W =(P /2)fz/ H, where W is the radius ofthe column as a function of z / H, z
is the penetration- depth of liquid into the structure, and H(is th structure height [45]. The
details of the deviation of Eq. 2.14 will be discussed in Appendix A. The magnitude of
the critical breakthrough pressure P,& increases as z / H -+1 and for smaller values of P
that leads to more structures over the unit area.

In contrast, the aspect-ratio and shape profile of the conical structure can also explain the
principle of superhydrophilic surfaces such as CalatheaZebrina, which display apparent
contact angles with water lower than 10*, simply by changing the surface chemistry [80].
By changing the direction of the net surface traction (represented in the black arrows) of
the three-phase contact line on the hydrophilic conical structure (94 - q < 90*) shown in
Figure 2-12, the liquid is strongly imbibed into the structure with a traction force that
increases as the spacing (P) between features decreases. Higher values of the Wenzel
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roughness (r,) promote a smaller apparent contact angle by capillary imbibition [81],
which has also been shown in Section 1.4. The rapid imbibition of water into the
structure (or condensation) promotes formation of a continuous liquid film with strong
antifogging characteristics [60, 82, 83].
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2.5 Fabrication process
Fused silica (SiO 2) is chosen as the substrate material to ensure enhanced transmission at
visible wavelengths, while most of the recent work on subwavelength anti-reflection
structures is based on absorptive materials (e.g., Si, GaAs, carbon nanotubes, etc.) [3, 15,
69, 84, 85] which only suppress Fresnel reflection but do not enhance transmission. The
subwavelength high aspect-ratio silica nanostructures (P ~200 nm <A) are patterned over
a large area of the fused silica substrate (45 mm by 45 mm) using two orthogonal laser
exposures (A = 325 nm) through interference lithography to yield a defect-free periodic
square array. A novel multi-step etching process using shrinking masks has been
developed to achieve the high aspect-ratio silica nanocone structures. The fabricated
structure exhibits structural superhydrophilicity due to inherent hydrophilicity of silicon
oxide surface (fused silica). The structure needs to be silanized using a standard vapor
deposition process for superhydrophobicity. The fabricated structure is treated by a
chemical vapor deposition of lH,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (Alfa Aesar,
96%) in an oven at 110 *C for 10 hours [86]. The fabrication process will be discussed
further in Chapter 3.
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2.6 Results and discussion
To simultaneously meet the optical and fluidic requirements, a tapered nanocone
structure with cone angle ~ 4.80, on a periodic spacing P ~ 200 nm and height H ~ 1.1
pm with -15

5 nm radius of curvature at the tip is directly fabricated on the fused silica

substrate, as shown in Figure 2-13. The aspect-ratio of the fabricated structure yields
dimensionless design parameter values of B* ~ 101 (with normal incident angle) and f ~
106 [45]. The fabricated slender tapered nanocone structures (shown in Figure 2-13)
exhibit enhanced optical transmissivity with unobservable reflection compared to a flat
glass slide or the flat fused silica wafer. The achieved optical and wetting properties will
be discussed further in this section.

Figure 2-13. SEM image of the fabricated nanocone structures [45]. The period of the
structure P is 200 nm.
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2.6.1 Optical properties
To check enhanced transmissivity of the fabricated surfaces, angle dependent
transmissivity measurements through the single-sided and double-sided patterned
surfaces are performed using both transverse electric (TE) polarized and transverse
magnetic (TM) polarized irradiation with a wavelength (A) of 543 nm. As shown in
Figure 2-14, transmissivity of the double-sided patterned surface is greater than 90% up
to at 700 (angle of incidence) with both polarizations of the light, which has never been
reported before to our knowledge. Numerically calculated transmissivity values by
RCWA simulations are shown in solid lines (the single-sided patterned surface in red,
and the double-sided patterned surface in blue), and these results have the same tendency
with measured values.
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Figure 2-14. Transmissivity for both a) Transverse magnetic (TM) and b) Transverse
electric (TE) polarized light through the single-sided and double-sided patterned surfaces
with respect to incident angle. Transmissivity on the single-sided patterned surface and
double-sided patterned surface are shown in red and in blue, respectively. Dots represent
measured transmission data, and the solid lines are numerically calculated values by
RCWA method.

The transmissivity measurements through the double-sided patterned surfaces are also
carried out over a broad range of wavelength (250 nm <2 < 1700 nm) using TE-polarized
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and TM-polarized irradiation at incident angles 6

= 00, 300, 450, and 600. The

arithmetically averaged transmissivity values measured with two polarized lights are
plotted in Figure 2-15. The double-sided surface exhibits transmissivity greater than 98%
at 6 = 00 over a wide range of wavelengths. The measurements show a decrease in
transmission (6 = 00) at a lower wavelength bound of approximately 300 nm, because
the 200-nm-period nanocone structure becomes increasingly diffractive (see Eq. 2.6). The
transmissivity measurements at incident angles 01 = 300, 450, and 600 demonstrate that

the minimum wavelength bound (lower wavelength limit 2 min) increases with increasing
the incident angle, which typically narrows the operational bandwidth for omnidirectional
transmissivity, which have also been estimated by Eq. 2.6 and Figure 2-11 (see Section
2.4.1).
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Figure 2-15. Averaged broadband transmissivity with two measurements on both TE and
TM polarizations at the four different incident angles (6, = 00, 300, 450, and 600) with a

range of wavelength (250 nm < A < 1700 nm) [45]. The black line represents the
calculated transmissivity values of the flat fused silica surface at normal incident angle.

In order to calculate optical haze, the transmissivity measurements through the double-
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93

sided patterned surfaces are also carried out over a broad range of visible wavelengths
(400 nm

a. 5 850 nm) at normal incident angle with and without an integrating sphere.

According to ASTM D1003, optical haze is defined as a percentage of light diffusely
scattered compared to the total light transmitted through the surface. In Figure 2-16, the
blue and red curve represent the total transmissivity and the zeroth-order transmissivity,
respectively, with respect to wavelength. The double-sided patterned surface exhibits
optical haze, plotted by the black curve in Figure 2-16, smaller than 4% over the visible
wavelength region. The optical haze increases at a small wavelength region because the
light illuminating on the periodic nanocone structure becomes increasingly diffractive
due to undesired defects during the fabrication steps. This will be discussed further in
Chapter 3.
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Figure 2-16. Broadband total transmissivity

(blue solid line) and zeroth-order

transmissivity (red solid line) through the double-sided patterned surface at normal
incident angle (01 = 00) with a range of wavelengths (400 nm5 A < 850 nm). Optical haze
is shown in black line with respect to wavelength.

In order to examine optical performance of the fabricated silica surface as a protected
glass for PV cells, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) is measured from the processed
silicon solar cell with respect to wavelength (300 nm < A < 1100 nm) in the cases that the
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solar cell are covered by 3 different surfaces (flat fused silica, single-sided patterned
silica surfaces, and double-sided patterned silica surfaces), as shown in Figure 2-17. Due
to Fresnel reflection caused by optical impedance mismatch at the flat surface, the
measured EQEs in the cases of the flat silica and single-side patterned silica surfaces
show relatively large efficiency loss compared to that measured with the double-sided
patterned surface. These EQE measurements verify that the double-sided patterned
surface can improve around 8% in collecting-efficiency of solar energy that is wasted by
Fresnel reflection of the flat surface within the wavelength region (300 nm < L < 1100
nm).
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Figure 2-17. Measured external quantum efficiency (EQE) of a processed solar cell as a
function of wavelength (300 nm <A < 1100 nm) at normal incident angle (6 = 00). Lines
with light blue, blue, red, and yellow colors are measured EQE without any layer, with
the double-sided patterned surface, with the single-sided patterned surface, and with a flat
silica surface on top of the solar cell, respectively.

Figures 2-18, 2-19, and 2-20 show the measured optical transmissivity of the surface and
simulated transmissivity using RCWA for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse
magnetic (TM) polarized lights as a function of the wavelength from 300 nm to 1700 nm
at the incident angles of 30', 450, and 600, respectively. The measured optical
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transmissivity with TM-polarized light is slightly higher than that with TE-polarized light
because of the Brewster effect, which is also expected in the simulation results. In Figure
2-20, the transmissivity of TM-polarized light (0, = 600) has the maximum value 99.5%
at the wavelength of 1083 nm, while that of TE-polarized light (6 = 60*) has the
minimum value 93.4% at the wavelength of 915 nm in the near infrared region, where the
light is still not diffractive. In addition, all the transmissivity values drop as the incident
angle increases, but those are still above 90% over a wavelength region from 465 nm to
1700 nm. The RCWA simulation results demonstrate a good agreement with the
experimental data on the general efficiency trend. The measured experimental data show
slightly lower transmissivity values than the calculated values due to defects and
mechanical damage on the double-sided patterned surface, which will be discussed in
Chapter 3. The optical transmissivity exhibits an abrupt drop at the wavelength of 1390
nm, since Si-OH band has an absorption band centered at this wavelength [87].
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Figure 2-18. Measured optical transmissivity of the nanotaper structures and simulated
transmissivity using RCWA for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM) polarized lights as a function of the wavelength at 30' incident angle [45].
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Figure 2-19. Measured optical transmissivity of the nanotaper structures and simulated
transmissivity using RCWA for both TE- and TM-polarized lights as a function of the
wavelength at 450 incident angle [45].
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Figure 2-20. Measured optical transmissivity of the nanotaper structures and simulated
transmissivity using RCWA for both TE- and TM-polarized lights as a function of the
wavelength at 60' incident angle [45].
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Note that the RCWA simulated results shown in Figures 2-14, 2-18, 2-19, and 2-20 are
calculated by 20 discrete layers using 2D RCWA simulations with 121 spatial harmonics
retained [78, 79]. The structure geometry is approximated and determined from the SEM
images of the fabricated nanocones, and it is given in Table 2-1. A helium-neon (HeNe)
laser (A = 543 nm) is used for angle-dependent transmissivity measurements.

Layer

Duty cycle

Layer

Duty cycle

Layer

Duty cycle

1

0.07

8

0.47

15

0.71

2

0.14

9

0.51

16

0.75

3

0.21

10

0.55

17

0.79

4

0.28

11

0.58

18

0.84

5

0.35

12

0.61

19

0.89

6

0.39

13

0.64

20

0.94

7

0.43

14

0.67

Table 2-1. The structure geometry for rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA). 20
discrete layers are used for defining nanocone structures and the duty cycles of each layer
are listed in the table. The duty cycle is the ratio of diameter to period of the nanocone
[45]. Layer 1 is the top layer of the nanocone (tip).

A Cari-500 (UV-VIS-NIR) spectrophotometer is used for the polarization-dependent
transmissivity measurements in the UV-VIS-NIR range with the Glan-Taylor polarizer
(PGT-S IV) and is used for the haze measurement with an integrating sphere. It should be
noted that some of the measurements by spectrophotometers in the range between visible
to infrared wavelengths show discrete discontinuity in transmittance or reflectance values
[15, 88]. This is because of the portions of TE- and TM-polarized light out of incident
beams abruptly change at a specific wavelength (A ~ 800 nm or 850 nm, depending on
spectrophotometers). To avoid this discontinuity of the measurements, a linear polarizer
should be applied.
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2.6.2 Wetting properties
The high aspect-ratio nanostructures with a subwavelength spacing P of 200 nm are
patterned over a large area (> 1600 mm2) of the substrate using two orthogonal
interference lithography exposures to yield a defect-free periodic square array. The
structure can be silanized using a standard vapor deposition process to achieve water
repellency

(or superhydrophobicity)

[86].

The fabricated superhydrophobic

and

transparent anti-reflective surface enables a millimetric water droplet to form an almost
perfect spherical bead (apparent advancing contact angle 6a

= 165

receding contact angle O,

5

=

164

1, and roll-off angle 0*

2

1,

apparent

1), as shown in

Figure 2-21.

Figure 2-21. Blue-dyed water droplets sitting on a transparent nanotaper surface (left) and
on a flat glass (right), each placed on top of printed black letters [45]. The insets are top
views of the same two surfaces. The very weak reflection and high contact angle of the
tapered nanocone surface contrast strong reflection and a low contact angle of water on
the flat glass.

Evaluation of the modified design parameter T* provides a simple analytic expression for
the maximum pressure (assuming the liquid meniscus between four asperities forms a
hemispherical liquid cap) Perit = T*(z/H -+. 1).
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~2.3 MPa . This exceedingly high

Ii

value of critical breakthrough pressure and the concomitant self-stabilization effect [72]
stem from the tapered conical structure which results in the minimum spacing on the
order of tens of nanometers near the bottom of each valley (z-*>H). The sequence of
high-speed camera (Vision Research Phantom v5.0) images shown in Figure 2-22
following impact of a water drop (V =6.26 m/s , corresponding to Weber number
We =1785 ) clearly shows the consequences of this self-stabilization effect, with the
complete droplet rebound and roll-off at higher impact velocities than previous dynamic
studies [14, 40, 89].

Figure 2-22. Sequential images of a water droplet impact on an oblique (300 from the
horizontal plane) nanotaper surface (taken through the use of a high speed camera;
V =6.26 m/s and We =1785 ) [45]. The last image on the bottom right side demonstrates
that no residual droplets remain on the nanotaper surface due to the high robustness of the
Cassie-Baxter state to the dynamic pressure.
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In many practical applications, including solar panels, self-cleaning and prevention of
contaminant fouling; or avoidance of fogging are also important to preserve high
transmissivity. These deterrents are largely mitigated in the fabricated nanocone surfaces
again due, respectively, to either superhydrophobicity or structural superhydrophilicity.
To quantify, we compare changes in the transmissivity of the nanotextured surface and a
flat silica surface after contaminant fouling using a red laser (A = 632.8 nm) at normal
incidence. The transmissivity measurements are recorded while water droplets are
released from a height of 10 mm (corresponding to impact velocity V = 0.44 m/s ;
We = 6.9) from the inclined surfaces (300) every five seconds. Figure 2-23 shows that the
surfaces can be completely cleaned by at most three droplet impacts for three different
common particulate contaminants (white sand, lycopodium, and silicon carbide) placed
on the nanotextured surfaces, whereas water droplets are ineffective at cleaning the
conventional flat glass surfaces due to the hysteretic pinning of residual water droplets.
The apparent contact angles (8*> 1600) as well as contact angle hysteresis (CAH < 3) of
the superhydrophobic nanostructured surface remain unaltered after more than 100
realizations of the self-cleaning tests carried out over a period of greater than 6 months.
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Figure 2-23. Optical transmissivity measurements for quantifying the self-cleaning
property of the nanocone surfaces. Evolution of the transmissivity of a red laser (A =
632.8 nm) through a) surface-contaminated tapered nanocone surface, and b) flat glass
surfaces, respectively [45].
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As shown in Figure 2-24a, a clear in-focus image of the white letters transmitted through
the nanotextured surface also demonstrates qualitatively the antifogging property
conferred by structural superhydrophilicity. When viewed through a conventional
hydrophilic flat glass surface placed adjacently, the image is much more blurry by
comparison. We quantify this difference in Figure 2-24b by measuring the time evolution
of transmissivity after exposing the nanotextured and conventional surfaces to a stream of
saturated steam and then placing the surfaces (at t = 5 s) into the path of the laser beam (A
= 632.8 nm). Transmissivity through the fogged flat glass slide rapidly drops and then
gradually increases to a constant value that still remains lower than that of the tapered
nanocone surface. This loss of transmissivity on the flat hydrophilic surface is due to the
deposition of microscopic droplets that remain pinned on the surface, as well as intrinsic
reflection on the glass slide [90], as also schematically shown in Figure 2-25a. On the
other hand, the measurements on the double-sided nanotextured surface shows an
immediate recovery of transmissivity to a very high plateau value as a result of rapid
imbibition of the thin layer of water followed by a uniform evaporation rate across the
entire surface, as schematically shown in Figure 2-25b.
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Figure 2-24. Optical transmissivity measurements for quantifying the anti-fogging
property of the nanocone surfaces [45]. a) Image of printed letters viewed through fogged
nanocone (left) and flat glass (right) surfaces. b) Change of transmissivity due to fogging
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and defogging on double-sided nanotaper (blue), single-sided nanotaper (red) and flat
cleaned glass (black) surfaces.
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Figure 2-25. Principle of anti-fogging property on the nanotextured silica surface. a) light
scattering due to microscopic water droplets on a hydrophilic flat glass surface. b) no
light scattering because of rapid imbibition of the thin layer of water on the nanotextured
surface. An inset shows the magnified view of the nanotextured surface. When

a,,8 -

(p<

900, the net traction force on the liquid-vapor interface is directed downward; thus it
promotes the imbibition of the liquid into the solid structure.
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2.7 Conclusion
The principal technological development described in this chapter is the design and
fabrication of the nanostructured multifunctional material, a nanopatterned silica surface
structure consisting of a periodic array of aligned tapered nanocones.. This nanostructured
surface enables us to simultaneously achieve omnidirectional broadband transmissivity as
well as robust superhydrophobicity (asdelncomitnt tef-cleaning properties) by virtue
of adiabatic impedance matching and promotion of the stable Cassie-Baxter composite
surface state, respectively. The nanostructured surface also exhibits the strong structural
superhydrophilicity arising from the large Wenzel roughness (r,> 1).
In addition, we define appropriate dimensionless design parameters or 'figures of merit'
that can objectively quantify the optical and wetting performance of these types of
nanosti~etured surfaces. Using these design parameters (B* and T), we show that the
performance of'the fabricated surface is superior, relative to what has been published in
the literature to date, in terms of optical transmissivity over a bandwidth spanning from
the ultraviolet (UV) to the near infrared. We also demonstrate anti-fogging and selfcleaning properties as well as dynamic resistance to high-speed droplet impact (e.g., from
a heavy rain).
The achievement of ultra high aspect-ratio nanostructures fabricated in glass (rather than
silicon or polymeric substrates) is accomplished using novel fabrication processes, which
will be described further in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Fabrication of Controllable-Aspect-Ratio
Periodic Subwavelength Tapered Periodic
Nanocone Structures

3.1 Introduction
Conical tapered nanostructures are known as suitable multifunctional structures that can
be optimized for superior optical and wetting properties. The performance of the optical
and wetting functions is determined by their geometrical constraints, such as height (H)
and period (P), as explained in Chapter 2 [45]. In particular, high aspect-ratio (i.e., the
ratio of nanocone height to the base diameter) nanocone structures enable enhanced
transmittance and robust superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity. For example, the
higher the aspect-ratio of nanocone structures the surface has, the less reflectance it
exhibits [45, 91]. Depending on the desired performances of specific applications, the
aspect-ratio can be optimized.

However, fabricating perfect nanostructured surfaces with desired aspect-ratios remains a
difficult engineering challenge due to limitation of existing nanofabrication methods [2,
16, 68, 92]. There have been a few efforts to produce such nanotextured structures with
enhanced transmissivity and wetting properties, utilizing techniques such as replication
method using polymer and reactive ion etching with colloidal lithography [2, 16, 68, 92].
However, it is difficult to make high aspect-ratio structures with replication, also known
as the nanoimprint method [16, 42, 68], because the modulus of those polymers is not
strong enough for high aspect-ratio structures to persist from detaching process compared
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to crystal materials (e.g., silicon and silicon oxide). Furthermore, colloidal lithography
has limited spatial-phase coherence, resulting in non-perfect periodic/quasi-random
structures that scatter light [2, 92].

Here, we propose a new fabrication technique to enable controllable-aspect-ratio
nanocone fabrication by using a multi-step shrinking mask. By this novel manufacturing
process, the multifunctional nanostructured surfaces, introduced in Chapter 2, have been
successfully developed for their superior optical and wetting properties such as antireflection and superhydrophobicity/hydrophilicity. In addition, instead of using positive
photoresist, negative photoresist is utilized to extend the capability of the multiple
shrinking mask etching to increase the aspect-ratio up to 7 [93]. Additionally, simple and
low cost fabrication methods for aspect-ratios of 2-3 silica nanocone structures have been
developed with and even without the hardmask material that had been considered an
essential for fabricating high aspect-ratio structures. These methods can be applied to
large-scale,

low

cost,

and

high-throughput

manufacturing

of multifunctional

nanostructured surfaces.

In this chapter I will introduce all the fabrication methods developed for controllableaspect-ratio nanostructures in detail.
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3.2 Multiple shrinking mask etching
A novel fabrication method for high aspect-ratio nanocone structures is based on
multiple-step plasma etching using shrinking masks to get more flexible choices of
materials and thicknesses for better control of the heights and profiles of nanocone
structures [45, 54, 93, 94]. Conventional approaches of fabricating nanostructures using
reactive ion etching [2, 3, 92] are based on a single hardmask, as represented in Figure 3la. Both the thickness of the hardmask (ti) and the etch selectivity between the hardmask
and the substrate would determine the height of the structures. However, this process is
limited by the etch rate and thickness of the single hardmask. In other words, the final
height is restricted to the material of the hardmask and its thickness, so that the height
and profile of the nanocone structures cannot be effectively controlled.
In contrast, Figure 3-lb shows a schematic of the multiple mask etching process. Any
desired nanoscale pattern of photoresist can be transferred to the first mask during the
first etching process. The first mask is then used as another protective layer (or mask
layer) to etch through the second etch mask. Here, the thickness of the hardmask (tj) and
the etch selectivity between the first hardmask and the second hardmask determine the
maximum thickness of the second hardmask (t2 ). The second hardmask with a thickness
of t2 is utilized as another protective layer to etch the substrate. This final etching process
is the same as the final process of the conventional single hardmask etching process
shown in Figure 3-1a; however, the major difference (and advantage) of the multiple
mask etching is that the thickness of the last mask layer (t2 in Figure 3-lb) through the
multiple mask etching process can be thicker than the maximum thickness of the last
mask layer (t in Figure 3-la) through the conventional etching process by introducing
the additional hardmasks and etching processes, which also leads to the reliable
fabrication of higher aspect-ratio nanostructures. The height of the structures can be
designed and determined by etch selectivity and the thicknesses (t and t2) of the
hardmask materials during the etching processes, which will be discussed later.
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Figure 3-1. a) Schematic of conventional single hardmask etching process. b) Schematic
of double-hardmask etching process. The numbered arrows denote reactive ion etching
processes [54, 94].

Figure 3-2 illustrates the schematic cross-sections of the shrinking mask etching process,
which corresponds to the arrow 3 shown in Figure 3-lb, for tapered nanocone structures.
The desired aspect-ratio of nanocone structures results from not only the dimension of the
width of the second mask (W2) but also the thickness of the second mask (t2). The key
feature is utilizing material of the second mask that is etched during the last etching
process (arrow 3 in Figure 3-ib), but at a much slower rate than that of a target material
(substrate). The underlying layer (purple color) tends to be vertically etched away due to
the reactive ion etching process; at the same time the second mask (dark blue) is
shrinking. This allows the resulting profile to be tapered. The second mask covers the tip
of the nanocone structures to provide a desired slope of nanocone structures, which is the
aspect-ratio (HIP), until the moment that the second hardmask is fully removed. The final
height (H) of the structure is determined by the etch rates of the materials during the
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etching processes and the dimensions of the second hardmask, such as the width

(w2),

according to the following equation:

H X es-v W2
e 2 _h

where e_,is

(3.1)

the vertical etch rate of the substrate, e2_h is the horizontal etch rate of the

second hardmask, and W2 is the width of the second hardmask. Eq. 3.1 is valid when the
following condition holds,

t2

2

e2_-v

w2

2
h,
e2_h

(3.2)

where e2_, is the vertical etch rate of the second hardmask and t2 is the thickness of the
second hardmask, because the second hardmask must remain and protect the substrate
material until the tapered structure is created. If higher H is desirable, the etch process
can also be repeated by using the tapered profile to etch into another material.

Reactive Ion Etching

The last hardmask
(2nd hardmask)

12

-H

Figure 3-2. Schematic of the shrinking hardmask etching process, which is the equivalent
process of arrow 3 presented in Figure 3-lb [54, 94].
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Figure 3-3 demonstrates sequential SEM images of the process of shrinking mask etching,
as shown in Figure 3-2. The significant benefit of multiple shrinking mask etching is that
desired aspect-ratio silica nanocone structures can easily be obtained from successive
conventional reactive ion etchings with additional hardmask layers. Note that since all of
the processes are done in vacuum, structure collapse associated with surface tension in
wet etches is avoided. Although this process is typically based on standard plasma
etching, it is also compatible with, and can be adapted to, any lithographic techniques.
Using this multiple shrinking mask etching process, the silica nanocones with an aspectratio in the range from 4.5 to 7 have been successfully fabricated directly on top of a
fused silica wafer, which will be discussed further in the next sections.

Figure 3-3. Successive SEM images of the process of shrinking mask etching process
shown in Figure 3-2. All the scale bars represent 200 nm. The substrate is a fused silica
wafer, and the material of the second hardmask is poly-silicon represented by white
dotted lines.
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3.3 Fabrication of controllable-aspect-ratio subwavelength
tapered periodic silica nanocone structures

3.3.1 Fabrication of high aspect-ratio (- 5) tapered silica nanocone
structures
The detailed fabrication steps of high aspect-ratio (-5) silica nanocone structures
introduced in Chapter 2 [45, 54] are shown in Figure 3-4. The multiple shrinking mask
etching explained previously is utilized to enable high aspect-ratio of the nanocone
structure. Poly-silicon films are deposited on both sides of a fused silica wafer with a
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique for realizing high aspect-ratio silica
structures, which is the shrinking mask layer and the second hardmask. Hydrogen
silsequioxane (HSQ) films are then spun on both sides of the sample and hard-baked at
500 *C for 10 hours to be cured as the first hardmask because the cured HSQ layer acts
similarly as a silicon oxide etch mask. To minimize scattering of light, interference
lithography (IL) is used for creating the initial subwavelength perfectly periodic patterns.
Interference lithography is typically performed with an anti-reflective coating layer
deposited below a photoresist layer owing to maximize contrast of the sinusoidal
intensity pattern by minimizing the reflection from the interface between the coating and
the resist layer. Anti-reflective coating layers (I-con 7, Brewer Science) are spun on the
both sides and baked at 180 *C in the oven for 1 hour, and positive photoresist (PFi-88A2,
Sumitomo) is spun on one side of the sample, as shown in Figure 3-4a. All the
thicknesses of multiple layers are also optimized for laser exposure of interference
lithography. The period (P) is set to be 200 nm.

After fabricating a pattern of photoresist posts (200 nm period) with two separate
orthogonal exposures of interference lithography

(Lloyd's mirror interferometer

lithography setup with A = 325 nm) followed by development process with CD-26 in
Figure 3-4b, it is transferred on the cured HSQ layer by reactive ion etching

(02

and

CHF 3 gas, respectively), and HSQ posts are created, as shown in Figures 3-4c and 3-4d.
CHF 3 reactive ion etching is suitable for patterning SiO 2 layer including HSQ [95]. This
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array of HSQ posts is the first hardmask layer, which enables creating an array of silicon
posts. Using high etch selectivity

(~

10:1) of hydrogen bromide (HBr) reactive ion

etching between the poly-silicon and HSQ, the HSQ posts are transferred on the polysilicon layer; thus the poly-silicon posts are created, as shown in Figure 3-4e. Depending
on the thickness of the cured HSQ and HBr etch selectivity of reactive etching process,
the height and width of the poly-silicon rods are determined, and even can be controlled.
By the optimized reactive ion etching process with CHF 3 gas, a substrate, fused silica, is
etched away vertically while the poly-silicon posts keep shrinking and protect silica
nanocones. This is the critical feature of multiple shrinking mask etching method, as
shown in Figure 3-3. This process keeps etching the fused silica substrate until all the
poly-silicon posts disappear, and finally high aspect-ratio silica nanocone structures are
formed directly on the fused silica, as also shown in Figures 3-4f. In order to maximize
transmissivity through the fused silica, both sides are patterned because transmissivity is
limited by Fresnel reflection due to the refractive index mismatch at the flat optical
interface.

The multifunctional nanostructured surfaces fabricated by the newly developed multiple
shrinking mask etching method exhibit superior optical and wetting properties such as
anti-reflection and superhydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, as discussed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3-4. a-f) Fabrication steps of subwavelength high aspect-ratio silica nanocone
structures. f) Schematic of the fabricated surface by shrinking mask etching (see Figure
3-3). The height and the period of the fabricated nanocone structures are around 1.1 pm,
and 200 nm, respectively.

3.3.2 Fabrication of ultra high aspect-ratio (> 6) tapered silica nanocone
structures

with high aspect-ratio in order to improve the bandwidth of anti-reflection (AA =
"min).

Amax

-

As previously explained in Chapter 2, it is crucial to be able to obtain nanocone structures

According to Eq. 3.1, the final height of the nanocone structure is directly

proportional to the width (or diameter, in these structures) of the second hardmask
structures. Since all the etching conditions, such as pressure and applied voltage, are
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chosen to optimize the etch rates of the two different materials, it is challenging to change
the etch rates; therefore, the diameter (or the width) of the second hardmask is the only
parameter that can be tuned 'in Eq. 3.1, which determines the height of the final
nanostructures. The array of silicon nanorods with a diameter of 105

3 nm is used to

fabricate the nanocone with a height of 1.1 pm (Figures 2-13). In order to create
nanocones with a height greater than 1.1 pm, the diameter of the silicon nanorod (the
second hardmask) must be enlarged.
However, fabricating 2D periodic rod structures with a duty cycle greater than 0.5 ( 100
nm in diameter divided by 200 nm in fixed period) is beyond the capability of current
interference lithography using positive photoresist [47, 96]. Here, a novel technique using
negative photoresist is developed and utilized to overcome this limitation and make large
duty cycle (greater than 0.5) gratings with interference lithography, which leads to ultra
high aspect-ratio (> 6) nanocones [93]. The key is first making large nanohole structures
with a negative photoresist, followed by filling the fabricated holes with hydrogen
silsequioxane (HSQ14, Dow Coming). The size of the nanoholes in the layer of negative
photoresist can be enlarged by 02 reactive ion etching. HSQ filled into the holes becomes
an array of HSQ posts with a controllable duty cycle greater than 0.5, which is the first
hardmask for etching the silicon layer (the second hardmask). These HSQ posts are
transferred to the silicon layer, and the fabricated silicon rod structures become a
shrinking hardmask for etching the fused silica wafer. This new approach enables
creating 2D rod structures with a duty cycle greater than 0.5 because the duty cycle of the
nanorods can be easily controlled by enlarging the diameter of the nanoholes in the
negative photoresist layer.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the detailed fabrication process. In this experiment, the incident
angle of the laser (A = 325 nm) is optimized for the spatial period, which is 200 nm. A
multi-layered coating is first created on top of the fused silica wafer. The coating consists
of a-negative photoresist layer (PS4, Tokyo Ohka), a 20-nm-thick SiO 2 interlayer, an antireflective coating layer (ARC, AZ Barli II, Microchemicals), and amorphous silicon. The
thickness of each layer is optimized for interference lithography (IL). Two orthogonal
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laser exposures are projected onto the photoresist by using a Mach Zehnder
interferometer lithography setup, and the exposed photoresist is developed to leave a
pattern of holes, as shown in Figure 3-5a. CF4 and 02 reactive ion etching processes are
then used to transfer the pattern of holes to the SiO2 interlayer and ARC layer,
respectively. After the etching, the array of the nanoholes of the ARC layer is fabricated,
as shown in Figure 3-5b. To enlarge the diameter of the nanoholes for a large duty cycle
(> 0.5), 02 reactive ion etching can be further used because the ARC is only laterally
etched, while it is not etched vertically, due to the 20-nm-thick SiO2 interlayer. This
process (depicted in Figure 3-5b to 3-5c) is critical for creating large duty cycle nanorods
via interference lithography. Hydrogen silsequioxane (HSQ14, Dow Coming) is filled
into the fabricated holes, and then baked at 200 *C for 1.5 hours, as shown in Figure 35d. The excess layer of HSQ is first removed by CF4 reactive ion etching. After removal
of the remaining ARC layer using CF4 and 02 reactive ion etching, only the cured HSQ
posts remain, as shown in Figure 5e. The pattern of HSQ posts is transferred to the
amorphous silicon layer with hydrogen bromide (HBr) gas reactive ion etching, as shown
in Figure 5f. Finally through CHF3 gas reactive ion etching process, the fused silica
substrate is etched away vertically while the silicon posts keep shrinking and protect
silica nanocones; consequently, ultra high aspect-ratio silica nanocones are created, as
shown in Figure 3-5g.
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Figure 3-5. Fabrication processes of subwavelength ultra high aspect-ratio (> 6) silica
nanocone structures. a) Development of negative photoresist pattern. b) Transferring the
nanohole pattern into the anti-reflective coating (ARC) layer through a 20-nm-thick SiO 2
layer. c) Enlargement of the size of the holes through 02 reactive ion etching (RIE)
process. d) Hydrogen silsequioxane (HSQ) filling the enlarged holes. e) HSQ posts. f)
Silicon posts. g) Subwavelength periodic silica nanorods with ultra high aspect-ratio (> 6).

Figure 3-6 displays a cross-section scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated
surfaces patterned with 200-nm-period subwavelength tapered nanocone structures over
1.4 pm tall with sharp tips directly on the fused silica substrate [93]. The silica nanocone
structures with an ultra high aspect-ratio of -7 have also been fabricated using the
proposed multiple shrinking mask etching process with the help of negative photoresist
[93].
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Figure 3-6. Cross-section SEM micrograph of fabricated ultra high aspect-ratio
subwavelength nanocone structures [93].

Figure 3-7 shows the height of the fabricated nanocone structures with respect to the
width (or diameter) of the silicon nanorods. The experimental results validate that the
height linearly increases as the width of the silicon mask nanorod increases (also
expected from Eq. 3.1). When the desired height of the nanocone is located under the
light blue region in the graph, the multiple shrinking mask etching process with positive
photoresist can be utilized. In contrast, the negative photoresist used for the multiple
shrinking mask etching is required to achieve the desired structure height in the light red
region of the graph. A and B in Figure 3-7 are fabricated by the method described in
Section 3.3.1. In contrast, C and D are manufactured by the method described in Section
3.3.2.
Figure 3-8 shows the corresponding cross-section SEM micrographs of the fabricated
nanocone structures marked by A, B, C, and D in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7. Heights of the fabricated nanocone structures with respect to the width (or
diameter) of the HSQ nanorods (the first hardmask).

D

Figure 3-8. Cross-section SEM images of the fabricated silica nanocone structures
marked by A, B, C, and D in Figure 3-7.
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3.4 Simple and low cost fabrication method of
controllable-aspect-ratio silica nanocone structures

3.4.1 Simple and low cost fabrication of medium aspect-ratio (- 3) tapered
silica nanocone structures
By using interference lithography and multiple shrinking mask etching, the desired
aspect-ratio (from 4.5 to 7) silica nanocone structures can be created for optimizing the
multifunctionality of the fabricated surfaces, as described in Section 3.3. Although
controlling the aspect-ratio of the nanostructures by changing the thickness of each
hardmask layer and the etch selectivity is easy [45, 93], it requires several uniform
hardmask layers on top of a glass substrate and a number of dry etching processes,
leading to high cost and long fabrication time. Commercialization of those fabrication
methods has also been delayed by the costs of the thin film deposition and reactive ion
etching processes. Thus, a new large-scale, low cost, and high-throughput manufacturing
process of the multifunctional nanocone surfaces is needed.
Here, we propose a simple and low cost fabrication process for medium aspect-ratio (-3)
periodic nanocone structures on a fused silica substrate without using a thick silicon layer
(thickness > 100 nm) [97]. This fabrication method requires only a 20-nm-thick SiO2
layer as a hardmask; thus periodic nanocone structures with an aspect-ratio of -3 can be
simply and easily manufactured, compared to those with high aspect-ratios of 4.5 to 7
(fabricated through the multiple shrinking mask method that are introduced in Sections
3.3.1 and 3.3.2). This is a trade-off between simplicity of the fabrication process and
optical and wetting performance determined by the aspect-ratio of the nanocone;
however, the enhanced transmissivity of the silica nanocones with the medium aspectratio (- 3) is still achieved over the visible wavelengths.
The new fabrication process is combined with interference lithography, as depicted in
Figure 3-9. A typical interference lithography trilayer is deposited on top of a fused silica
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substrate for medium aspect-ratio nanocone structures: an anti-reflective coating (ARC,
XHRiC-16, Brewer Science, Inc.) to minimize the reflection of the laser beam (A

=

325

nm) during exposure, a 20-nm-thick SiO2 layer for improving the pattern transfer to the
ARC layer, and a positive photoresist (PFi-88A2, Sumitomo) where the pattern is initially
recorded. Two orthogonal laser (A = 325 nm) exposures are projected onto the photoresist
by using the Mach Zehnder interferometer lithography setup and the exposed photoresist
is developed using CD-26 to leave a periodic pattern of posts. This pattern is transferred
to the Si0 2 interlayer and the ARC layer through CF 4 and 02 reactive ion etching,
respectively. Finally, the pattern of ARC posts is transferred to the fused silica wafer
while it also shrinks during CHF3 reactive ion etching. The different etch rate between
the ARC and fused silica enables realization of the medium aspect-ratio (-3) silica
nanocone structures. The ARC posts protected by the thin Si0 2 interlayer play a vital role
as the hardmask during CHF3 reactive ion etching while being etched away as the
shrinking mask that creates the tapered silica nanocone structure.
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Figure 3-9. Fabrication process of subwavelength medium aspect-ratio (- 3) silica
nanocone structures [97].

A cross-section scanning electron micrograph of the surfaces patterned with 200 nm
period tapered nanostructures over 600

10 nm tall with ~20 nm radius of curvature at

the tips directly on the fused silica substrate is shown in Figure 3-10.

Figure 3-10. Cross-section SEM micrograph of the fabricated silica nanocone structures
with an aspect-ratio of -3 [97].

The 20-nm-thick layer of SiO 2 is deposited on top of the anti-reflective coating (ARC)
during the fabrication process (demonstrated in Figure 3-9), and this SiO 2 layer improves
the etch selectivity between the fused silica (SiO 2 ) and ARC coating as a hardmask
material, which allows successful creation of defect-free medium aspect-ratio (- 3)
nanocone structures.
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3.4.2 Hardmask-free fabrication of low aspect-ratio (- 2) tapered silica
nanocone structures
To further enhance the throughput of the fabrication process, a novel fabrication process
without using the hardmask layer (the 20-nm-thick layer of SiO2, shown in Figure 2-4) is
developed to create low aspect-ratio (~2) tapered nanocone structures on a fused silica
substrate. Although nanocones with medium aspect-ratios (> 2) cannot be fabricated
without a hardmask, this fabrication process does not require reactive ion etching and
deposition processes for hardmask materials; consequently, this leads to reduced
fabrication time and low cost. All the fabrication details except the elimination of the
hardmask are the same as in the previous fabrication processes (see Section 3.4.1).
Instead of using the hardmask, a different anti-reflective coating (ARC, I-con7, Brewer
Science) is utilized because the etch rate of this ARC is approximately 1.4 times faster
than that of the photoresist (PFi-88A2, Sumitomo). This faster etch rate of ARC layer
prevents both photoresist and the ARC layers from being etched away during 02 reactive
ion etching process. Again, the difference of this fabrication method from the previous
one (see Section 3.4.1) is the elimination of the 20-nm-SiO 2 interlayer that perfectly
prevents ARC from being etched away.
Figure 3-11 displays the details of the fabrication process. Only ARC and the positive
photoresist layers are deposited on top of a fused silica substrate. Two orthogonal laser (A
=

325 nm) exposures are projected onto the photoresist by using a Lloyd's mirror

interferometer lithography setup, and the exposed photoresist is developed to leave a
periodic pattern of posts. This pattern is transferred directly to the ARC layer with 02
reactive ion etching. Finally, the pattern of ARC posts is transferred to the fused silica
wafer while it shrinks during CHF3 reactive ion etching due to the different etch rates
between ARC and fused silica that creates the low aspect-ratio (- 2) nanocone structures.
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Figure 3-11. Fabrication process of subwavelength low aspect-ratio (~ 2) silica nanocone
structures.

Figure 3-12 shows a cross-section scanning electron micrograph of the surfaces patterned
with 200 nm periodic tapered nanostructures over 400 L 25 nm tall with

-

30 nm radius

of curvature directly on a fused silica substrate. The heights of the nanocone structures
have some variation since no hardmask material is used for creating the nanocones. The
ARC and photoresist are only used as the mask layer to create the silica nanocone
structures; thus the height of the nanocone is less than those of the structures fabricated
with the help of the single hardmask or multiple hardmasks described in the previous
sections. However, the fabrication process requires no toxic gas during the reactive ion
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etching process and no deposition of the typical hardmask materials such as silicon,
silicon oxide, and silicon nitride.

Figure 3-12. Cross-section scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated silica
nanocone structures with an aspect-ratio of-2.

3.4.3 Optical properties
The transmissivity measurements through i) the double-sided patterned surface and ii)
single-sided patterned surface (both fabricated with the help of the hardmask that is the
20-nm-thick SiO 2 described in Section 3.4.1),

iii) single-sided patterned surface

fabricated without the hardmask (demonstrated in Section 3.4.2), and iv) a flat fused
silica wafer are carried out over a broad range of visible wavelengths (400 nm:5 A 5 800
nm) at normal incident angle, as shown in Figure 3-13. The i) red and ii) blue curves
represent the transmissivity of the fabricated surfaces with the help of the 20-nm-thick
SiO 2 layer during the RIE process. The iii) green curve shows the transmissivity of the
single-sided nanostructured surface fabricated without the hardmask (shown in Figure 312). As seen in Figure 3-13, the measurements of the three nanostructured surfaces
exhibit enhanced transmissivity (or anti-reflectivity), compared to that of the flat fused
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silica surface. The transmissivity of i) the double-sided patterned silica surface increases
up to 99.12%, and the averaged transmissivity is also greater than that of the single-sided
patterned surfaces or the flat fused silica surface. The transmissivity of the two singlesided nanocone surfaces (represent by blue and green curves) is limited by Fresnel
reflection arising from the step discontinuity in refractive index at the flat rear surfaces.
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Figure 3-13. Measured optical transmissivity of the nanotaper structures as a function of
the wavelength at normal incident angle. i) Double-sided patterned and ii) Single-sided
patterned surfaces fabricated with the help of the hardmask (20-nm-thick SiO 2) described
in Section 3.4.1. iii) Single-sided patterned surface fabricated without the hardmask. iv)
Flat fused silica wafer.

The transmissivity value of the single-sided patterned surface without the hardmask
(green curve) decreases as the wavelength decreases, while that of the single-sided
patterned surface with the hardmask (blue curve) shows no change in transmissivity. All
the periods of the fabricated silica structures are 200 nm; however, the height of the
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single-sided patterned surface fabricated without the hardmask (green curve) is around
400 + 25 nm, which is approximately 200 nm less than that of the single-sided patterned
surface fabricated with the hardmask (blue curve). As discussed in Section 2.3, the optical
transmissivity behavior of the periodic nanocone structure is governed by geometrical
constraints such as the structure height H and period P. The height of the nanocone only
determines the upper wavelength limit A,.r, and the upper wavelength limits of these
nanocone structures with heights of 400 + 25 nm are greater than 1 pm. This shows the
transmissivity drop is not related to smaller heights, but to the defects and variation of the
heights.
Lehr et al. simulated the influence of the imperfection of the subwavelength grating
structures on the transmittance of an anti-reflective structure, such as a statistical height
variation [17, 98]. They concluded that the transmittance losses due to scattering effects
become dominant, and anti-reflective behavior of the subwavelength periodic tapered
nanostructures having a statistical height variation weakens in the short wavelength
region [17, 98]. This has also been observed in the measured transmissivity of the silica
nanocone structures fabricated without using the hardmask (Figure 3-12).
The transmissivity drop in the small wavelength range, therefore, is due to the defects
introduced in the fabrication process and the large variation of the heights. As shown in
Figure 3-11, the positive photoresist and ARC layer are only the material that protects the
tip of the nanocone structures for a desired slope of nanocone structures, until the
moment that they are fully removed. If there are a few nanometer variations in diameters
or heights of the developed photoresist nanorod structures, which can be easily
introduced during the interference lithography and development process, those errors are
easily transferred to the silica nanocone structures. Figure 3-14 shows a cross-section
SEM micrograph of the positive photoresist nanorods after the development (also
corresponding to the schematic of Figure 3-1 1b), and there are a few nanometers'
differences in their rods' geometries, such as heights and diameters (a # p). These
variations are hardly seen in the silica nanocone structures fabricated with the help of the
hardmasks because these errors become negligible due to the presence of hardmask that
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typically has high etch selectivity to ARC and photoresist materials. These engineering
drawbacks can result in non-perfect periodic/quasi-random structures, and scatter
incoming light [17, 98]. Regardless of these defects, this newly developed fabrication
process without using the hardmask demonstrates enhanced optical transmissivity (or
anti-reflectivity) with other benefits, such as ease of fabrication, reduced fabrication time,
and low cost.

Positive
photoresist
posts

Anti
reflective

coating (ARC)

Figure 3-14. SEM image of the subwavelength positive photoresist (PFi88-A2) post
structures after development process depicted in Figure 3-11 b.
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3.5 Conclusion
By developing a novel multiple shrinking mask etching process, we have demonstrated
that subwavelength tapered conical structures with high aspect-ratio (-5) enhance
transparency across a broad spectrum of visible wavelength and change surface
wettability from superhydrophobicity to superhydrophilicity. The height of the nanocone
structures, which is the key parameter of control of optical and wetting properties, can be
effectively controlled by tuning the diameter of the nanorods used for the hardmask
during the dry etching process. In addition, simple and low cost fabrication methods for
medium and low aspect-ratios of 2 to 3 silica nanocone structures have even been
developed with and without the hardmask material, which can be applied to large-scale
and high-throughput manufacturing of multifunctional nanostructured materials.
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Chapter 4
Transparent Anti-fingerprint Surfaces
4.1 Introduction
Undesired fingerprint oils (sebum) deposited on transparent surfaces such as the
touchscreens of mobile phones and glass displays significantly lower optical
transmissivity, hamper visibility, and contaminate flat clean surfaces with dirt and
bacteria. As shown in Figure 4-1, the micrometric pattern of a fingerprint results in
reflection and scattering of incident light, and contaminants can easily adhere to the oilwetted surfaces [99-104]. Fingerprint oils are secreted from sebaceous glands located on
top of the friction ridges that cover the tips of human fingers. The deposited print is
predominantly water, but also contains a mixture of organic chemicals such as urea, uric
acid, amino acid, ammonia, lipids, glucose and lactic acid resulting in an oily liquid with
surface tension 23 < YLV <60 mN/m [99, 100, 105, 106].

Figure 4-1. Image of fingerprint oils deposited on a touchscreen display (iPhone 4S). The
inset shows a magnified view of the fingerprint oils, which reveals micrometric liquid
droplets.
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There have been several attempts to prevent formation of these fingerprints (i.e.,
dactylograms) on transparent materials, such as glass and polymer, by employing oilrepellent textured surfaces. In recent years, transparent superoleophobic surfaces (i.e., oilrepellent textured surfaces) with - "re-entrant" structures have been developed by using
deposition of candle soot with a thin silicon dioxide layer, followed by subsequent
thermal heat treatment and application of suitable chemical coatings [107] or through
polymer micromolding methods [108].
Inspired by the oil repellency mechanism with re-entrant structures, we also have
attempted to develop robust superoleophobic and super-transmissive silica surfaces with
a square array of subwavelength silica nanocones [45] coated uniformly with
nanoparticles. This transparent superoleophobic surface has been developed in order to
extend the beneficial functions of the superhydrophobic silica surfaces discussed in
Chapter 2 to repellency of fingerprint oils. The subwavelength periodic silica nanocones
[451 are chosen to suppress optical reflection, and the coated silica nanoparticles prepared
by Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly [57,

109, 110] form the silica re-entrant

nanostructures for superoleophobicity.
However, these textured superoleophobic coatings with the re-entrant structures reduce
transmissivity of visible light due to light scattering, and exhibit no superoleophobicity
that promotes the super-repellent state with low surface tension liquids. Moreover, it is
discovered

that

the

intrinsic

thermodynamic

metastability

of the

composite

superoleophobic state (i.e., a non-wetted state or Cassie-Baxter state) can result in failure
of the oil repellency under moderate contact pressures of human fingers [60, 72, 111114]. Susceptibility to mechanical damage also limits the utility of such microstructured
coatings for preventing fingerprint deposition ia pracqjval applications [60, 72, 107, 108,
111-114]. The experimental results and their limitations will also be introduced in
Section 4.2.
Here, we develop and quantitatively characterize transparent fingerprint-eating (or
dactylovorous) surfaces. In contrast to previous studies that have targeted an oil
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repellency mechanism, we have taken the counter-intuitive approach of constructing our
surfaces from oleophilic material, titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ). In this chapter, design,
fabrication, and characterization of the transparent fingerprint-eating surfaces, which are
optimized for optical transparency and anti-fingerprint properties, are discussed in detail.
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4.2 Transparent superoleophobic surfaces with periodic
silica nanocone structures coated with nanoparticles
and their limitations
A major challenge in surface engineering is the creation of transparent surfaces that repel
low surface tension liquids, such as fingerprint oils. In recent years, transparent
superoleophobic surfaces have been developed by several methods [107, 108, 115];
however, it is challenging to maintain optical transparency in the visible wavelength
range and resistance to wetting by low surface tension liquids due to scattering of light
and wetting failure of the superoleophobic state by external perturbations such as human
finger touches, vibrations, and high-velocity droplet impact. Fractal-like soot structures
deposited on glass surfaces [107] and micro-molded structures [108, 1151 can induce
optical scattering that results in haze and low transmissivity.

In this section, I will discuss the initially proposed re-entrant subwavelength nanocone
structures for enhanced transparency and superoleophobicity, which can be used for antifingerprint surfaces, and their limitations. The re-entrant texture is first created using a
square array of silica nanocones coated uniformly with nanoparticles, as shown in Figure
4-2. In Figure 4-2c, the uniformly deposited nanoparticles (red spheres) on top of the
fabricated silica nanocones create re-entrant structures that can support a pressure
difference across the air-liquid interface. To overcome low transmissivity of the existing
work, the nanocone structure is used to minimize optical reflection losses over a broad
range of wavelengths and a wide range of angles of incidence due to adiabatic impedance
matching between the air and the glass, as discussed in Chapter 2. The feature size of the
nanoparticle is much smaller than the wavelength of visible light; thus haze and light
scattering can be minimized [18].
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Figure 4-2. Schematic of the square array of silica nanocones coated uniformly with
nanoparticles.

4.2.1 Re-entrant structures for superoleophobic surfaces
What are the "re-entrant structures" and why do we need them? Superhydrophobic
surfaces have been developed for years by creating roughness on the surfaces with the
help of surface chemistry, which shows water contact angles greater than 150* with low
contact angle hysteresis [60, 116]. They repel high surface tension liquids such as water,
but not low surface tension liquids such as oils. This limitation has generated extensive
academic and industrial interest in oil-repellent surfaces, and Tuteja et al. first developed
superoleophobic (or omniphobic) surfaces by patterning "re-entrant structures" on a
silicon surface combined with surface chemistry, as shown Figure 4-3 [113]. These
designed microtextured surfaces exhibit resistance to wetting from low surface tension
liquids, including alkanes such as decane and octane.
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b

a

Figure 4-3. a) SEM micrographs for the micro-hoodoo surfaces having circular flat caps.
b) Drop of octane on the silanized micro-hoodoo surface (a0,,

= 1630). Reproduced from

Ref. [113] with permission from The American Association for the Advancement of
Science.

The main idea of the re-entrant structures is to change the direction of the net surface
traction of the three-phase (air-liquid-vapor) contact line on the textured structure
upward, and support a pressure difference across the air-liquid interface [71, 72, 113].
Figure 4-4 schematically shows the concept of the re-entrant structures [71, 72]. The
equilibrium angle (OE) is determined by Young's equation (also discussed in Chapter 1),
and V represents the local texture angle. The liquid is light blue, and air is white. The
dark blue surface is wetted, while the red surface is nonwetted. The arrows marked "F"
represent the traction forces (i.e., surface tensions of the liquid) at the air-liquid-vapor
interface. When an equilibrium angle (OE) is smaller than the local texture angle (Vi), the
net traction force on the liquid-vapor interface is directed downward; thus it promotes the
imbibition of the liquid into the solid structure, leading to a fully wetted interface, as
shown in Figure 4-4a [71, 72]. In contrast, when the equilibrium angle (OE) is greater than
the local texture angle (y), the net traction force is pointing upward; this net force a
maintains non-wetted state (i.e., a Cassie-Baxter state) by supporting a pressure
difference on the air-liquid interface, as shown in Figure 4-4b [71].
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Reproduced from Ref. [71] with permission from Materials Research Society.

Most superhydrophobic surfaces demonstrate superhydrophobicity with the local texture
angle (V) greater than 900 [71, 72]. However, the maximum equilibrium angle

(OE)

of low

surface tension liquids such as oil is still smaller than 900 [71]. To develop
superoleophobic surfaces, structures with the local texture angle (yi) smaller than 900 are
required, and these structures are called re-entrant structures, as shown in Figure 4-4b.
Recently, Deng et al. have demonstrated transparent and oil-repelling superamphiphobic
coatings fabricated with a porous deposit of 25-nanometer-thick silica shells, as shown in
Figure 4-5 [107]. Randomly deposited 25-nanometer-thick silica shells with an average
diameter of 100 rum are utilized to create the re-entrant nanostructures with the local
texture angle (y) smaller than 900, which enables robust superoleophobicity.
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CA = 154*
Figure 4-5 a) Schematic of a liquid drop deposited on the fractal-like composite interface
made of 25-nanometer-thick silica shells. b) Drop of hexadecane deposited on the surface
with a static contact angle of 156

10. Reproduced from Ref. [107] with permission from

The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

4.2.2 Fabrication process and initial results
To fabricate the proposed nanostructured surfaces, we combine top-down and bottom-up
fabrication processes: interference lithography and multiple shrinking mask etching to
pattern the primary nanocone structure [45]; and Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly [57,
109, 110, 117, 118] to add the secondary structure that consists of a nanoparticle coating
that gives rise to re-entrant textures. Figure 4-6 is a schematic illustration of the
fabrication process for the proposed transparent superoleophobic surfaces. The silica
nanocone fabrication method has been described in Chapter 2, and LbL assembly process
was introduced in Chapter 1. The resulting encrusted structures are calcinated and then
coated with a low-energy chemical coating (see Section 2.5) [86]. LbL assembly provides
uniform deposition of nanoparticles and precise control of thickness via the number of
assembly steps. LbL assembly and the details of the fabrication process will be discussed
further in the next sections because this LbL assembly is the main fabrication process of
the transparent anti-fingerprint surfaces based on titania-based porous nanoparticle
coatings.
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Figure 4-6. Schematic illustration of the fabrication process for the transparent
superoleophobic surfaces.

SEM images of the fabricated surfaces through 4 dipping cycles of LbL assembly process
are shown in Figure 4-7. The silica nanoparticles with a diameter of 20 + 5 nm (Svaya
Inc.) are uniformly deposited on top of the silica nanocones. The images show the
presence of re-entrant structures created by the silica nanoparticles.
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Figure 4-7. SEM images of the fabricated subwavelength nanocone structures encrusted
with LbL-deposited nanoparticles. a) Oblique view. b) Top view.

Figure 4-8 displays the measured advancing contact angles for various liquids (water,
DMSO, jojoba oil, and hexadecane) on the fabricated surfaces. The interesting result is
that the fabricated surfaces do not exhibit superoleophobicity, which is demonstrated by
the advancing contact angles of 1270 and 1210 (< 150*) for jojoba oil and hexadecane,
respectively, as shown in Figures 4-8c and 4-8d. In addition, significant optical haze and
light scattering from the fabricated surfaces can be observed with the naked eye.

a

b
1650

water, 72 mN/m

c

DMSO, 44 mN/m

d
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1440

1210

jojoba oil, 34 mN/m hexadecane, 28 mN/m

Figure 4-8. Images of drops of a) Water, b) DMSO, c) Jojoba oil, and d) Hexadecane on
the surfaces with the corresponding advancing contact angles.

Figure 4-9 shows an SEM image of the area with structural defects of the fabricated
surfaces. This image displays the undesired aggregation (Figure 4-9a) and defective
surface areas without the nanocones that break the periodicity of the nanostructured
surface (Figure 4-9b). These randomly deposited nanoparticles due to aggregation shown
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in Figure 4-9a trigger undesired scattering of light and destroy the re-entrant structures
constructed with the silica nanocones coated with the nanoparticles. DeRocher et al. have
also observed the non-uniform deposition of the nanoparticles, and formation of large
aggregates during LbL assembly in high aspect-ratio nanochannels, and they found these
occur because of surface charge-induced electrostatic depletion of the depositing species
[119]. Our work is also based on high aspect-ratio nanocone structures that are likely to
result in aggregation and bridging of the nanocones.

The defective surface area without the nanocones shown in Figure 4-9b makes a larger
spacing with the neighboring structures than the period of the nanocone structures (P =
200 nm). This phenomenon is also schematically depicted in Figure 4-10. The enlarged
spacing due to the defects causes lowering the meniscus of low surface tension liquid;
thus it weakens the robustness of superoleophobicity (or the breakthrough pressure) [71,
72]. Small perturbations, such as vibrations and impacts, can cause the Cassie-to-Wenzel
transition of low surface tension liquid that will be discussed in the next section.

400 nm
Figure 4-9. Defects on the fabricated surface. a) Aggregation. b) Defective surface areas
lacking the nanocones
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Figure 4-10. Schematic of change in the gap between the meniscus of liquid and solid
surface with respect to the period (or spacing).

We strove to develop robust superoleophobic and super-transmissive silica surfaces with
defect-free nanostructures which can be used for transparent fingerprint-resistant
surfaces; however, the fabricated surfaces exhibit no superoleophobicity, and their
transparency is not comparable to that of typical glass. Moreover, the recent theoretical
research proposed by Butt et al. also suggests that the superoleophobicity raised from the
fabricated nanostructures is not robust to the typical contact pressures of human fingers
[114]. The details of this limitation will be discussed in the following section.

4.2.3 Limitations of transparent superoleophobic surfaces for transparent
anti-fingerprint surfaces
When the liquid penetrates between the pillars, and touches the bottom of the surface, it
remains there. This process from a) to b) of Figure 4-11 is called Cassie-to-Wenzel or
impalement transition,

and this transition must be avoided to obtain robust

superoleophobicity [114].
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Figure 4-11. Schematic of a liquid drop on an array of pillars in the a) Cassie-Baxter and
b) Wenzel state. Reproduced from Ref. [114] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry.

The maximum pressure difference that the air-liquid interface in an array of pillars (or
cone structures) can sustain without going to the Wenzel state is called the breakthrough
pressure (or impalement pressure), and this can be calculated from the geometrical
constraints of the re-entrant structures [72, 114]. Butt et al. analytically calculated the
impalement pressure of a surface with the pillars of sintered spheres, as shown in Figure
4-12 [114].
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Figure 4-12. Schematic of the superamphiphobic (or superoleophobic) layer consisting of
pillars of sintered spheres from side and top view. The liquid is suspended on top in the
Cassie state. If no pressure is applied, the liquid surface is planar. With pressure the
contact line moves downwards and the interface starts to curve. Reproduced from Ref.
[114] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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The proposed analytical equations in their work can also be used for estimating
theoretical impalement pressures of the existing re-entrant structures. The calculated
impalement pressure of the fabricated silica nanocones coated with the nanoparticles
(with a diameter of the nanoparticle of 25 nm and a spacing of 200 nm) is -7.1 kPa, and
that of the randomly deposited silica shells fabricated by Deng et al. (with a diameter of
the silica shells of 100 nm and a spacing of 200 nm) is -29 kPa [114]. However, these
breakthrough pressures (or impalement pressures) are lower than moderate contact
pressures by human fingers (-50 kPa) [111, 112], and that limits their extended use for
anti-fingerprint surfaces because the typical human fingers' contact pressures break the
non-wetting state, which leads to the fully wetted state with low surface tension liquids.
This signifies that oil repellency mechanisms with re-entrant structures are not ideal for
transparent anti-fingerprint surfaces, and a new approach must be developed. In the next
section, a novel approach for transparent anti-fingerprint surfaces will be discussed in
detail.
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4.3 Transparent fingerprint-eating (or dactylovorous)
surfaces based on TiO2 nanoparticle coatings

To overcome the limitations mentioned in Section 4.2 for transparent anti-fingerprint
surfaces, we develop titania-based porous nanoparticle coatings that are mechanically
robust, with low haze, which exhibit short time scales for decomposition of fingerprint
oils under ultraviolet (UV) light. Again, instead of previous studies that have targeted an
oil repellency mechanism, we have taken the counter-intuitive approach of constructing
our surfaces from oleophilic materials. The mechanism by which a typical dactylogram is
consumed combines wicking of the sebum into the nanoporous titania structure followed
by photocatalytic degradation. These TiO 2 nanostructured surfaces are also anti-fogging,
anti-bacterial, and compatible with flexible glass substrates and remain photocatalytically
active in natural sunlight.

4.3.1 Photocatalytic effect of titanium dioxide
Photocatalysis of titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a well-known phenomenon for strong
oxidation and reduction reactions, and has been widely used due to chemical stability and
safety for the human body [101, 120-122]. These reactions activate decomposition of
organic matter when TiO 2 is illuminated by UV light, thus allowing a surface of TiO2 to
remain clean [101, 120-122].

The mechanism of TiC

2

photocatalysis in presence of UV illumination is schematically

shown in Figure 4-13. When TiO2 is irradiated by light with energy equal to or greater
than its band-gap energy, the valence band electrons are excited to the conduction band,
while generating positive holes in the valence band [101, 120-122]. If the electrons and
holes migrate to the surface of TiC

2

without recombination, and they can participate in

various oxidation and reduction reactions with neighboring material such as water,
oxygen, and other organic or inorganic species [101, 120-122]. The positive holes in the
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balance band react with water (i.e., hydroxide ion, OH-) in the atmosphere to produce the
hydroxyl radical (-OH).

In contrast, the excited electrons in the conduction band react

with oxygen in the atmosphere, which form superoxide anions (*02-). These active
oxygen species, hydroxyl radical and superoxide anions, are very powerful oxidants and
extremely reactive; thus they can oxidize and decompose organic materials, and even
mineralize them into C0 2, H20, etc [101, 120-122].

Organic materials
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Figure 4-13. Schematic illustration of photocatalytic effect on titanium dioxide (TiO 2).

4.3.2 Design
We rely on the combined favorable effects of rapid capillary imbibition (or hemi-wicking
[60, 82]) of fingerprint oils into a porous oleophilic titania nanoparticle structure and
subsequent photocatalytic decomposition upon exposure to the ultraviolet (UV)
component of natural sunlight. Although photocatalytic decomposition using titanium
dioxide (TiO 2 ) films has been intensively studied for degrading low molecular weight
organic materials into volatile components [101, 120-122], studies on multifunctional
titania coatings that can achieve practical degradation times (< 3 hours under sunlight)
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whilst also retaining optical transparency in the range of visible light are rare [101, 120123].

To reduce the characteristic time required for photocatalytic degradation of fingerprint
oils, we have designed nanoporous TiO 2 structures that reduce the thickness of the
deposited sebaceous film and increase the interfacial contact area with the photocatalytic
TiO 2 nanoparticles based on the mechanism illustrated in Figure 4-14. Rapid wicking of
the low surface tension organic liquids that compose the sebum results in imbibition into
the porous nanostructure. The creation of a very large surface area between the oil and
the photocatalytic titania nanoparticles that constitute the transparent nanoporous coating
helps accelerate the ensuing photocatalytic decomposition. The smaller the size of
nanoparticles, the greater the surface area, leading to a shorter time required for
photocatalytic decomposition of fingerprint oils.

Sebum (red color)
T102 nanoparticles

Capillary imbibition
(Hemi-wicking)

Photocatalytic effect

Figure 4-14. Schematic illustration of the two-step mechanism that leads to degradation
of the sebum: (step 1) capillary imbibition of low surface tension components into the
permeable nanostructure and (step 2) photocatalytic decomposition of the imbibed liquids
on TiO 2 nanoparticles.
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The spreading and imbibition of the viscous fingerprint oils shown in the microscopic
images presented in Figure 4-15 can be quantified using bright field microscopy.
Analysis of wicking into a nanoporous medium results in a Washburn-like spreading law
with the front position of the sebum given by 1front -

1

~-jt

[124, 125]. Experiments

and modeling (see Appendix B.l for details) both give a characteristic diffusion
coefficient of D = 2Kc/p~ i-10

m 2 /s, where Kp is the permeability of the porous

layer, Pc is the capillary pressure inside a pore, and p is the viscosity of sebum. The time
required for complete lateral capillary spreading over the characteristic distance between
two friction ridges (AL ~102 gm ) is therefore only At ~102 seconds.

Figure 4-15. Time-sequential images of the initial spreading and capillary imbibition of
fingerprint oils by capillary force.

The subsequent decomposition of the oils when exposed to UV light (UVM-57, UVP Inc.)
is visualized in the optical images shown in Figure 4-16. The dactylogram deposited on
the right-hand side of the glass slide (which is coated with the TiO 2 nanoparticle film) is
first imbibed and then photocatalytically degraded. By contrast, an identical print
deposited on a typical uncoated microscope glass slide (left side) remains unchanged
even though both surfaces are continuously exposed to UV light (1.5
300 nm < X < 400 nm) for the same period of I hour.
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Figure 4-16. Time-sequential images of fingerprint oils on the nanoparticle coated side
(top side, thickness = 114.8

6.2 nmn) and a typical microscope slide (bottom side) for 0,

20, 40, and 60 minutes of UV exposure (I= 1.5

0.1 mW/cm 2 at 300 nm < X <_400 nm).

In addition to enhancing the photocatalytic effect, maximizing light transmissivity and
minimizing the optical haze are also important requirements for the design of practical
transparent anti-fingerprint surfaces. When the wavelength of incident light is more than
an order of magnitude greater than the components that constitute the nanostructured
material, we can successfully model a representative volume element as a homogeneous
medium with the refractive index determined by the volumetric ratio of the individual
materials, according to effective medium theory [65, 66, 126, 127]. Designing the
nanostructured coating to have a high porosity p = (1 -p), (where (p is the packing density
of TiO 2 nanoparticles) leads to a smaller effective refractive index than the value for flat
silicate glass, thus reducing reflection and increasing transmissivity within a specific
wavelength region when compared to flat Ti)

2

film with the same overall thickness [109,

127]. Moreover, the small length scale of the nanoparticle constituents (<A/10) also leads
to reduced haze generation with the incident light. We have considered these design
constraints, the diameter of the particles needs to be less than ~ 40 nm, when we chose a
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commercially available TiO 2 nanoparticle dispersion (Svaya Inc.) with average diameter
of 22 nm to develop the nanoporous coating.

4.3.3 Fabrication process and optimization
In addition to design constraints on the size of the titania nanoparticles, the thickness of
the coating layer must be optimized and precisely controlled using a reliable and
reproducible fabrication method to create conformal coatings with low optical haze (i.e.,
minimized scattering of incident visible light). We select Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly
[57, 109, 110,

117, 118] using alternating depositions of a positively-charged

poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and negatively-charged titania nanoparticle
dispersion, as schematically shown in Figure 4-17, to ensure uniform deposition of
nanoparticles and precise control of thickness via the number of assembly steps. LbL
assembly leads to conformal coatings with low optical haze when compared to other thinfilm coating methods such as dip-coating, spray-coating or sol-gel processes. To remove
the polymeric binder and to reinforce the structural durability of the nanoparticle coating,
the LbL-coated glass slides are calcinated for 3 hours at temperatures not exceeding 350
'C (to ensure that the photocatalytic anatase structure of the titania was not transformed
to a rutile form), resulting in a highly porous and sintered titania film.
cleaned microscope slide
T10 nanoparticles

PAH (+)

rinsing step

TiO (-)

rinsing step

repeat

Figure 4-17. Schematic illustration of Layer-by-Layer (LbL) coating process. The 8 steps
of the figure including 6 rinsing steps will now be referred to as 1 dipping cycle.
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Here are the details of the fabrication process shown in Figure 4-17. Glass substrates are
first degreased by sonication in a 4% (v/v) solution of Micro-90 cleaner (International
Products Co.) for 15 min, subsequently sonicated twice in MQ water for 15 min. The
substrates are blow-dried with dry air and treated for 2 min with an oxygen plasma (PDC32G, Harrick Scientific Products, Inc.) at .150 mTorr before the LbL assembly to clean
the surfaces. Sequential adsorption of polymer and nanoparticle layers is performed using
a StratoSequence VI spin dipper (nanoStrata Inc.), controlled by StratoSmart v6.2
software, at 120-130 rpm. The concentrations of poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH,
Mw = 58,000 g/mol) and TiO 2 nanoparticle dispersions (Svaya Nanotechnologies, with
mean diameter = 22 nm) in the dipping solutions are 1 mg/mL and 0.03 wt%
respectively. Distilled water (>18 Moem, Millipore Milli-QTm) water (MQ water) is used
in formulating the polymer solution, nanoparticle dispersion, and in all rinsing
procedures. The dipping time in the PAH solutions and TiO2 dispersions are each 10 min
followed by three sequential rinse steps (of 2, 1, and 1 min). The PAH solutions and TiO 2
dispersions and their respective rinse solutions are adjusted to pH 7.0 and pH 9.0 with
either NaOH or HCl, respectively. These 8 steps including 6 rinsing steps shown in
Figure 4-17 will now be referred to as 1 dipping cycle.
After the LbL assembly process, the coated substrate is calcinated for 3 hours at 350 *C.
This temperature is sufficient to remove the PAH and to sinter the particle together into a
nanoporous coating but ensures we retain the desired TiO 2 crystal structure (anatase) that
maximizes photocatalytic activity and prevents it from being converted to the rutile
structure. A schematic drawing of the nanoporous TiO2 nanoparticle coating after
calcination and a corresponding SEM image are shown in Figure 4-18. Figure 4-19 shows
the growth behavior, and the measured thickness of the TiO2 nanoparticle coating both
before

and after calcination.

The

coating thickness

increases

smoothly

and

monotonically, which enables accurate control of the thickness as the number of
deposited PAH/TiO 2 dipping cycles is increased.
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TiO 2 nanoparticles

Figure 4-18. Schematic illustration and SEM image of the nanoparticle coated surface
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Figure 4-19. Film thickness of TiO 2 nanoparticle coating layer with respect to the number
of coated dipping cycles, measured using profilometry (Dektak).

The porosity of the coating after calcination is determined by using ellipsometry to
measure the values of the effective refractive index of the nanoporous film when two
different fluids of known refractive index are imbibed into the porous structure (see
Appendix B.2 for detailed schematics and experimental setup) [109]. After calcination
the porosity of our LbL titania nanoparticle coatings is determined to be p = (1-p) =
138

0.496. This relatively large porosity lowers the effective refractive index of the final dry
titania coating to neff = 1.478 (A = 633 nm), which leads to suppression of reflections
from the surface and enhances capillary imbibition of fingerprint oils into the nanoporous
surfaces. Taking a representative coating thickness of 100 nm after calcination, the
accessible surface area of this photocatalytic nanostructure corresponds to approximately
14 cm2 per square centimeter of the coated glass, and increases linearly with the number
of LbL deposition steps.
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4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Optical properties and photocatalytic effects
To guide our selection of the optimal thickness of this transparent photocatalytic TiO 2
coating, the optical transmissivity value over the wavelength range of visible light are
measured, as shown in Figure 4-20. As the number of PAH/TiO 2 dipping cycles
deposited on the glass slides is increased, progressively lower optical transmissivity is
measured over the spectral region of interest (400 nm 5 A < 800 nm). However the
layered nanoparticle structures with N = 40 (d4 o = 69.0
(dso = 114.8

0.4 nm) and 50 dipping cycles

6.2 nm) still have greater average transmissivity (over wavelengths 550 nm

< A < 800 nm), compared to a bare glass slide without a TiO 2 nanoparticle coating. This
reduced reflectivity arises because of destructive thin-film interference at the airnanoparticle-glass interfaces [109, 110, 117].
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Figure 4-20. Measured optical transmissivity over the visible range (400 nm <_A

800

nm) for four different thicknesses of TiO 2 nanoparticle layers. The black line represents
the transmissivity of a typical microscope (soda lime) glass slide that is used as the
substrate for the TiO 2 nanoparticle coatings.
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Since optical haze induced by the nanoporous coating is also an important factor in
selecting an optimal thickness, we also measure the haze (according to ASTM D1003,
Standard Test Method for Haze and Luminous Transmittance of Transparent Plastics) as
the number of deposited layers was increased. The average haze remains less than 2%
over the spectral range of visible light (400 nm 5 A. 5 800 nm) but increases steadily as
the coating thickness increases as shown in Table 4-1. Note that a spectrophotometer
(Cary-500) is used for spectral transmissivity and haze measurements (with an integrating
sphere) in the visible range (400 nm <A < 800 nm). A stabilized diode laser (A = 660 nm)
is also used to measure the transmissivity at normal incidence angle.
To determine an optimal thickness which balances the trade-off between optical
properties (optical transmissivity and -haze) and the increased pore surface area for
fingerprint decomposition, we quantify the dactylovoracity for different coated
-

thicknesses of the porous TiO 2 nanostructure using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

based stamp that consists of a square array of periodic posts (period = 200 pm) 'inked'
with an artificial sebum (yLv

= 33.4 0.7 mN/m, measured by Kriss KbO), as shown in

Figure 4-21. At room temperature, 16 wt/o oleic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), 12 wt%
squalene (Alfa Aesar, 98%), 25 wt/o jojoba oil (Sigma-Aldrich), and 41 wt/o vegetable
oil (Mazola) [106] are first introduced into a 200 mL glass bottle and then gently mixed
using a vortex mixer for 1 hour. We use this mixture as the artificial sebum after storing it
at room temperature for 24 hours. To minimize variability in successive dactylograms,
we constructed a stamp-based method for depositing representative micro-droplet arrays
of sebum. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) posts are fabricated using an SU-8 mold. The
artificial sebum is spread over the backside of a silicon wafer by spin-coating at 7000
rpm for 60 seconds. The stamp is then pressed against the oil film with a contact force of
4 N and held in contact for 3 seconds. When the stamp is removed, a small amount of
artificial sebum remains on the tops of the wetted PDMS posts as shown in the inset of
Figure 4-21. After having 'inked' the PDMS posts with artificial sebum, the stamp is first
pressed into contact with a cleaned nicroscope slide (to ensure a uniform sebaceous
coating on the microposts), and then used to stamp an array of sebum microdroplets onto
the LbL-assembled and calcinated nanoparticle surface using a normal force of 4 N.
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PDMS stamp with
artificial sebum

PDMS stamp
10mm
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Si wafer
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Spincoated
artificial sebum

coated glass

Figure 4-21. Illustration of the experimental process for quantifying the dactylovorous
effect. The two microscope images correspond to the PDMS stamp (20 mm by 10 mm)
with micrometric post array before depositing artificial sebum (left), and the same PDMS
stamp with the absorbed sebum (right).

Figure 4-22 shows the measured transmissivity of monochromatic light (X = 660 nm from
a diode laser) for a 50 dipping cycle film (do = 114.8

6.2 nm) with respect to UV

exposure time. The sebum deposited on the surface triggers optical reflection and
scattering, and the transmissivity initially drops to 85.5% from the original value of
92.6%. As the surface is exposed to UV light (with an average intensity of 1.5

0.1

mW/cm 2 averaged over the range 300 nm < ) 5 400 nm) the transmissivity gradually
recovers to this initial, sebum-free value, and the distortional effects of the sebum
disappear after 150 minutes of UV exposure. The inset images of the standard rest
resolution targets further illustrate that image visibility through the 50 dipping cycle film
(do = 114.8

6.2 nm) is fully recovered after 150 minutes of UV light exposure.
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Figure 4-22. Time evolution of measured transmissivity (angle of incidence = 0*, A = 660
nm) through an artificial sebum-stamped spot of a 50 dipping cycle thick TiO 2
nanoparticle coating under UV light (1.5

0.1 mW/cm2 at 300 nm < A

400 nm). The

insets show two images of a part of the resolution test chart viewed through the
nanoparticle coated surfaces with the artificial sebum deposits at t = 0 min (left) and 150
min (right) of UV exposure time.

The photocatalytic degradation of the artificial sebum stamped on the TiO 2 nanoparticle
coating can also be examined by measuring change of the apparent contact angle of water
droplets deposited on the TiO 2 nanoparticle coating with respect to UV light exposure
time. As shown in Figure 4-23, the apparent contact angle of a 5 pL water droplet
deposited on the 50 dipping cycle coating (dso

=

114.8

6.2 nm) decreases monotonically

as the exposure time increases, and approaches a value below 50 after t = 120 minutes,
because the intrinsic superhydrophilicity arising from the porosity of the nanoparticle
coating is recovered.
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Figure 4-23. Time evolution of measured apparent contact angle of water droplets
(Volume V =5 gL ) deposited on a 50 dipping cycle coating under UV light exposure.
The apparent contact angle values are reduced to less than 5* after t = 120 min

demonstrating the recovery of superhydrophilicity of TiO 2 nanoparticle surfaces.

The average values of transmissivity and haze as well as the time required for degrading
the stamped artificial sebum are summarized in Table 4-1. Although the sebum film
+

deposited on top of a thicker 60 dipping cycle TiO 2 nanoparticle coating (d6o = 138.2

5.7 nm) disappears more rapidly (within 30 minutes of the same UV light exposure), the
average optical transmissivity remains below that of a flat uncoated microscope glass
slide. Conversely, transmissivity tests with artificial sebum deposited on a thinner, 40
dipping cycle TiO 2 nanoparticle coating (do = 69.0

0.4 nm) shows that the oils do not

completely vanish even after 270 minutes of UV light exposure because of the lower pore
area available for photocatalytic digestion of the sebum. A 70 dipping cycle coating
shows the fastest photocatalytic effect, however, the average haze value of this coating is
greater than 1%, which exceeds the standard threshold desired in the touch screen
industry [128]. It should be noted that in comparison with a commercially available glass
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coated with TiO 2 , SunCleanTm glass (see Appendices B.3 and B.4 for details), the 60
dipping cycle coating which has an averaged transmissivity 16% greater than that of the
SunCleinTM glass shows 30 times shorter time to degrade the stamped artificial sebum
under the same UV exposure condition.

Average
Thickness
SunCleanTM glassb)
40 dipping cycles
50 dipping cycles
60 dipping cycles
70 dipping cycles

-

69 nm
115 nm
138 nm
141 nm

Average
transmissivity
72.5%
91.63%
91.13%
89.46%
82.58%

Average
haze
0.34%
0.79%
1.08%
1.77%

Photocatalytic
effect"
~ 15 hours
> 270 minutes
~150 minutes
~30 minutes
< 30 minutes

Table 4-1. Optical transmissivity and haze of the nanoporous titania coatings used for
sebum digestion. a) Required exposure time until the moment that the optical
transmissivity reaches 99% of the original transmissivity measured under UV
illumination (I = 1.5

0.1 mW/cm2 at 300 nm < A < 400 nm) without the artificial

sebum. b) See Appendices B.3 and B.4 for details.

Based on the results summarized in Table 4-1, the thickness of the coating can be chosen
depending on specific applications and their requirements. Here, we select a 50 dipping
cycle coating (with thickness do = 114.8

6.2 rum) as the optimal thickness for

constructing our transparent fingerprint-eating surfaces because it successfully suppresses
reflectivity with comparably low haze whilst also realizing practically reasonable
degradation times (< 150 minutes). In addition, the longevity test of the TiO 2 nanoparticle
coatings that measures transmissivity of the coating (X = 660 nm) before and after the ten
successive depositions of artificial sebum pattern followed by 3-hour UV exposure shows
full recovery of transmissivity value on top of the 50 dipping cycle TiO 2 nanoparticle
coating. As shown in Figure 4-24, the optical transmissivity (A = 660 nm) immediately
drops to the values less than 86% after the artificial sebum is deposited on the
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nanoporous coating, and it recovers to the initial transmissivity value after 3-hour UV
exposure.
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Figure 4-24. Longevity test of the 50 dipping cycle TiO 2 nanoporous coating. The blue
square dots clearly represent the full recovery (up to 10 cycles) with approximately no
change in optical transmissivity (A = 660 nm) and consistent UV exposure time (3 hours)
that takes to reach the initial transmissivity after repeated stamping the artificial sebum
pattern. The hollow blue square dots indicate the transmissivity values right after the
deposition of the artificial sebum. The blue lines with arrows represent the recovery of
transmissivity. The red colored transparent box shows the single cycle of photocatalytic
decomposition of the artificial sebum during 3 hours of UV exposure that is also shown
in Figure 4-22.

4.4.2 Mechanical robustness
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To compare the optical properties and mechanical durability of the TiO 2 nanoporous
coating with an alternate anti-fingerprint coating approach consisting of a transparent
superoleophobic coating [107], we investigate surfaces prepared by deposition of candle
soot, followed by SiO 2 vapor deposition, calcination, and a chemical vapor deposition of
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane [107] as shown in Figure 4-25. When compared to the
equivalent responses of the 50 dipping cycle nanoporous coating (do =114.8

6.2 nm),

the optical properties of this soot-templated superoleophobic surface (red) show an
undesirable scattering of light and substantial haze that arise from the larger size of the
soot nanoparticles (- 100 nm) shown in the micrograph (i). Although goniometer tests (ii)
show that the soot-templated surface is indeed superoleophobic with an advancing
contact angle of 162

2* for a droplet of artificial sebum (yv= 33.4

0.7 mN/m), these

re-entrant nanostructures are damaged irreversibly after a single application of a normal
force of 4N (corresponding to a characteristic digital pressure of 4 N/81 mm 2 - 49 kPa).
This results in the rapid loss of superoleophobicity shown in inset (iii) of Figure 4-25.
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Figure 4-25. Optical spectral responses and haze of the TiO 2 nanoparticle surface (blue)
and the superoleophobic

soot-based surface (red). Insets: (i) Micrograph of a

superoleophobic soot-based surface; (ii), (iii) Goniometric images of a droplet of artificial
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sebum deposited on the surface before and after twice applying a contact force of 4 N in
the normal direction of the surface, respectively.

In contrast, the same tapping force of 4 N (equivalent to a contact pressure of 49 kPa,
representative of a typical finger stroke pressure [111, 112]) is repeatedly applied normal
to the 50 dipping cycle nanoporous coating through the same latex rubber pad (9 mm by
9 mm). Figure 4-26 shows that there is no drop in optical transmissivity after repeated
contact loading of up to 500 times. Image distortion analysis [129, 130] using a standard
resolution test target is used to quantify the mechanical durability in a different way. The
correlation coefficient (0 < a < 1) indicates the level of image distortion due to repeated
contact loading, compared to a reference image that is a part of the resolution test chart
viewed through the nanoparticle coated surfaces. The value of zero represents no
correlation between the two images due to poor optical clarity whilst the value of unity
means complete matching among the images. The four insets of Figure 4-26 illustrate
sharp in-focus images of the resolution test chart (with correlation coefficient a greater
than 0.92) taken through the LbL-deposited nanoparticle surfaces after repeated contact
loadings.
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Figure 4-26. Evolution of optical transmissivity (at A = 660 nm) after repeatedly applying
a normal contact force (4 N) on the dactylovorous surface through a latex rubber pad with
area A = 81 mm2 . The four insets are images of the resolution test chart (with image
quality greater than a= 0.92) taken through the LbL-deposited nanoparticle surfaces after
repeated mechanical loading.

Moreover, mechanical durability of the LbL-deposited nanoparticle surfaces is also
confirmed with contact sliding test in comparison with the transparent superoleophobic
coating fabricated with candle soot as a template [107]. A latex rubber pad (9 mm by 9
mm) with a applied normal force of 0.254 N repeatedly slides against the horizontally
mounted nanotextured surfaces (see the inset of Figure 4-27), which is equivalent to the
minimum shear force applied by human fingers to operate capacitive touchscreen [131].
The measured kinetic friction coefficient between the rubber pad and the nanoporous
coating is greater 0.5 (see Appendix B.4 for details), which leads that the shear force
applied to the dactylovorous surface is approximately 0.1 N that is greater than the
minimum lateral frictional force on a fingertip against capacitive touchscreen [131].
Figure 4-27 shows approximately no change in optical transmissivity of the TiO2
nanoparticle coating even after 50 times repeated contact sliding test. In contrast, optical
transmissivity of the transparent superoleophobic coating is changed to that of a flat
microscope glass slide because the transparent superoleophobic coating is destroyed
during the single sliding of the rubber pad on the coating. The inset on the left-hand side
(i) represents the SEM image of the destroyed region of the transparent superoleophobic
coating, and two insets (ii, iii) on the right-hand side are the SEM images of the TiO 2
nanoparticle coating. The nanoporous TiO2 surfaces also passes a standard cross-hatch
test (ASTM D3359, Standard Test Methods for Measuring Adhesion by Tape Test) and
shows excellent adhesion.
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Figure 4-27. Mechanical durability test results of the TiO 2 nanoparticle coating against
shear stress emulating sliding gesture of human fingers. Evolution of optical
transmissivity (at A = 660 nm) after repeatedly applying a contact sliding of a latex
rubber pad (contact area A = 81 mm2 ) with a normal contact force (0.254 N) which is
equivalent to the minimum shear force applied by human fingers to operate capacitive
touchscreen [131] on the TiO 2 nanoparticle coated surface (blue) and the superoleophobic
soot-based surface (red). The inset on the left-hand side (i) represents the SEM image of
the destroyed region of the transparent superoleophobic coating, and two insets on the
right-hand side (ii, iii) are the SEM images of the TiO 2 nanoparticle coating.
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4.4.3 Multifunctionality
In addition to the superior optical transmissivity and enhanced mechanical robustness of
the TiO 2 nanoporous surfaces as compared to the re-entrant superoleophobic surfaces, we
have also explored other benefits compared to typical flat glass surfaces, conferred by
structural superhydrophilicity and photocatalytic activity such as anti-fogging property
and anti-microbial efficacy, which can both be important in keeping a textured and
porous surface clean. Note that because of the intrinsic superhydrophilicity arising from
the porosity of the nanoparticle coating (Figure 4-23), we can readily achieve the antifogging performance that is important for retaining optical transmissivity under moderate
fogging conditions such as very humid warm environments. In Figure 4-28 we show the
time evolution of optical transmissivity after exposing the 50 dipping cycle nanoporous
coating (at T = 5.2

0.2 *C) and a bare glass slide at the same temperature (as control) to

a stream of saturated steam followed by placing the surfaces (at time t = 5 s) into the path
of a laser beam (X = 660 nm from a diode laser). Transmissivity through the fogged
uncoated glass surface rapidly drops to 5% and then gradually increases to a constant
value that remains lower than the initial value measured with the TiO 2 nanoparticlecoated surface. This loss of transmissivity on the flat hydrophilic surface is due to the
scattering from the deposited microscopic water droplets that remain pinned at chemical
and physical heterogeneities on the substrate, as well as intrinsic reflection at each airglass interface. On the other hand, the measurement on the nanoporous coating shows a
small initial drop in the transmitted intensity as a result of rapid imbibition of the
deposited airborne water droplets into the porous structure, followed by a uniform and
rapid evaporation rate across the entire surface. The periodic fluctuations in
transmissivity arise from constructive and destructive interference of the light (Newton's
rings) [132] that is characteristically observed on a uniformly thinning film of liquid. As
shown in the insets of Figure 4-28, a clear in-focus image of the resolution test chart is
transmitted through the nanoporous surface, which also illustrates the antifogging
property conferred by structural superhydrophilicity. Conversely, when the target is
viewed through the conventional fogged microscope glass slide placed adjacently, the
target image is unresolvable.
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Figure 4-28. Time evolution of transmissivity due to fogging and defogging on a freshlyprepared TiO 2 nanoparticle coated surface (blue), and a bare glass microscope slide (red).
Insets show optical micrographs of a resolution test chart viewed through the nanoparticle
coated glass (i) and the microscope glass slide (ii) taken at the moments marked by the
green color bar (at time t ~ 20 s). Image distortion analysis using a standard resolution
test target is used to quantify the anti-fogging performance in the same way as used in
Figure 4-26 [129, 130]. The clear in-focus left inset image of the resolution test chart is
transmitted through the TiO 2 nanoporous surface, which shows the antifogging property
(a= 0.92). The correlation coefficient (a= 0.58) for the right inset image (a fogged glass
microscope slide case) indicates unacceptably poor visual clarity.

Moreover, we have explored the anti-bacterial properties of these photocatalytic coatings.
Figure 4-29 shows the time evolution of the percentage of live (green) and dead (red)
bacteria on glass substrate (left) and the TiO 2 nanoparticle coated surfaces (right). The
dominant red coloration (99%) on the right-hand image signifies dead bacteria (E. coli)
whose membranes are destroyed by the free radicals generated from the photocatalytic
effect of TiO 2 nanoparticles [121, 133].
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Figure 4-29. Fraction of live E. coli on the TiO 2 nanoporous surface (blue) and a
microscope slide (red) with respect to exposure time. Fluorescence images showing anti+

bacterial activity of the TiO 2 nanoparticle-deposited surface under UV exposure (1.6

0.1 mW/cm2 at 300 nm < 1 5 400 nm) for 3 hours. Green and red colors represent live
and dead E. coli on both the nanoparticle coated side (lower image) and a typical
microscope glass slide (upper image).

To facilitate future applications such as flexible touch screens, we have also
demonstrated that the LbL fabrication method can be used to apply these TiO 2
nanoporous coatings to flexible glass substrates and secondly that the deposited sebum
can also be degraded by direct exposure to natural sunlight within reasonable time
durations. As shown in Figure 4-30, a flexible glass substrate (thickness = 0.1 mm,

VWR) with 50 dipping cycles of PAH/TiO 2 deposited by LbL assembly followed by
calcination can bend without damage (with a radius of curvature down to approximately
59 mm). In Figure 4-30 we also show three sequential images indicating that when
fingerprint sebum is deposited on the flexible coating the dactylogram progressively
disappears even under natural solar irradiation (with an averaged intensity over the
wavelength range 300 nm

A < 400 nm,

'solar

= 4
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1 mW/cm 2). The TiO 2 nanoparticle

coated side on the right (constructed from 50 dipping cycles of PAH/TiO 2 followed by
calcination) exhibits a similar photocatalytic effect to that observed under the UV lamp
(with a power of 1.5

0.1 mW/cm 2 at 300 nm < A

400 nm). The nanoporous coating

again shows an initial imbibition of the oil followed by complete photocatalytic removal
of fingerprint sebum within 3 hours. By contrast the dactylogram deposited on the
uncoated glass surface (left-hand image) does not show any visual changes at all upon
solar irradiation.

T102 coated

Figure 4-30. Flexible glass substrate deposited with a TiO 2 nanoparticle film (lower half
on the left) by the LbL fabrication method. The three sequential images on the right show
that a fingerprint deposited on the flexible TiO 2 nanoparticle coated surface progressively
disappears under sunlight irradiation (Isoiar =4
3 hours.
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1 mW/cm 2 at 300 nm <

<
:

400 nm) for

4.5 Conclusion
In this work, we have designed and fabricated a nanoporous TiO 2 coating using LbL
assembly techniques and subsequent calcination that results in superoleophilic capillary
imbibition when an oily liquid such as fingerprint sebum is deposited on the surface. The
nanoporous TiO 2 coating exhibits unique dactylovorous properties but also has superior
optical transmissivity, lower haze and increased mechanical durability compared to a reentrant superoleophobic

surface. Finally, we have also demonstrated that the

superhydrophilic and photocatalytic properties of the TiO 2 nanoporous coating result in
additional anti-fogging and anti-bacterial properties as well as operational compatibility
with flexible glass substrates and natural sunlight exposure, respectively.
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Chapter 5
Nanostructured Color Silicon Surfaces
5.1 Introduction
Light interaction with nanostructures is of great interest due to their ability to control the
flow of light as well as their promising functions such as eliminating reflection of light
[15, 45, 54, 68, 92], enhancing optical fields for biomaterial detection and lithography
[134-137], and increasing the light-collecting efficiency of photovoltaic devices [2, 17].
Also, nanostructured color filters based on wavelength-selective reflectance have also
drawn much attention as an alternative to pigment-based color technologies, due to their
distinctive optical properties such as reliability and bright color generation [137-140].
They have been developed for years in many ways, and recently, color filters with silicon
nanowires have been studied extensively because of their unique mechanism of color
tunability that utilizes light interaction only with the controllable geometry of silicon
structures [138, 139]. These silicon color filters are relatively simple to be fabricated as
they consist of a single material [138, 139], silicon, whose fabrication processes have
been developed for decades, compared to other color filters such as plasmonic color
filters that require metal and dielectric materials [137, 140, 141].
Although there are various advantages to silicon nanostructured color filters such as their
unique mechanism and ease of fabrication, the reflected output color of the filters is too
sensitive to the geometry of the nanowires [138, 139]. Colors generated from these filters
are adjusted by mostly fine-tuning the diameter of silicon nanowire structures, and the
variation of the diameter allowing a full range of colors is on the order of the range of
tolerance of the most accurate nanofabrication technique such as electron beam
lithography (EBL). Even a few nanometers' error in the size of the fabricated silicon
structures can cause a large variation of colors [138, 139]. Furthermore, most of these
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silicon nanowire color filters have been fabricated via EBL [139-141]; consequently, it is
practically impossible to create nanostructured color filters on even as large a surface
area as a square centimeter (1 cm2).
Here, we propose a 2-dimensional (2D) array of periodic subwavelength nanorod
structures on top of a silicon surface to generate a wide variety of vivid colors using a
scalable nanopatterning method. The silicon surfaces with the nanorod structures result in
different reflective spectral responses with respect to their heights, which is a more
reliable mechanism for color generation compared to the existing work relying upon the
diameters of the rods for color generation [138, 139]. Moreover, we also develop novel
nanofabrication techniques combined with interference lithography (IL) and reactive ion
etching (RIE) to fabricate designed silicon nanorod structures with a large duty cycle (~
0.8) for acquiring high contrast of colors [142]. Nanorod structures with a large duty
cycle (> 0.5) are practically difficult to achieve via typical interference lithography [47,
96]. Strong interference effects inside these nanostructures allow control of selectivewavelength reflectance, and the fabricated silicon coating is readily observable even to
the naked eye since the nanostructured color coating can cover a surface area as large as 2
cm by 4 cm. These nanostructured color filters fabricated by the newly developed
techniques can be employed further in reflective color displays and environmental
sensors for monitoring changes in the refractive indices of liquids.
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5.2 Color science
Color is "that aspect of visual perception by which an observer may distinguish
differences between two structure-free fields of view of the same size and shape, such as
may be caused by differences in the spectral composition of the radiant energy concerned
in the observation" [143]. Color originates from a power distribution of light with respect
to wavelength that stimulates light receptors in the eye with spectral sensitivities [143,
144]. Consequently, color science, which provides a connection between perception of
color by the human eye and the spectrum of light, has been widely studied due to its
industrial importance and possible applications such as display products [143, 144].
In 1931, the International Commission on Illumination defined a standard observer for
colorimetry, based on 20 color matching [143, 144]. This, called CIE 1931 color space or
1931 CIE standard observer, incorporates both colorimetric and photometric behaviors.
Although revision and evaluation of the standard observer are still required, it has been
widely used for color specification in industry [143, 144]. In this thesis, it is used to
identify colors generated from spectral response of light reflected

from the

nanostructured color filters. This is important because the geometry of the nanostructures
is designed and optimized to exhibit the high contrast of colors that can be generated
from the nanostructures.

Figure 5-1 shows the CIE 1931 color matching functions. Three functions with respect to
wavelength, X(A), Y() and Z(), define the color-matching properties of the CIE 1931
standard colorimetric observer [143, 144]. Figure 5-2 displays the CIE 1931 chromaticity
diagram together with CIE RGB color space, and the chromaticity coordinates (x, y) can
be calculated for light of any spectral power distribution I(A) based on Figure 5-1 [143,
144].
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Figure 5-1. CIE standard observer color matching functions: X(l), Y(A) and Z(A) [144].
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z
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(5.6)

The coordinates (x, y) calculated from Eqs. 5.1-5.6 conclusively indicate a specific color
on the RGB color space (Figure 5-2) that we will perceive through the vision system of
the eye based on the spectral power distribution I(A). The boundary of the color space
indicates the colors generated from a single monochromatic wavelength, and the colors
outside of the boundary cannot be seen [143, 144]. This chromaticity diagram with the
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CIE RGB color space is mainly used to estimate generated colors of the spectral power
distribution I(A).
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Figure 5-2. CIE 1931 color space chromaticity diagram and standard RGB color space
[144].
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5.3 Optical interference and thin-film interference
Optical interference is one of the most fundamental properties of light. This is also the
principle of interference lithography (IL), which is utilized for fabricating the periodic
subwavelength nanocone surfaces shown in Chapters 2 and 3. This phenomenon is often
seen in a thin film of oil floating on top of water, as shown in Figure 5-3. The oil film
reflects multiple rainbow colors, which depend on the thickness of the oil film. When a
phase of the reflected light at an optical interface between air and oil is the same as that
of the reflected light at the oil/water interface, two reflected beams of light constructively
interfere and the reflection increases at a specific wavelength and incident angle [25]. In
contrast, when a difference between two phases of the light beams reflected from the two
interfaces is half of 2a, the two light beams destructively interfere and the reflection of
light becomes reduced [25]. These reflected specific wavelengths of light (due to optical
interference) create the variety of colors that we can see on the thin layer of oil.

Figure 5-3. Optical interference effects from an oil film on water.
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Using this phenomenon, a single quarter-wavelength coating of material whose refractive
index is the square root of the substrate's refractive index is widely used to suppress
reflection at a specific wavelength [25], which has also been discussed in Chapter 2. It
causes zero reflection only at a specific wavelength and a specific incident angle. To
overcome this limited anti-reflectivity, multilayer coatings that work at multiple
wavelengths and wide incident angles have also been proposed and broadly utilized in the
optics industry, as described in Chapter 2.

In this section, I will discuss how constructive and destructive interferences of incident
light occur within a single layer consisting of periodic silicon nanorods, and how these
optical phenomena yield vivid colors. Assuming that a thin layer (material 1) with a
thickness t is deposited on top of a substrate (material 2) and that its refractive index, n, is
lower than that of the substrate, as shown in Figure 5-4, the thickness of the film at which
constructive interference against normal incident light occurs is

t2=

A

C,

(5.7)

where A is the wavelength of light, n(A) is the refractive index of the film that is a function
of A, and C is a constant which must be a positive integer. Local maximum reflectance
occurs because of constructive interference when the optical path length from the start to
the end of a thin film is an integer multiple of the wavelength [25].

wavelength (1)

thickness (t)

Figure 5-4. Schematic drawing of the thin film configuration. The surrounding medium is
air whose refractive index is 1.
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In contrast, local minimum reflectance occurs due to destructive interference when the
optical path length is a positive integer multiple of the wavelength minus one half
wavelength [25]. The thickness of the film at which destructive interference with normal
incident light occurs is the same as Eq. 5.7, except with a constant C which is 0.5, 1.5,
2.5... and so on. Simply by evaluating C's value at a specific wavelength with a
refractive index of optical thin film, we can estimate optical interference effects under the
film, which exhibit local maximum or minimum reflectance. As an example of
interference effects on a thin film, Figure 5-5 shows a single-layer anti-reflection coating,
with a thickness of 600 nm and a refractive index of 1.22 (see Section 2.2), deposited on
top of a substrate (e.g., glass) with a refractive index of 1.5.

incoming
light
E-field
refractive index
(n, 1.22)
z

thickness
(t =600 nm)
refractive index
Figure 5-5. Schematic of the thin layer (single-layer anti-reflection coating) structure
geometry and incident light configuration. The surrounding medium is air. Electrical
fields are calculated at the cross-section demonstrated by the pink-colored shaded region
(see Figure 5-7).

Figure 5-6 shows the calculated optical reflectance of normal incident light from the
surface in Figure 5-5 with respect to the wavelength (400 nm < A < 2000 nm). The
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maximum reflectance is 4%, which is the reflectance value without the thin layer on the
substrate. With the thin layer causing destructive interference, the reflectance becomes
-0% at certain wavelengths that are represented by the circled numbers,

0, (ID, and *

in

Figure 5-6. In contrast, constructive inference occurs at three wavelengths, indicated by
the circled numbers,

C), 0, and *,

which results in the maximum reflectance, 4%. As

mentioned previously, we can also estimate constructive and destructive interference
phenomena by calculating C values in Eq. 5.7. The calculated C values at C,

(ID, and @

are 3.5, 2.5, and 1.5, respectively, which represent the conditions for destructive
interference. The C values at

, C), and

C) are

3, 2, and 1, respectively, which are the

conditions for constructive interference.
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Figure 5-6. Calculated optical reflectance of normal incident light from the thin layer
model schematically illustrated in Figure 5-5 with respect to the wavelengths (400 nm <k
< 2000 nm).

The physical mechanisms of constructive and destructive interference are also
investigated by the electric field distributions calculated from finite domain time
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difference (FDTD), as shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8. The constructive and destructive
interference phenomena are observed in the electrical field distributions calculated at the
cross-section of the thin layer (represented in the pink-shaded region in Figure 5-5 and
the schematic drawings on the left-hand side of Figures 5-7 and 5-8) where the local peak
and dip reflectance values are located in Figure 5-6. Notice that the amplitudes of the
electric field distributions in Figure 5-7 and 5-8 oscillate along the z-axis, which are the
same behaviors as harmonic plane waves. The zero reflectance values appear at (ID, @i,
and * with the conditions for destructive interference in Figure 5-6, while having C
values 3.5, 2.5, and 1.5, respectively. Figure 5-7 shows that the numbers of the
wavelengths inside the thin layer at (ID, (ID, and * (represented in pink lines next to the
electric field distribution maps) are 3.5, 2,5, and 1.5, respectively, as identified by the
electric field distributions calculated inside the 600-nm-thick anti-reflection coating.
These values (the number of the wavelengths inside the anti-reflection coating) are the
same as the C values calculated previously.

incoming
light
o01o0)

1.5

CD

Cr

QI

0

Figure 5-7. Electric field distributions calculated using finite domain time difference
(FDTD) at (j,

(,

and * in Figure 5-6 (destructive interference). All the white scale

bars represent 100 nm.
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In contrast, the maximum reflectance values appear at ®,0, and ® with the conditions
for constructive interference in Figure 5-6, while having C values 3, 2, and 1,
respectively. Figure 5-8 also demonstrates that the numbers of the wavelengths inside the
anti-reflection coating layer at

, (,

and 0 (represented in pink lines) are 3, 2, and 1,

respectively. Again, these results are the same as the C values calculated previously.
These show that the calculated electric field distributions can also reveal the occurrence
of constructive or destructive interference within the thin layer. Note that all the scale
bars in Figures 5-7 and 5-8 represent 100 nm. In Section 5.3, I will discuss how these
interferences occur inside the silicon nanostructures, and the physical mechanisms of the
nanostructured silicon color filters.

I

incoming
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L
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(iv
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C.
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seCD
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0

Figure 5-8. Electric field distributions calculated using FDTD at

, 0, and

5-6 (constructive interference). All the white scale bars represent 100 nm.
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5.4 Design and optimization
The proposed nanostructured color coating on a silicon surface is presented in Figure 5-9,
which consists of 2D arrays of silicon nanorod structures with different heights. There is
no additional material required, which leads to ease of fabrication, and the output
reflected color can be tuned by changing the height of the silicon nanorod structures.

410

period (P)

Figure 5-9. Schematic diagram of the proposed nanostructured color coatings. The yellow
beam represents incoming white light, and red, orange, and green colored beams indicate
the reflected colored light from the nanorod structures.

We first design the geometry of 2D periodic nanostructures for vivid color generation.
Interference lithography (IL) is employed since it is one of the most effective and lowcost approaches for large-area nano-patterning of periodic nanostructures, as discussed in
Chapter 1. As schematically shown in Figure 5-9, periodic nanorod structures can be
fabricated by IL with 3 geometrical parameters: a certain period (P) that is determined by
an exposure angle of interference lithography (see Eq. 1.28), a width (w) or a diameter of
the nanorod that is controlled by exposure time and different kinds of photoresist, and a
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height (H) that can be adjusted via reactive ion etching time. Among the three design
parameters, we fix the period of the nanorods (P) because it is extremely difficult to
adjust the exposure angle from time to time for creating different periodicity of the
structures on a single substrate. The period P should be less than 400 nm because visible
light through the periodic structures must not be diffractive due to its periodicity. This
smaller period (P < 400 nm) leads that the nanostructured layer consisting of periodic
structures can be considered as a homogeneous medium with an effective refractive
index. The reliable and practical rangq of the periodicity that can be fabricated with a
Lloyd's mirror system (A = 325 nm) is '170 nm to -2000 nm. We choose the period (P)
to be 200 nm for the design, optimization, and fabrication of the nanostructures.
Before determining the optimal geometrical constraints of the nanorods, the physical
principle of wavelength-selective reflectance phenomena on the subwavelength periodic
silicon nanorods is investigated through optical simulations and modeling. As shown in
Figure 5-10, the reflectance spectra against normal incident light are calculated by FDTD
simulations with respect to different heights of the periodic nanorods with a fixed width
of 160 nm and a period of 200 tim. Each reflection spectrum has dips and peaks. As the
height of the nanorods increases, these peaks and dips observed in the spectra shift to the
right side, which results in positive slopes (represented by red dotted lines) in Figure 510. The optical path length through the medium consisting of subwavelength nanorods on
the silicon surface increases while the height increases; thus the peaks and dips of the
spectral response of reflected light shift to the right side of the x-axis in the graph, which
is strong evidence that the layer of subwavelength nanorods acts as a homogeneous
medium with effective optical properties. This phenomenon can be explained by effective
medium theory [65, 66]. This is also seen that as a thickness of a homogeneous thin film
on top of a silicon substrate increases, the specific wavelengths (where constructive and
destructive interferences occur) change due to the variation of optical path length.
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Figure 5-10. Optical reflectance spectrum against normal incident light calculated by
finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations with respect to different heights of the
periodic nanorods and wavelengths with a fixed width of 160 nm and a period of 200 nm.

To validate the proposed model, the layer of the nanostructured rods is modeled as a
homogeneous thin film on top of a silicon surface with effective refractive indices, which
can be determined from the effective indices of the fundamental mode of waveguides of
infinite silicon rod structures [139]. Mode Solver (MODE Solution 6.6, Lumerical
Solutions Inc.) is used for calculating the effective indices of the fundamental mode of
silicon rod structures. Based on this thin-film model, we can calculate reflective spectral
responses from multiple reflections and transmissions at the optical interfaces by using
transfer matrix method [145], and also estimate local minimum and maximum reflectance
values, which correspond to the wavelengths where constructive and destructive
interferences occur, with respect to different heights of the structures. Figure 5-11 shows
the reflectance spectra against normal incident light based on the thin-film model with
respect to different heights of the periodic nanorods with a fixed width of 160 nm and a
period of 200 nm, which are the same conditions used in Figure 5-10. As expected from
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thin-film interference, each spectrum with a fixed height also has multiple local dip and
peak values.
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Figure 5-11. Optical reflectance spectrum against normal incident light calculated by
using the thin-film model and transfer matrix method with the same geometrical
constraints used in Figure 5-10. A layer of the nanorod structures is considered a thin flat
film with an effective refractive index that is determined to be that of the fundamental
mode of the silicon waveguide. The dotted lines shown with the calculated C values
represent the calculated local maximum and minimum reflectance values from the thinfilm model. The upright triangle marks represent the local maximum reflectance values in
Figure 5-10 calculated from FDTD; in contrast, the downward pointing triangle marks
represent the local minimum reflectance values in Figure 5-10 calculated from FDTD.
Both the dotted lines and the triangle marks show good agreement.

The dotted lines in Figure 5-11 indicate the local maximum and minimum reflectance
values calculated from the thin-film model with the effective refractive indices, having
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the same C values with varying the height from 200 nm to 400 nm. The local maximum
and minimum reflectance values, calculated from FDTD simulations (Figure 5-10), are
also represented with triangle marks in Figure 5-11. It can be seen that the results from
the thin-film model demonstrated by the dotted lines and those from FDTD simulations
presented by the triangle marks match well. As expected, theoretical reflectance
spectrums calculated by FDTD simulations also predict that the local peak and dip
reflectance positions move to longer wavelengths as the height of the structures increase,
as with the thin-film model. Consequently, the nanostructured color coating can be
simply modeled as an optically homogeneous thin film with effective optical properties,
and the strong optical interference mainly causes wavelength-selective reflection, which
leads to generation of various colors.
The physical mechanisms are also illustrated by the electric field distributions calculated
from FDTD, as shown in Figure 5-12. The constructive and destructive interference
phenomena are observed in the calculated electrical field distributions at the crosssections of the periodic nanorod structures where the local peak and dip reflectance
values are located in Figure 5-11. Along the line passing through through

,0, and ®

in Figure 5-11 (exhibiting the local minimum reflection values), the two-and-one-half
wavelengths of light are trapped inside of the nanorods in Figure 5-12a, which is the
condition for destructive interference. In contrast, the local maximum reflection appears
along the line passing through

,

,

and 0 in Figure 5-11, showing that the two

wavelengths of light exist inside of the nanorods in Figure 5-12b, which corresponds to
the condition for constructive interference. Incoming light is tightly confined to the core
of the silicon nanowires in both cases. The purple-colored waves on the right-hand side
of Figures 5-12a and 5-12b represent the waves trapped inside of the silicon nanorods.
Again, these electrical field distributions verify that the wavelength-selective reflectance
is based on the interference effects inside silicon nanorod waveguides where the
incoming beam is localized due to the guided mode of the nanorods. The physical
mechanism of the wavelength-selective reflectance for producing color changes is the
constructive and destructive interferences from coupled light inside the nanorod structure,
which can simply be considered Fabry-Perot interference in the effective medium.
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Figure 5-12. a) Calculated electric field distributions using FDTD at the cross-sections of
the nanorod at the wavelength of (

617 nm with the height of 250 nm, ® 648 nm with

the height of 300 nm, and ® 710 nm with the height of 350 nm. b) Electric field
distributions at the cross-sections of the nanorod at the wavelength of * 640 nm with the
height of 200 nm,

0 670 nm with the height of 250 nm, and 9

718 nm with the height

of 300 nm. The inset between Figures 5-12a and 5-12b schematically shows the crosssection of the nanorod where the electric field distributions are calculated by FDTD.
White dotted lines show the boundary of the nanorod structures. Note that all the scale
bars represent 100 nm, and the circled numbers can be found in Figure 5-11.

Based on the mechanism of the wavelength-selective reflectance, the geometry of the
color filter is optimized in order to generate vivid colors from the nanostructured silicon
surface. Figure 5-13 demonstrates spectral reflectance responses of 4 different diameters
(or widths w) of nanorods (120 nm, 140 nm, 160 nm, and 180 nm for Figures 5-13a, 513b, 5-13c, and 5-13d, respectively) against normal incident incoming light, calculated
by FDTD simulations. In all the graphs, the height of the nanorod structures varies from
200 nm to 400 nm (y-axis) with a fixed period of 200 nm. It is expected that the slopes of
the local reflectance dips and peaks get decreased as the diameter increases. The bigger
diameter of the nanorods (contributing to a higher effective refractive index of the
medium and a higher effective index of the fundamental mode of propagating light inside
the silicon nanorod) lengthens the optical path length across the medium consisting of the
nanorods, which results in less steep slopes of the dips and peaks in the reflective spectral
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response contour map. To produce a variety of colors from reflection of light, local peak
values of reflectance spectral response should shift from the beginning (A ~ 400 nm) to
the end (A ~ 800 nm) of the visible wavelength range. However, we cannot estimate
observable colors only from the reflected spectrum responses demonstrated in Figure 5-

13.
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Figure 5-13. Optical reflectance spectrum against normal incident light calculated by
FDTD simulations with respect to different heights of the periodic nanorods with a period
of 200 nm and a fixed diameter of a) 120 nm, b) 140 nm, c) 160 nm, and d) 180 nm.
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In order to represent colors from the spectral responses, each color from the specific
geometry of nanostructures is mapped on top of the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram [143,
144] in Figure 5-14. Chromaticity coordinates (x, y) in the diagram are calculated for
light of any spectral power distribution, and the x and y coordinates indicate the color on
the diagram we can see. When a spectral power response indicates a point near the white
region located in the center of the diagram, white is observed. In contrast, single
wavelengths of the spectral responses are located along the edge of the diagram, emitting
the most distinct colors. Colored dots on the chromaticity diagram indicate colors that
will be produced from the reflectance spectral responses with respect to different heights.
Therefore, these dots should be placed near the edge of the chromaticity diagram, so as to
create vivid colors from the nanostructured surfaces. The surface consisting of nanorods
with a diameter of 160 nm and with varying heights (from 200 nm to 400 nm with a 25
nm incremental step) generates the most vivid colors compared to the colors from other
sizes of the diameters, which are highlighted by red dots. For comparison, the upper
right-hand side inset is the magnified diagram of the part surrounded by the black dotted
box, which demonstrates the colors generated from the nanorod structures with a
diameter of 120 nm (presented by green solid dots and dotted lines), 140 nm (presented
by orange solid dots and dotted lines), 160 nm (presented by red solid dots and dotted
lines), and 180 nm (presented by purple solid dots and dotted lines), with respect to the
varying heights from 200 nm to 400 nm with a 25 nim incremental step.
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Figure 5-14. Reflected colors from the nanorod structures with varying height from 200
nm to 400 nmn with a 25 nm step increase (presented by blue arrows) mapped on top of

the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram, with a fixed diameter of 160 nm. For comparison,
the inset shows the colors generated from the nanorod structures with a fixed diameter of
120 nm (green solid dots and dotted lines), 140 n (orange solid dots and dotted lines),
160 nm (red solid dots and dotted lines), and 180 nm (purple solid dots and dotted lines),
with respect to the varying heights (from 200 nm to 400 nm with a 25 nm incremental
step).
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The rate of change in color with respect to size of nanostructures is much less than that of
existing silicon color filters; consequently, the fabrication process of the nanostructured
color filter that we propose is more stable than those of the color filters previously
developed [138, 139]. Here, a 25 nm change in the height of the proposed structures can
suffice to achieve generation of different colors. In contrast, with the existing silicon
nanowire color filters [138, 139], a deviation of only 5-10 nm in the diameter of the
nanostructures changes the output colors. This relative instability means that reliable
color production is dependent on exceptionally accurate fabrication methods such as
electron beam lithography.
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5.5 Fabrication process
The nanostructured color filter is fabricated by interference lithography followed by
reactive ion etching (RIE) for the geometry determined by the analysis and optimization
on the three different design parameters based on the optical properties. The duty cycle of
the optimized structures, which is defined as the ratio of the width (or diameter) to the
period of the grating, is 0.8 (= 160 nm / 200 nm). Generally, fabricating nanostructures
with a large duty cycle (> 0.5) is extremely challenging via conventional interference
lithography [47, 96]; however, in the thesis a novel lithographic technique using negative
photoresist has been developed and utilized for ultra high aspect-ratio nanocone
structures, as discussed in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.3.2). This developed method allows
making large duty cycle (> 0.5) 2D nanorod structures with interference lithography [93,
142]; therefore it is utilized to create the designed nanostructured color filters. Note that
the shrinking mask etching for creating tapered structures is not needed in this process
because the nanorod structures with sharp vertical side walls have to be created.

Figure 5-15 illustrates the detailed fabrication processes and corresponding SEM images.
A multi-layered coating is first created on top of a crystalline silicon wafer. The coating
,

consists of a negative photoresist layer (PS4, Tokyo Ohka), a 20-nm-thick layer of SiO2

and an anti-reflective coating layer (XHRiC-16, Brewer Science). The thickness of each
layer is optimized for interference lithography (IL) and the incident angle of the laser (A =
325 nm) in IL is adjusted for the spatial period of 200 nm (see Eq. 1.28). Two orthogonal
laser exposures are projected onto the photoresist by using the Lloyd's mirror setup and
the exposed photoresist is developed to create an array of holes, as shown in Figure 515a.

CF4 and 02 reactive ion etching processes are then used to transfer the pattern of holes to
the Si0 2 interlayer and ARC layer, to open the silicon surface, and to enlarge the size of
the holes, as shown in Figures 5-15b and 5-15c, respectively. This process is critical for
creating large duty cycle rods (or gratings) via IL. Hydrogen silsequioxane (HSQ14, Dow
Corning) is filled into the fabricated holes, and then baked at 200 *C, as shown in Figure
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5-15d. After removal of the SiO 2 and ARC layers using CF 4 and 02 reactive ion etching,
only the cured HSQ posts survive, as shown in Figure 5-15e. The pattern of HSQ posts is
finally transferred to the silicon substrates after reactive ion etching with hydrogen
bromide (HBr) gas, as shown in Figure 5-15f. The fabrication steps are almost identical
to those introduced in Chapter 3; however, the shrinking mask etching process is not
required for fabricating the nanorod structures. The different etch rates between the HSQ
and silicon, and the thickness of the HSQ post, enable realization of the silicon nanorod
structures. Note that all the scale bars represent 200 nm.
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Figure 5-15. Schematic of the fabrication process and the corresponding SEM images. a)
Development of negative photoresist pattern. b) Transferring the area of the nanohole
pattern into anti-reflective coating layer. c) Enlargement of the size of the holes through
oxygen reactive ion etching (RIE). d) Hydrogen silsequioxane (HSQ) filling the
fabricated holes. e) HSQ posts. f) Subwavelength periodic silicon nanorods for color
coating. Note that all the scale bars represent 200 nm.
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5.6 Results and discussion
An image of the fabricated sample and its corresponding colors marked on the CIE
chromaticity diagram is shown in Figure 5-16. The surface area of the fabricated silicon
substrate is as large as 2 cm by 4 cm, and it has multiple colors depending on the height
of the nanorods, which is determined by controlling the etching time in the final RIE step.
The periodic subwavelength silicon rods exhibit vivid reflective colors that can be tuned
by controlling their height. The red solid circles represent the calculated colors from the
reflectance spectrum from the designed and optimized nanostructures, and the circles
with black solid lines are the colors calculated from the measured reflectance spectrums
of the silicon color filters fabricated using an integrating sphere. Although there is a
slight mismatch between two different sets of dots due to manufacturing errors and
structural defects, they match fairly well. This color technique allows a large area color
coating and printed color images on a silicon substrate with only a single IL exposure
process.
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46o PPPP
Figure 5-16. a) Colors theoretically calculated by FDTD simulations (red solid dots) and
experimentally measured colors (black hollow dots) from the fabricated nanostructured
color coatings placed on the CIE chromaticity diagram. b) The image of the fabricated
sample and its corresponding colors.
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5.7 Conclusion
In summary, the 2D arrays of periodic subwavelength silicon nanostructures are
fabricated to create a wide variety of vivid colors on as large an area as 2cm by 4cm.
Strong inteifrence effects occur inside a lattice of periodic silicon nanorods, which allow
selective-wavelength reflective spectral responses. The geometry of the nanostructures on
top of a silicon substrate is optimized to attain high contrast of colors. The nanostructured
color silicon surface is successfully fabricated by use of a novel method of interference
lithography with reactive ion etching, which is compatible with large duty cycle periodic
nanostructures for effective color filtering. This reflective color filter technology could be
used for color displays, image sensor- devices, and biomaterial color sensors.
Furthermore, the design principle introduced ii thii chapter can also be utilized to
optimize geometrical constraints with other materials, such as glass and transparent
polymers, for control of spectral responses.
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Chapter 6
Thesis Summary and Future Work
6.1 Thesis Summary
In this thesis I present nanostructured multifunctional materials for control of light
transport and surface wettability, and newly developed nanofabrication methods for these
new materials. First, the nanostructured multifunctional silica surfaces for enhanced
omnidirectional broadband transmissivity with structural superhydrophilicity or robust
superhydrophobicity have been successfully designed and fabricated through a systematic
approach to concurrent design of optimal nanostructures in two domains, optics and
wetting, and novel fabrication procedures that achieves the desired aspect-ratios. To
fabricate this nanostructured multifunctional surface, the multiple shrinking mask etching
method has been successfully invented and implemented. This method has also been
utilized for successful fabrication of subwavelength periodic silica nanocone structures
with controllable-aspect-ratio of 4.5 to 7. In addition, simple and low cost fabrication
methods for silica nanocone structures with low aspect-ratio of 2 to 3 have been
developed, with and even without the hardmask material that had been considered an
essential for fabricating high aspect-ratio structures.

For transparent anti-fingerprint surfaces, in contrast to previous studies that have targeted
an oil repellency mechanism, the counter-intuitive approach of constructing our surface
from an oleophilic material has been taken; consequently, transparent fingerprint-eating
surfaces, which are optimized for optical transparency and photocatalytic fingerprint
removal, have been constructed based on oleophilic titania nanoparticle structure using
LbL assembly. It achieves a practical degradation time (S 3 hours under sunlight) of
fingerprints, while also retaining optical transparency comparable to ordinary glass and
also being compatible with flexible glasses.
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While eliminating all reflections over the broadband wavelengths of light with the
tapered silica nanocone structures introduced in Chapter 2, 2-dimensional (2D) periodic
silicon nanorod structures capable of generating vivid colors based on selectivewavelength reflection have also been designed, and created. The newly invented
nanofabrication processes combined with interference lithography allow scalable
nanopatterning of the colored silicon nanostructures.
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6.2 Future work
Preliminary

results

of new

nanofabrication

methods

for

the

nanostructured

multifunctional materials will be briefly introduced. Moreover, possible future work and
applications of these nanostructured multifunctional materials developed in this thesis
will also be discussed.

6.2.1 Grayscale Interference Lithography (GIL)
Interference lithography has been used for creating the nanostructured multifunctional
materials throughout this thesis. Although it enables the large-scale fabrication of
perfectly periodic nanostructures with rapid patterning, most of the work have been
limited to creating only periodic nanostructures. In other words, aperiodic nanostructures
cannot be achieved by conventional interference lithography system such as Lloyd's
mirror interferometer [50] and Mach-Zehnder interferometer [51]. Scanning beam
interference lithography continuously varies the pattern period and orientation, but it's
not a simple and low cost setup and it also requires complex control devices [146].

Here, I propose a novel and simple method to fabricate aperiodic subwavelength
nanostructures by Grayscale Interference Lithography (GIL) with the conventional
Lloyd's mirror interferometer and a movable aperture plate, which allows spatially
varying duty cycle of gratings with a single exposure [96]. The key requirement for being
able to successfully switch the duty cycle of the grating is the movable aperture plate,
which modulates exposure dose on a photoresist layer [96].

The advantage of the proposed process is that it employs additional aperture plate with the
interference lithography system, consequently presenting itself as a practical fabrication
process of aperiodic subwavelength nanostructures with significantly lower manufacturing
time and cost than existing approaches such as electron beam lithography (EBL) system.
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Figure 6-1. Schematic of Grayscale Interference Lithography (GIL) processes for
fabricating
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nanostructures.
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nanostructures can be created by the conventional interference lithography combined
with a moving aperture plate [96].

The proposed fabrication process for GIL is illustrated in Figure 6-1. The process is based
on the conventional interference lithography with exposure dose modulation by the
moving aperture plate. The aperture plate can move at a speed (v) as a function of time,
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and exposure dose will be mainly determined by intensity of the interfering laser beams
and exposure time with the movement of the plate.

In order to fabricate aperiodic subwavelength nanostructures by GIL, the conventional
Lloyd's mirror interferometer is used. When two coherent plane waves propagate with the
angle (20), there is a sinusoidal intensity pattern with the spatial period P, which is given
by

P=

s

2n sin 0

,

(6.1)

where A is the wavelength of the laser, and n is the refractive index of the surrounding
medium (air). Interference lithography is typically performed with an anti-reflective
coating layer deposited below a photoresist layer owing to maximize contrast of the
sinusoidal intensity pattern by minimizing the reflection from the interface between the
coating and the resist layer, as mentioned in Chapter 3. In the case of no reflection from
the interface by introducing the anti-reflective coating, a sinusoidal exposure dose
recorded by the interfering laser beams has perfect contrast, which leads to improvement
of the photoresist sidewall.
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Dose by interfering laser beams
D ~-I -T- (I+cos(

x)) t
P

D(x)=D,(x) + D,

Average exposure dose
(over one period): D,,

Dose resulting from shade region: D, ~ I -T-cosO

2d
v -tan0

P (period)
Figure 6-2. Exposure dose distribution with respect to lateral position (x) over one period
(P) in Grayscale Interference Lithography (GIL). The total exposure dose (D) is the sum
of the dose exposed by the interfering beam (D) and the dose exposed by single beam
under the shade region (Ds) [96].

GIL, however, has one difference feature from the normal interference lithography, which
is that a gap between the photoresist and the aperture plate creates shade region, depicted
in Figure 6-1, exposed by only one beam instead of two laser beams that generate a
sinusoidal intensity pattern. This region results in lowering the contrast of the exposure
dose distribution, which is plotted in Figure 6-2. Since the dose exposed by the single
beam under the shade region (Ds) is proportional to intensity times dwell times, it is
estimated as follows:

D, ~ I -T -cos6 2d
vtan'
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(6.2)

where I is the incident intensity normal to the propagation direction of the light (measured
with a power meter), 0 is the incident angle, T is the fraction of the incident light that is
transmitted into the resist (transmission coefficient of Fresnel equations), d is the gap
distance between the aperture plate and resist layer, and v is the speed of the aperture plate
at a specific position. The dose exposed by interfering laser beams is given by

D, ~I-T- 1+cos

x

-TX)t
,(6.3)

where t is the time exposed by the interfering lasers.

The total exposure dose (D) should be the sum of the dose exposed by the interfering
beam (D,) and the dose exposed by single beam under the shade region (D,). Due to the
existence of the gap in GID, the minimum value of the total dose is the same as the dose
exposed by the single beam (D,). It lowers the contrast of the exposure dose distribution,
which is given by

D -D.
C= D
""

(6.4)

In practice, the values of C should be greater than 0.9 to fabricate good profile of gratings
[1471. To maximiz the contrast C, the minimum value of the total dose, which is the dose
exposed by the single beam (D,) on the shade region, should be minimized by controlling
the gap distance (d) and velocity (v).

In this experiment, the incident angle of the laser (A= 325 nm) is optimized for the spatial
period P, which is 200 nm. First, hydrogen silsequioxane (HSQ 14, Dow Corning, 310 nm)
films are then spun on a silicon wafer and hard-baked at 500*C in an oven for 4 hours to
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be cured, because a cured HSQ layer is optically similar to SiO2 layer. After RCA
cleaning, sonication, and plasma oxygen etching for 30 seconds in order to remove
organic particulates, an anti-reflective coating layer (I-con 7, Brewer Science, 105 nm) is
spun on top of the HSQ layer and baked at 180*C in a hot plate for 1 minute. Each of the
thicknesses of the multiple coated layers on the wafer is optimized for interference
lithography in order to remove reflected beams from the interfaces between the stacked
films below a photoresist layer, as well as increase contrast of the sinusoidal intensity
pattern [148], as mentioned previously. A positive photoresist (PFi-88A2, Sumitomo, 240
mu) is spun on the stacked layers in the end, and baked on the hot plate at 90 *C for 90
seconds. Using Lloyd's mirror, the two laser beams make an interference pattern with a
200 nm period standing wave projected onto the photoresist for ID grating. Two separate
orthogonal laser exposures are projected onto the photoresist to fabricate 2D grating, with
an interval time of 1 minute. During the exposure, a motorized linear stage (Zaber
Technologies) is utilized to control the speed of the aperture plate and modulate exposure
dose. The gap distance (d) is fixed with 1 mm to maximize the contrast of the exposure
dose distribution (C). After exposure, the exposed photoresist is developed to leave a
pattern of lines and posts.
By using the conventional Lloyd's mirror system with the moving aperture plate, the 1D
and 2D aperiodic subwavelength gratings with varying duty cycles are successfully
fabricated by single and double exposure methods. The duty cycle of the grating is defined
as the ratio of the width to the period of the grating. Figures 6-3a and 6-3b show the image
of the fabricated ID grating sample, and cross-sectional micrographs of the 200 nm period
ID grating fabricated by GID with the single exposure, respectively. The moving aperture
is moved from viii region to i region at a 31.25 pm/s constant speed for 16 minutes to
fabricate the ID grating. Before the exposure, the aperture plate covers the whole prepared
sample. After the exposure begins, it starts to move away from the sample to the left side
of Figure 6-3a. As shown in Figure 6-3b, the duty cycle of the aperiodic ID grating keeps
decreasing from i region to viii region since the average value of the total exposure dose
over one period (D,,) increases from 4.4 mJ/cm2 (I region) to 76.4 mJ/cm2 (viii region)
due to the linear movement of the aperture.
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a

b

Figure 6-3. a) Image of the subwavelength ID grating fabricated by GIL with the single
exposure. During the exposure, the aperture plate moves to the left side of the sample
(negative x-direction) at the constant speed. b) Cross-sectional micrographs of the grating
with respect to the position from i region to viii region marked in Figure 6-3a [96].

The duty cycle of the fabricated 1D grating (Figure 6-4) with respect to the coordinate in
the x-dimension is plotted in Figure 6-4. Since the speed of the aperture is fixed during the
experiment, the coordinate in the x-dimension is directly proportional to the average
exposure dose over one period (Daie). The width of the grating appears after 10 mm
distance away from the starting point, because the photoresist is under exposed due to the
low dose. The behavior of the duty cycle for the ID grating fabricated by GID is found to
well match the experimental results previously described in the literature [147, 148],
because the dose exposed by the single beam (D) is much smaller than the average total
dose over the whole area by controlling the gap distance. The minimum width size of the
ID grating fabricated by GID is 20 nm.
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Figure 6-4. Duty cycle of the ID grating with respect to coordinate in the x-dimension in
Figure 6-3a. Error bars represent the standard deviation values of the measured duty
cycles [96].
To conduct the feasibility test of 2D aperiodic gratings, two separate orthogonal laser
exposures (double exposure) are projected onto the photoresist layer, as shown in Fig. 5a.
The average exposure dose (D,e) of the single exposure varies linearly from 22 mJ/cm2 to
31 mJ/cm 2 with the aperture plate travelling 2.5 cm long at the constant speed 0.208 mm/s.
The lowest total average exposure dose (Dv.) is 44 mJ/cm 2 on the top left region (i) and
the highest total average exposure dose (Dv) is 62 mJ/cm 2 on the bottom right region (ii),
as presented in Figure 6-5a.
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a

62 mJ/cm 2

2.5cm

Figure 6-5. 2D aperiodic subwavelength gratings fabricated by GIL with the double
exposures. a) schematic of the double exposures on a 2.5 cm by 2.5 cm sample. b) topview micrographs of the grating on the i region (left) and on the ii region (right) [96].

Figure 6-5b shows two top-view SEM images of the 2D grating on two regions (i, ii) of
Figure 6-5a. Due to the characteristic of the positive photoresist, the duty cycle of the 2D
grating with lower exposure dose on the i region is greater than that with higher exposure
dose on the ii region. This demonstrates that the duty cycle of the aperiodic 2D grating
also can be well controlled by the modulation of the exposure dose with the moving
aperture plate.

Grayscale Interference Lithography (GIL), for aperiodic subwavelength nanostructures,
has been first developed. The ID and 2D aperiodic gratings with the varying duty cycles
are successfully created by GIL. The proposed process consists of the conventional
interference lithography and moving aperture plate, and it delivers simple ways not only to
make subwavelength gradient-index (GRIN) optical elements such as Luneburg lens [149,
150], but also to characterize and understand the behavior of a photoresist to changes in
exposure dose. Future work will be to fabricate other periodic gratings with different
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exposure dose modulations and different materials, and extend this process with different
aperture plates, e.g., motorized iris diaphragms. This method can also be utilized for
creating gradient vivid colors with varying diameters of nanorod structures, as discussed
in Chapter 5.

6.2.2 Talbot lithography using aperiodic subwavelength structures
In recent years, numerous phase-mask lithography techniques have been developed to
fabricate periodic 3 dimensional (3D) nanostructures [151-155]. In these approaches, a
thick photoresist is placed in direct contact with a periodic phase element, which can be
lithographically patterned [151-154] or self-assembled [155]. When the phase mask is
illuminated, the periodic structure generates a volumetric intensity distribution as
governed by the Talbot effect, cross-linking (or de-crosslinking) the underlying
photoresist to fabricate complex 3D nanostructures.

However, most of the work done have been limited to using periodic phase elements,
which results in fabricated structures that are also periodic. Here, we explore the Talbot
field generated from an aperiodic 1D grating with slowly spatially varying duty cycle
while maintaining constant period [156]. Allowing the duty cycle of the phase mask to be
varied enables control of the duty cycle of the resulting 3D structure [1561. We analyze the
proposed lithography technique using both analytical and numerical methods, and
compare the simulated results to the fabricated structures [156].

In the preliminary design we focus on a ID phase grating with a constant period and
linearly varying duty cycle. The aperiodic phase mask overlaid with the Talbot intensity
pattern simulated using FDTD method is illustrated in Figure 6-6, where the mask
material is a fused silica (n = 1.48) and the underlying material is photoresist (Sumitomo
PFi88A8, n = 1.60). The grating is composed of eleven periods with constant period (P=
300 nm) and linearly increasing duty cycles from 0.2 to 0.8 with an interval 0.06. A
periodic boundary condition is used in the horizontal direction, and a perfectly matching
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layer is used at the bottom boundary to ensure no reflection. A transverse electric (TE)
plane wave with free space wavelength (X = 325 nm) is illuminating from the top, and
simulated intensity pattern is shown with contour color fill plot.

The simulation illustrate that the Talbot field generated from the aperiodic grating also
exhibits spatially varying characteristics. It is important to note that the Talbot distance (z,)
is constant, since the period P of the phase element does not change. The variations in
duty cycle lead to changes in the amplitude and phase of the diffracted orders while
maintaining the spatial frequency, resulting in a spatially varying intensity contours, as
observed in Figure 6-6. The Talbot distance (i.e., neighboring z-distance between replicas
of the original intensity pattern after the grating) is given by 2P 2/A, matching our
simulation results. Upon exposure, the resulting 3D photoresist will yield variations in
duty cycle due to the binary response of photoresist.

I

exposure

phase mask

Figure 6-6.

Simulated intensity pattern generated by an aperiodic ID phase mask with

linearly varying duty-cycle under normal illumination [156].
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To maximize the contrast of intensity pattern of Talbot field, the geometrical constraints of
the ID phase grating, such as the period (P), height (H), and width (w), must be designed
and optimized. Talbot effect is based on interference of the transmitted light waves (i.e.,
diffracted orders), and Talbot field is not created without light diffraction. Figure 6-7
shows the diffraction orders and the Talbot distance (zj) considering interference between
the zeroth-order and the first-order diffracted lights through the ID phase grating with
respect to the period (P). This discovers that the grating period P should be greater than
220 nm to ensure Talbot fields created by interference between the zeroth-order and firstorder diffracted light.
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with respect to the grating period (P).
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To find the optical ID phase mask geometry, the contrast values (C) of the intensity
profile at the Talbot plane are examined. Note that the contrast of the exposure dose
distribution is defined in Eq. 6.4, and in practice, the contrast values should be greater than
0.9 to fabricate good profile of gratings [147] (see Section 6.2.1). Transmitted efficiencies
of the diffraction orders through the ID grating with a period with 390 nm and a height of
220 nm as a function of the duty cycle are calculated using RCWA simulations, and
plotted in Figure 6-8. Based on the calculated transmitted efficiencies, the contrast values
(C) of the intensity profile at the Talbot plane can also be calculated with respect to the
duty cycle, as also shown in Figure 6-8. Wider range of the duty cycle exhibiting perfect
contrast values (C = 1) is certainly required to fabricate high contrast and sharp
nanostructures; thus the optimal geometry of the phase mask that exhibit the widest range
of the perfect contrast values can be found by tuning the three design parameters (period,
height, and duty cycle) through RCWA simulations. The ID phase grating (P= 390 nm, H
=

220 nm) demonstrates the widest range of the perfect contrast values over duty cycles

between 0.13 and 0.7, as shown in Figure 6-8; thus this has been chosen for the fabrication
of the ID phase mask.
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Figure 6-8. Transmitted efficiency of the diffraction orders and contrast values of the
intensity profile at the Talbot plane with respect to the duty cycle (w/P) when P = 390 nm
and H = 220 nm.

A simulated volumetric intensity pattern generated by the designed aperiodic ID phase
mask (P = 390 nm, H = 220 nm) with linearly varying duty cycles of 0.1 to 0.75 is shown
in Figure 6-9. The phase mask creates an aperiodic array of focal spots, and the intensity
pattern is repeated with the Talbot distance z,. As expected in Figure 6-8, the contrast of
the intensity profiles at the Talbot plane decreases as the duty cycle of the ID grating
decreases (left-hand side).

Aperiodic phase grating (1 D nanostructures)
**W*

1p

4*tgt

Figure 6-9. Simulated intensity pattern generated by the designed aperiodic ID phase
mask with linearly varying duty cycles.

The fabrication process for the optimized ID phase grating is illustrated in Figure 6-10.
To fabricate the aperiodic phase mask, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is spincoated
on a fused silica substrate coated with a 10-nm-thick Cr layer. Aperiodic grating with
designed duty cycle profile are patterned using electron beam lithography (EBL). After
electron beam exposure, the unexposed PMMA is developed, and the Cr layer is removed
using chromium etchant (wet process) that does not attack SiO 2 and the residual PMMA.
The pattern of PMMA grating is transferred into the fused silica substrate by CHF 3
reactive ion etching. The residual PMMA can be removed by N-methyl pyrolidinone
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(NMP) solution, resulting in a monolithic fused silica phase mask, as shown in Figure 611.

PMMA\

Cr layer

PMM
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- E-Beam
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- Remove Cr layer
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CF 4 Etching

Aperiodic Phase Grating

Figure 6-10. Schematic of the processes for fabricating aperiodic diffracted intensity
pattern from aperiodic grating phase mask.
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V
Figure 6-11. Scanning electron micrographs of the fabricated 1 D phase mask on a fused
silica. The duty cycle (w/P) gradually varies from 0.1 to 0.75, which covers the perfect
contrast region in Figure 6-8. The period P is 390 nm, and the height H= 220

5 nm

The sample for the 3D phase mask exposure is prepared on a silicon substrate. A layer of
anti-reflection coating (ARC, Brewer Science BARLi) is used to reduce reflection from
the substrate. A thick photoresist (Sumitomo PFi88A8, -1 gm) is then spincoated on top
of the ARC layer.

The thickness of the ARC is optically simulated to minimize the

reflection from the zeroth-order light. The phase mask is then brought together with the
prepared substrate so that the aperiodic structure is in close contact with the photoresist. A
laser (A = 405 nm, h-line) then illuminates through the phase mask at normal incidence,
generating the Talbot field and exposing the photoresist. The exposed photoresist can then
be developed with ultrasonic agitation to yield 3D aperiodic nanostructures with spatially
varying duty cycles.

Figures 6-12 and 6-13 shows the cross-section scanning electron micrographs of the
preliminarily fabricated 3D nanostructures with an exposure dose of 32.15 mJ/cm 2 and
56.16 mJ/cm 2, respectively. As expected in Figures 6-8 and 6-9, the fabricated photoresist
nanostructures under the 1D phase mask with a low duty cycle (left) exhibit smaller
feature size of the nanoholes and more defects due to the low contrast of the intensity
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profile, compared to those under the mask with a large duty cycle (right). Again, these are
the preliminary results, and results can be enhanced by using shorter wavelength laser
source and non-absorptive photoresists, such as SU-8. The photoresist thickness is limited
to ~1.0 pm because the photoresist used in the experiments absorbs at the exposure
wavelength (A= 405 nm).
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Figure 6-12. Cross-section scanning electron micrographs of the preliminarily fabricated
3D nanostructures with the simulated intensity profiles (exposure dose: 32.15 mJ/cm 2).
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Figure 6-13. Cross-section scanning electron micrographs of the fabricated 3D
nanostructures with the simulated intensity profiles (exposure dose: 56.16 mJ/cm 2).

In this work we utilize an aperiodic ID phase grating with spatially varying duty cycle to
generate an aperiodic 3D Talbot field. These preliminary results validate that the
volumetric intensity pattern can be recorded by photoresist to form 3D nanostructures. We
need to explore further utilizing 1D aperiodic phase grating with both varying duty cycle
and periods, allowing more design parameters to control the resulting interference pattern.
This approach would be a good candidate for generating desired 3D nanostructures with
more flexibility due to the variation in the Talbot distances. Fabricating the 1 D grating
structure in polymer material can also result in flexible phase mask that is stretchable, and
different 3D nanostructures can be fabricated by controlling the applied axial and shear
strain.
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6.2.3 Fabrication of multifunctional inverted nanocone arrays
The multifunctionality of the silica nanocone surfaces (introduced in Chapters 2 and 3)
can be optimized and enhanced by increasing the aspect-ratio, since taller, narrow
nanostructures

contribute

to

lower

reflection

reflectance

and

more

robust

superhydrophobicity or superhydrophilicity [157]. However, it is inevitable that the high
aspect-ratio of the tapered nanocones is also detrimental to the mechanical robustness of
the nanostructured surface, which is a critical barrier when developing textured materials
for practical applications or products [157].
Here, we propose an inverted nanocone structure to create improved nanostructured
multifunctional materials with greater mechanical robustness [157, 158]. Whilst retaining
the high aspect-ratio of tapered nanostructures for enhancing the optical and wetting
performance, such as anti-reflection, self-cleaning, and anti-fogging effects, the inverted
nanocone structure also provides high mechanical robustness regardless of its aspectratio, since the nanostructures are structurally supported by the matrix material around
the neighboring structures [157, 158].
The inverted nanocone surface has been fabricated using a simple UV replication
method. The master mold comprising of a large area periodic array of nanoconical
features is the silica nanocone structure that have introduced in Chapters 2 and 3. It is
replicated into UV curable polymer by a sequence of pressing, UV curing, and demolding
steps. The fabricated inverted nanocone arrays have a pitch of 200 nm with an aspectratio of 5, while demonstrating a far improvement in mechanical robustness by the
simulated and experimental results [157, 158].

The inverted nanocone surface can also be manufactured on a fused silica surface or a
sapphire surface using negative photoresist. Negative photoresist can be easily utilized
instead of positive photoresist in the fabrication processes shown in Figures 3-4, 3-9, and
3-11; thus this will lead to fabricating nanostructured multifunctional surfaces with low
risk of mechanical damage.
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Appendix A
Dimensionless measure of robustness
T*(z/H) of the Cassie-Baxter state against
an applied pressure difference across the
water-air interfaces
For a slender tapered cone structure, transition from the Cassie-Baxter to the Wenzel state
is due to the application of a sufficiently-large external pressure difference across the
water-air meniscus that form the composite interfaces [72]. Typical high aspect-ratio
pillar structures possessing a constant value for the critical pressure difference that the
liquid meniscus can resist when the contact line is located on the vertical sidewall of
pillars. In contrast, the pressure difference that the nanotaper structure can support varies
as the liquid meniscus descends along the oblique sidewall because the spacing between
nearby structures becomes increasingly narrow, as shown in Figure A-1. The
dimensionless measure of robustness f compares this pressure difference as a function
of penetration depth z/H into the microstructure with the reference pressure
Pf = 2 YLV/

,,,

, which characterizes the typical pressure difference across the liquid-air

interface for millimetric-sized liquid droplets sitting at rest on the top of the posts [72].
Due to the high aspect-ratio of the nanocone structure and the small pitch, we can neglect
the sagging of the liquid-air interface and this does not drive the wetting transition except
when the meniscus is very close to the base of the structure [45].
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Figure A-1. a) SEM micrograph of slender tapered nanocone structure. b) Schematic
diagram of horizontally cross-sectioned nanocone structure [45]..

The general force balance on the liquid meniscus at equilibrium equates the pressure
difference across the liquid-air interface (AP) multiplied by the area with the surface
tension (YLV ) multiplied by the total length of the contact line contained in the unit cell as
shown in Figure A-1. Assuming that (i) the contact line is on the same horizontal plane
and (ii) the angle between the direction of surface tension and axis of nanotaper is
6Qd - p (see Figure 2-12) at all points along the contact line, we obtain

Ap -(p2 - rW2

YLV -(27rW)- Cos (0, - T),

(A. 1)

where the column radius W as a function of the penetration depth z/H depending on the
approximation of the shape of nanotaper structures (e.g., a truncated cone or a cubic
paraboloid) [45].

The overall force balance (Eq. A. 1) can be re-written as

r2

2A'YLVW cos(, -P)
AP=(A2 p2
W

Therefore, the dimensionless robustness parameter T* becomes
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(A.2)

=

AP

P'

27nyLvWcos(Q'f,-q)
-X,(W/P)cos(6O
-q)
w2)/2yL//e()
P[1-X(W/PY]

P2 -

(A.3)

We can approximate the slender tapered cone structure as a cubic paraboloid,
W = (P2)fzlH , as discussed in Chapter 2, and Eq. A.3 can be rearranged by
substituting the paraboloid profile to obtain

T* (z/H) = W

(/

1cs,

2P[ 1- (/4)(z/H)2

-op

(A.4)

This dimensionless parameter (Eq. A.4) provides a measure of how robust the CassieBaxter state is when the contact line is located at a certain vertical position z/H and can
be easily re-dimensionalized into a physical pressure difference AP= T* P,,, which
determines the equilibrium penetration distance of the liquid-solid-air three phase contact
line into the microstructure, depending on the external pressure difference acting on the
meniscus [45]. The values of T* obtained for the nanocone structures are very large
because the pitch P is only 200 unm and because the chosen scale for pressure
P=, =2yL/tca, for a static liquid droplet is very small [45].
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Appendix B
Transparent Anti-fingerprint Surfaces
B. 1 Quantification of lateral capillary imbibition of sebum
over a thin porous layer of TiO 2 nanoparticles
In this section, we quantitatively analyze lateral capillary imbibition of human sebum on
the nanoporous and oleophilic titania layer, which has been designed to minimize the
required ultraviolet light exposure time for photocatalytic degradation of a deposited
dactylogram. As shown in Figure B-1, as time increases from the moment the
dactylogram is deposited (t > 0), the two adjacent sebum-air-titania contact lines (denoted
by white dotted line, lfront) approach each other due to lateral capillary imbibition. The
initially light blue (porous titania) region is progressively filled with light brown color
(sebum).

Figure B-1. Sequential microscope images of dactylogram. As time increases, the two
adjacent sebum-air-titania contact lines (denoted by white dotted line) approach each
other by lateral capillary imbibition. The initially light blue (porous titania) region is
progressively filled with light brown color (sebum).
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The spreading of a stripe of sebum deposited from a single friction ridge over a thin
porous titania film layer can be modeled by considering wicking of a hemi-cylindrical
droplet of sebum into a porous substrate (Figure B-2) [125]. To derive the differential
equation that describes the time change of position (lfront(t), in the x-direction) of sebumair-titania interface through the thin porous layer, the volume inside the porous layer and
outside the hemi-cylindrical droplet (colored in blue) is considered as a control volume of
interest. Because the nanoporous film thickness (dfi, - 0(10-1 jm)) is much smaller than
the lateral spreading scale (the distance between two adjacent friction ridges is typically
0(102

gm), wicking of the sebaceous liquid in the vertical direction (z direction)

proceeds much more quickly than laterally; it is thus reasonable to simplify the problem
as a quasi one-dimensional spreading problem supplied by a reservoir of fluid, as shown
in Figure B-1.

/front
Figure B-2. Schematic illustration of hemi-cylindrical sebum on a partially wetted thin
porous film of titania nanoparticles. The control volume of interest is represented by blue
color.

Conservation of mass and Darcy's equation governing the motion of liquid through
porous media [125, 159], result in two governing equations,
iox

(vB)
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v=-

(B.2)

a~tx

where v is the lateral velocity of sebum, Kp is the permeability of the porous layer, p is
the sebum viscosity, and P is the capillary pore pressure inside the porous layer. A
solution can be obtained by integrating Eqs. B.1 and B.2

P=----x+B

(B.3)

K,

where A (= v) and B are constants of integration and can be determined by considering
the following boundary conditions at the entrance and exit of the control volume in the xdirection.
P= P - P

at x = It. (t)

(B.4)

at x = L(t)

(B.5)

P = P - Pd

where Pg is the gaseous pressure, P, is the capillary pressure at the front of sebum (x =
font (t)) inside the porous layer, and Pd is the capillary pressure of the deposited droplet at

x = L (t). It should be noted that according to [125], the inequality P, >> Pd is satisfied
since the characteristic radius of curvature inside the porous layer is much smaller than
the radius of curvature of the deposited droplet. Therefore, we ignore the value of Pd and
the following expression for v 1_

= dl/dt can be derived,

dt
p frOyf-L

dt

(36

1

KP,

d1y,

L(B.6) Iton,-

or
(Ifrom

-

L)dl

K P
.. scdt
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(B.7)

From our assumption in Figure B-2, L(t) can be approximated as a constant because the
width of sebum deposited from friction ridge does not change with time (L(t)

=

lo). By

integrating both sides of the Eq. B.7, the equation becomes

1

KP
2fro

Llfro+C

t

(B.8)

2KP't(t -C')

+L

(B.9)

or

where C and C' are unknown constants and K~ 1(Y m2, PC~ 5 x 1O6 Pa and p ~10
Pa-s according to order of magnitude values in [124, 125, 160].

Finally, we checked the order of magnitude of 2KP/p ~1010 m 2 /s in Eq. B.9 by
comparing the value determined from curve fitting the experimental data shown in Figure
B-3 using the quadratic function fron =[D(t -E)] 1 /2 + F with curve-fitting coefficients D,
E, and F. We find that the estimated value based on the first approximation is in good
agreement with the value determined from curve-fitting that gives D ~9.8 x 10" m 2 /s.
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Figure B-3. Plot showing the time evolution of the sebum-air-titania contact line position
as a result of lateral capillary imbibition. The red solid line represents a result of curve
fitting with a quadratic function form 1n = [D(t - E)]+ F (represented by red solid
line).
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B.2 Porosity of the TiO 2 nanoparticle coating
To analyze the characteristics of the nanoporous TiO2 coating prepared by Layer-byLayer (LbL) coating method, parameters quantifying the capillary imbibition, surface
area, and averaged refractive index are important. Because the physical properties of
nanoparticles can differ from the bulk properties of the materials, in this section we
calculate the porosity and the refractive index of the thin layer nanoporous coating using
the method proposed by Lee et al. [109]. When the refractive index of the nanoparticle
(np) and the porosity of the nanoporous media (p = I-q, where o is the packing density of
the nanoparticles) are unknown, solving two equations containing two unknowns (n, and
p) is required to determine these values. Effective medium theory can be used to derive
an expression for the effective refractive index of a nanoporous thin film deposited on a
substrate [65, 66]. Measuring the effective refractive indices with two different fluids (of
known refractive indices) imbibed into the porous nanotexture yields two equations that
can then be solved simultaneously to give the pore volume fraction (p) and the refractive
index of the nanoparticles (n,). Among various effective medium approximations,
Bruggeman's model has been selected, since it matches well with finite difference time
domain (FDTD) simulations of random structures [65, 66]. The effective permittivity of
the medium (e, ) is given by solving the following two equations

6

(1-)
6

(1-q)

eff +
2

air, + &eff

+
wae"~eff
2
ewa,,+
eff

p
eff = 0
2
&,, + $ujy

-eff

p

,+
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2

eff

=0

(B.10)

(B.11)

where

e,,r

is the permittivity of air,

is the permittivity of water, e, is the

e,,ater

permittivity of the particle, and V is the packing density (i.e., volume fraction) of the
particles. In addition, refractive index n is approximately 4s at optical frequencies for
most natural materials.

As shown in Figure B-4, the effective refractive indices (nef =f

er)

measured by

ellipsometry (A = 633 nm) are 1.478 (with the air) and 1.633 (with the water). Since the
refractive indices of air and water are known and the effective permittivity is measured
on the same nanoporous textured film, two unknown values (e, and p) can subsequently
be calculated from Eqs. B.10 and B.11. The calculated packing density (i.e., volume
fraction, p) of the particle is (p =0.504 (p = 0.496), and the refractive index of the TiO 2
particle is determined to be n,= 2.001 at A= 633nm.

A

B

V7

T102 nanoparticles

-

EO=70*

Figure B-4. Measurements of packing density and refractive index of the nanoparticle
thin films in the air (A) and in the water (B) using ellipsometry.
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B.3 Optical transmissivity and photocatalytic effect for the
TiO 2 nanoparticle coating (50 dipping cycles), a flat TiO 2
film deposited by using electron beam deposition, and
SunCleanTM glass
The optical transmissivity values over the wavelength range of visible light for the TiO 2
nanoparticle coating (50 dipping cycle), a flat TiO 2 film, and SunCleanTM glass (a
commercially available glass coated with TiO 2 ) [161] are measured, as shown in Figure
B-5. The layered nanoparticle structures with 50 dipping cycles (dso =114.8
have the highest transmissivity over the wavelengths of 400 nm 5

6.2 nm)

< 800 nm, compared

to the flat TiO 2 film deposited on the microscope slide (thickness = 115

10 nm) and

SunCleanTM glass. Figure B-6 shows surface topography of the three kinds of surfaces
(oblique views, tilting angle = 700).
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-T02 nanoparticle coated glass

-

Flat TiO 2 coated glass
SunCleanTm glass
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Figure B-5. Measured optical transmissivity over the visible range (400 nm < A < 800 nm)
for the three different surfaces
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(a) TiO 2 nanoparticle

(b) Flat TiO 2 film deposited

coating

on a microscope slide

(c) SunCleanTM glass

Figure B-6. SEM micrographs for the three different surfaces (oblique views, tilting angle
= 70'). All scale bars represent 200 nm.

Figure B-7 shows the measured transmissivity of monochromatic light (A = 660 nm from
a diode laser) for the 50 dipping cycle film (dso = 114.8

6.2 nm), the flat TiO 2 film, and

SunCleanTM glass with respect to UV exposure time after deposition of stamped artificial
sebum. All the transmissivity values initially drop from the initial sebum-free values
represented by the dotted lines, due to the stamped artificial sebum. As the nanoparticle
coated surface is exposed to UV light (1.5

0.1 mW/cm 2 at 300 nm

A ! 400 nm) the

transmissivity gradually recovers to its initial sebum-free value within 3 hours. In
contrast, optical transmissivity values for the flat TiO 2 film and SunCleanTM glass do not
reach the sebum-free values within 15 hours because the artificial oils on both coatings
are not completely degraded photocatalytically. The required UV light exposure time
until the moment that the optical transmissivity through the artificial sebum-deposited
region reaches 99% of the original transmissivity is also measured. The required UV light
exposure time for the 50 dipping cycle porous TiO 2 nanoparticle coating and SunCleanTM
glass are 2.5 hours and 15 hours, respectively. In addition, the flat TiO 2 coating does not
show any noticeable changes in transmissivity even after 24 hours of UV light exposure.
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Figure B-7. Time evolution of measured transmissivity (incident angle = 0*, A = 660 nm)
through artificial sebum-stamped spots of the three different surfaces exposed to UV light
(1.5

0.1 mW/cm2 at 300 nm 5 A S 400 nm). The dotted lines represent the initial,

sebum-free transmissivity values.
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B.4 Mechanical robustness test results of the TiO 2
nanoparticle coating (50 dipping cycles) against repeated
shear force
The mechanical durability of the nanoporous TiO 2 coatings constructed from calcinated
TiO 2 nanoparticles against shear force is tested in consideration of applications such as
touch screens. Equivalent shear forces in the range of the human finger shear forces
measured on capacitive touchscreens (Figure B-8a) are applied onto the TiO 2
nanotextured coatings [102] by sliding different magnitudes of normal load.
In order to measure kinetic friction coefficient between the rubber pad and the TiO 2
nanoparticle coating, an inclined plane is utilized. By changing the tilting angle of the
TiO 2 nanoparticle coated surface, we measure a specific angle at which the rubber pad
slides down at a constant speed. The tangent value of the measured specific angle is
determined to be the coefficient of kinetic friction between the rubber pad and the TiO2
nanoparticle coating because the friction force and the sine of the gravitational force
acting on the rubber pad are the same, and the force normal to the tilted surface is the
cosine value of the gravitational force acting on the rubber pad when the rubber pad
slides down at a constant speed.

As shown in Figure B-8, the TiO2 nanoparticle coating shows approximately no change
(< 1%) from the initial optical transmissivity, even after 50 times repeated contact sliding
test with the maximum shear force value of 0.3 N. It should be noted that 0.3 N covers
most of the range of measured friction shear force without electrostatic force.
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Figure B-8. a) Plot of averaged human fmger touch force on capacitive touchscreens with
or without electrostatic force Fe [102]. The standard error is 0.01 N. Reproduced from
Ref. [102] with the permission of IEEE. b) Plot of estimated shear force with pass
(represented as blue hollow circles) or failure (represented as red hollow triangles) results
of the shear resistance test. Evolution of optical transmissivity (at A = 660 nm) is
measured after applying different shear force on the nanoporous TiO 2 surface through a
latex rubber pad with area A = 81 mm 2 (see Figure 4-27 caption for details of shear
resistance tests). If transmissivity of the nanoporous TiO 2 coating after 50 times of tests
with the magnitude of given shear force shows more than 99% of the initial
transmissivity value, the result is marked as pass. The green solid squares represent
normalized transmissivity values to initial transmissivity of the nanoporous TiO 2 values
after 50 times of shear force tests.
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